KEEPING FRANKLIN’S PROMISE

In the words of one elegiac tribute, “Great men have two lives: one which occurs while they work on this earth; a second which begins at the day of their death and continues as long as their ideas and conceptions remain powerful.”

These words befit the great Benjamin Franklin, whose inventions, innovations, ideas, writings, and public works continue to shape our thinking and renew the Republic he helped to create and the institutions he founded, including the University of Pennsylvania.

Nowhere does Franklin feel more contemporary, more revolutionary, and more alive than at the University of Pennsylvania. His startling vision of a secular, nonsectarian Academy that would foster an “Inclination join’d with an Ability to serve Mankind, one’s Country, Friends and Family” has never ceased to challenge Penn to redefine the scope and mission of the modern American university.

When pursued vigorously and simultaneously, the two missions – developing the inclination to do good and the ability to do well – merge to help form a more perfect university that educates more capable citizens for our democracy.

Penn has embodied and advanced Franklin’s revolutionary vision for 272 years. Throughout its history, Penn has extended the frontiers of higher learning and research to produce graduates and scholars whose work has enriched the nation and all of humanity.

The modern liberal arts curriculum as we know it can trace its roots to Franklin’s innovation to have Penn students study international commerce and foreign languages.

The first medical and business schools in the United States were launched here.

And the first general-purpose electronic, digital computer – ENIAC – was invented right here at the University of Pennsylvania.

At Penn, the never-ending quest for innovation and academic distinction has found perfect Franklinian expression in “The Penn Compact,” President Amy Gutmann’s bold vision for propelling our University from excellence to eminence in all our core endeavors. Fulfilling the goals of the Compact – increasing access for talented students of all backgrounds, integrating knowledge across multiple disciplines, and engaging our knowledge with communities locally and globally – is the focus of Penn’s current $3.5 billion Making History campaign, and will position the University to make the greatest possible contribution to our society and our world.

Today, Penn proudly graduates a class of men and women who have shown the intelligence, drive, integrity, and character to become engaged citizens who will serve humanity with distinction. Our Penn graduates are poised to take their place as productive democratic citizens and as just and humane stewards of our world.

In these challenging and perilous times, a world in need of young men and women who are willing to shoulder the moral responsibilities of leadership can look to Penn.

Franklin wrote: “We may make these times better if we bestir ourselves. The noblest question in the world is ‘What good may I do in it?’”

The answer to this question will be furnished by Franklin’s newest heirs, the graduates of 2012.
COMMENCEMENT SEATING

Guests will find this diagram helpful in locating the approximate seating of the degree candidates. The sequence in which the candidates are presented for degrees is shown on the next page. The list on page 13, detailing the colors of the candidates’ hoods according to their fields of study, may further assist guests in identifying the locations of the various schools.

In case of emergency, evacuation procedures will be announced.
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THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, the singing of the National Anthem, the Invocation, the Dismissal and the singing of "The Red and Blue," and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the field.

MUSIC
Westminster Brass
James W. Hala, Director

STUDENT PROCESSION

ALUMNI PROCESSION
- Procession of the Alumni Class Representatives
- Procession of the Class of 1987
- Procession of the Class of 1962

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

OPENING PROCLAMATION
George A. Weiss, Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Hannah Beren Platt, C’12
Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

INVOCATION
Charles L. Howard, Chaplain

GREETINGS
Amy Gutmann, President
- Presentation of the 25th and 50th Reunion Classes
- Remarks

ACADEMIC HONORS
Vincent Price, Provost

GREETINGS
Susan S. Margulies, Chair, Faculty Senate

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
The President
- Ruzena Bajcsy... Doctor of Sciences
  Penn Professor Emerita, Computer Science and Engineering
  Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
- Geoffrey Canada... Doctor of Humane Letters
  President and Chief Executive Officer,
  Harlem Children’s Zone, Inc.
  Educational Innovator and Advocate
INTRODUCTION OF THE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
The Provost

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Geoffrey Canada, President and Chief Executive Officer, Harlem Children’s Zone, Inc.

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES IN COURSE
The President
Candidates are presented by the Deans and the Vice Provost for Education

CLOSING REMARKS
The President

DISMISSAL
The Chaplain

THE RED AND BLUE
The Glee Cub
By William J. Goeckel, Class of 1896, and Harry E. Westervelt, Class of 1898

Come all ye loyal classmates now, in hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania, we wear the Red and Blue.
(Chorus)
Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue;
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue.

RECESSIONAL
AN INSPIRATIONAL PUBLIC CITIZEN

Benjamin Franklin: Penn’s Founder

In January 1748, Benjamin Franklin celebrated his 42nd birthday by admitting David Hall to partnership in his printing business and placing Hall in charge of all operations at the press. This arrangement enabled Franklin to withdraw from active printing work and focus his full attention on public service. The timing was fortuitous because just two months earlier, one of Franklin’s brief, but powerful essays, a piece he titled Plain Truth, had instantly transformed him into one of Philadelphia’s leading public figures. In Plain Truth, Franklin first reviewed the recent history of armed raids by the French and Spanish on English shipping in the Delaware Bay and the refusal by the Quaker-dominated Pennsylvania Assembly to adopt any law directing the appropriation of public monies for the purpose of military defense. Franklin’s response to the political impasse was to advocate the creation of a volunteer militia, the officers and members of which would take appropriate steps to protect Philadelphia from similar attacks. He also authored a plan for a voluntary organization – the “Pennsylvania Association of 1747” – which was signed, within two or three weeks, by more than a thousand Philadelphians. Plain Truth, in Franklin’s own words, “had a sudden and surprising Effect.” By January 1748, Franklin – though he had yet to hold any public office – was Philadelphia’s most visible and most popular public leader.

Freed from the day-to-day responsibilities of the printing press, Franklin was swept up first into provincial governance: in October 1748, he was elected a member of Philadelphia’s city council; in June 1749, he was appointed a Justice of the Peace for Philadelphia County; in May 1751, he was elected a member of the Pennsylvania Assembly; in August 1753, he was appointed joint deputy postmaster general for North America.

Franklin simultaneously introduced the series of civic and intellectual innovations for which he is famous. In May 1747, Franklin wrote to Peter Collinson, in London, the first of several long letters which described his ideas on electricity and the experiments he had undertaken to test his theories. Collinson shared copies of these letters with others in England, who were unanimous in thinking they were “ingenious.” In February 1750, Collinson decided to have the letters printed and placed them in the hands of a highly respected English intellectual, John Fothergill, to review and edit them as he deemed appropriate. Franklin had time to make some additions and corrections and also to send still another letter on the subject. Fothergill was so favorably impressed that he endorsed Franklin’s work by writing a preface to the collected essays. Printed in pamphlet format and released to the public in April 1751, the eighty-six-page publication was titled, Experiments and Observations on Electricity, made at Philadelphia in America, and it quickly circulated throughout the scientific communities of Great Britain and Europe. “Nothing,” it was later stated, “was ever written upon the subject of electricity which was more generally read, and admired in all parts of Europe than these letters.”

In August 1749, Franklin initiated what he called a “public affair,” the same one that we celebrate today. He did so by placing an unsigned letter at the top of the front page of his Philadelphia newspaper, the Pennsylvania Gazette. It masqueraded as a communication to the editors which signaled the writer’s intentions with regard to a major civic improvement, an institution of higher education. The author, of course, was Franklin himself.

PENN’S FOUNDER: Benjamin Franklin (1706 – 1780). As early as June 1754, when he was still President of Penn’s Trustees, Benjamin Franklin made public his vision for a great union of the British colonies in North America. As a Pennsylvania delegate to the Albany Congress, he formally introduced his plan for a “General Union of the British Colonies on the Continent” and asked that it be debated, amended, and adopted. The Albany Congress did indeed adopt the plan, but later it died in the legislatures of the several colonies. Twenty-two years later, in June 1776, Franklin finally enjoyed the opportunity to act on his vision, when he helped draft and then signed the Declaration of Independence. In September of that year, the Second Continental Congress elected Franklin to represent the United States of America as one of three commissioners to France. Franklin departed for France in October 1776 and stayed for eight years. This magnificent portrait – one of Penn’s prized possessions – was painted while Franklin lived in France. It was brought to the U.S. in the mid nineteenth century and donated to the University of Pennsylvania in 1914.

PORTRAIT BY J.F. DE L’HOSPITAL, 1779. UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA ART COLLECTION.

To the Printers of the G A Z E T T E

In the settling of new countries, the first care of the planters must be to provide and secure the necessities of life; this engrosses their attention, and affords them little time to think of anything farther. We may therefore excuse our ancestors, that they established no Academy or college in this province, wherein their youth might receive a polite and learned education. Agriculture and mechanic arts, were of the most immediate importance; the culture of minds by the finer arts and sciences, was necessarily postponed to times of more wealth and leisure.

Since those times are come, and numbers of our inhabitants are both able and willing to give their sons a good education, if it might be had at home, free from the extraordinary expense and hazard in sending them abroad for that purpose; and since a proportion of men of learning is useful in every country, and those who of late years come to settle among us, are
chiefly foreigners, unacquainted with our language, laws and customs; it is thought, a proposal for establishing an Academy in this province, will not now be deemed unseasonable. Such a proposal the publick may therefore shortly expect.

Over the next two months, Franklin drafted the text of a plan for an educational institution, consulted with other prominent Philadelphians, re-drafted and perfected the plan, and then, in October 1749, he published and distributed widely a persuasive plea for the establishment of an “Academy, in which [the Youth of this Province] might receive the Accomplishments of a regular Education.” Franklin’s brief essay on education, which he titled, Proposals Relating to the Education of Youth in Pennsylvania, has endured to our present time as one of the most influential of his writings. In it, he famously summarized both the means and the ends of higher education,

> As to their Studies, it would be well if they could be taught every Thing that is useful, and every Thing that is ornamental; But Art is long, and their Time is short. It is therefore propos’d that they learn those Things that are likely to be most useful and most ornamental. Regard being had to the several Professions for which they are intended. …

The Idea of what is true Merit, should also be often presented to Youth, explain’d and impress’d on their Minds, as consisting in an Inclination join’d with an Ability to serve Mankind, one’s Country, Friends and Family; which Ability is (with the Blessing of God) to be acquire’d or greatly encreas’d by true Learning; and should indeed be the great Aim and End of all Learning.

The response to Franklin’s Proposals was immediate and enormously supportive. In November 1749, the Trustees convened and adopted the “Constitutions of the Publick Academy in the City of Philadelphia.” In February 1750, they purchased land and a large, but unfinished building located on the west side of Fourth Street, between Market and Arch Streets and they authorized the conversion and finishing of the structure for educational purposes. In January 1751, the Academy enrolled its first students and taught its first classes. In July 1753, Thomas and Richard Penn, the Proprietors of the Province of Pennsylvania, granted the Academy a corporate charter. In June 1755, the Proprietors amended the charter to empower the Trustees to confer degrees and the corporate name of the institution changed to the “Trustees of the College, Academy and Charitable School of Philadelphia in the Province of Pennsylvania.” In May 1757, the College of Philadelphia, as it came to be commonly known, graduated its first class and conferred its first degrees.

Just as soon as the Academy opened in January 1751, Franklin was on to his next civic improvement. Later that same month, Franklin and Dr. Thomas Bond petitioned the Pennsylvania Assembly to incorporate the founders of the Pennsylvania Hospital and to match their contributions with public funds; by May of that year this proposal had become law; in July 1751, the Pennsylvania Hospital was organized; and in February 1752, the Hospital admitted its first patients.

Then, in July 1751, Franklin began still another project. In that month, he called on Philadelphia’s volunteer fire companies to send representatives to a general meeting for the consideration of a plan for the “Insurance of Houses;” in September of that year, the plan was approved; in February 1752, the books of the “Philadelphia Contributionship for the Insurance of Houses from Loss by Fire” were opened for subscription; in April of that year, the new fire insurance company was organized; and in June 1752, the Contributionship issued its first policies.

Franklin’s model of inspirational public citizenship did not end with any one of these several accomplishments. He simply moved on to the next “public affair.” Between January 1748 and April 1757, when he left Philadelphia to represent the Pennsylvania legislature before the British crown and Parliament, Franklin was a virtual – and continuous – engine of civic involvement and improvement.
in the Draught of a Commission or Power authorizing Dr. Smith in their Names to request Donations for the Academy together with an Address to the Proprietaries of the Province to countenance, advise, and assist Dr. Smith in making the said Collection & a Letter to Proprietor Thomas Penn praying Liberty to sell his Share of the Perkasie Manor which were all read, amended, and approved …

Minutes of the Trustees
Tuesday, 15 December 1761
Volume One, at page 151

Provost Smith departed Philadelphia, bound for London, in January 1762. He would successfully raise the unprecedented total of £7,000 pounds on behalf of the College, Academy and Charitable School, but the campaign would take two and a half years and the Provost would not return to Philadelphia until June 1764. In the intervening years Rev. Dr. Francis Alison, the Vice Provost, assumed the Provost’s administrative duties and Rev. John Ewing (who would eventually succeed Smith as Penn’s Provost) assumed Smith’s teaching duties. This was the state of affairs at Penn in the spring of 1762.

In the eighteenth century, it was customary for the Trustees and Faculty to conduct a public examination of all students who had completed the collegiate course and applied for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. The ‘Trustees’ minutes for April 1762 described in unusual detail the process of comprehensive examination for that year,

[Trustees] Present
Richard Peters, Thomas White
Alexander Stedman, William Allen
Thomas Cadwalader, Jacob Duchê

The Senior Students were examined by Dr. Alison & Mr. Peters in the Greek & Latin Languages; by Mr. Ewing and Mr. Williamson in Mathematics; & by Mr. Peters & Dr. Alison in Logic, which took up the Forenoon.

P.M.

Present the same Trustees
Mr. Stedman & Mr. Ewing examined the Students in Natural Philosophy, & Dr. Alison & Mr. Peters in Moral Philosophy.

The Examination in all the Branches of Science was Strict & full, & the Students gave very clear and sensible Answers, much to the Satisfaction of the Trustees, & the Audience was pleased to express, at going away, very favorable Sentiments of the great Improvement made by the Students.

Minutes of the Trustees
Tuesday, 6 April 1762
Volume One, at pages 166-67

A few weeks later, the Trustees authorized public announcement of the upcoming Commencement of 1762,

Tuesday next, being the Eighteenth of May, is appointed for holding the Publick Commencement in the College of this City. The Doors of the Publick Hall will be opened Half an Hour past Eight in the Morning, and the Exercises begin precisely at Nine o’clock; and in the Afternoon at Half an Hour past Two. Besides the Orations and Disputes by the Candidates, a Piece of Music will be perform’d, which, it is hoped, will give great Entertainment to the Audience.

Pennsylvania Gazette
Thursday, 13 May 1762
at page three

Later in May, the Philadelphia newspapers printed the following report on the Commencement proceedings,

Later in May, the Philadelphia newspapers printed the following report on the Commencement proceedings,

PH I L A D E L P H I A, May 27.

On Tuesday, the 18th inst., a public Commencement was held at the College in this City, in the Presence of a learned, polite, and very brilliant Assembly. Every Part of the public Hall was crowded with spectators. His Honor the G O V E R N O R, who is one of the Trustees of this Institution, was pleased to attend the whole Day. A great Number of the Clergy of different Denominations, together with many other Gentlemen of Learning, and the first Distinction, from the neighbouring Parts, were likewise present.

The following Gentlemen were admitted to Degrees at this Commencement, viz. Samuel Campbell, John Cooke, William...

Henry Marchant, formerly a Student of this Institution, having pronounced an elegant, spirited English Oration upon the Study of the Law, was admitted to a Master’s Degree; Also the Rev. Mr. Morgan Edwards, the Rev. Mr. Joseph Mather, the Rev. Mr. John Simonton, and Mr. Isaac Smith, of Nassau College, now Student of Physic, to the Honorary Degree of Master of Arts; And Mr. Thomas Pollock, Tutor in the Academy, to the Honorary Degree of Bachelor of Arts.

Every Thing was conducted with the utmost Decency and Order. The Candidates acquitted themselves in every Part of their Exercises to the Satisfaction of all present, and have thereby derived considerable Honour to themselves and to the Institution.

*Pennsylvania Gazette*

Thursday, 27 May 1762

at page three

### 150 YEARS AGO

**The Commencements of 1862**

In the academic year 1861-62, the Trustees, faculty, and students of the University of Pennsylvania were deeply concerned with and ever mindful of the terrible civil war being waged by the North and the South. The Trustees were determined, however, to carry the work of the University forward without interruption. The College, which drew the great majority of its students from the Philadelphia area, enrolled 124 regular students that year, which was consistent with enrollments in recent years. The Department of Medicine – founded in 1765 and since the 1820s, generally recognized as a great national school – enrolled 309 regular students, a forty-one per cent decline from just two years earlier. The Department of Law – re-established in 1850 and chiefly attended by those who intended to practice law in Pennsylvania – enrolled 54 regular students, a twenty-four per cent decline from the previous two years. Despite the overall decline in enrollment, the Trustees followed the traditional academic calendar and the faculty taught the regular curriculum.

The students in the College followed a four-year course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts or that of Bachelor of Science. The college year was divided into three terms or trimesters, the first beginning in early September and the third ending at the beginning of July. Commencement was regularly held on July the 3rd. Medical students followed a three-year course leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine, but their academic calendar consisted of a single “Session of Lectures,” which began in early October and ended in early March. The Department of Medicine held its Commencement in mid-March. Law students followed a two-year course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Laws. Their academic year was divided into two terms or semesters, the first beginning in early October and the second ending at the end of May. Graduates of the Department of Law joined in the University Commencement with the graduates of the College.

For these reasons, Penn celebrated two commencements in 1862, first that of the Department of Medicine and later, that of the College and Department of Law. The Philadelphia newspapers described both ceremonies in considerable detail,
Rev. Dr. Schaeffer opened the exercises with a prayer.

Rev. Daniel R. Goodwin, D.D., Provost of the University, then conferred the Degree of Doctor of Medicine upon the graduates. The list was read off by Dr. Rogers, the Dean.

The names of the successful students are as follows …

[Ninety-one names followed, accompanied by the state of their permanent residence.]

Many of the graduates were the recipients of flowers, sent by their friends, which were arranged very neatly upon the stage.

The valedictory address was delivered by Joseph Leidy, M.D., Professor of Anatomy.

After a benediction, at the close the audience retired.

Philadelphia Inquirer
Friday, 14 March 1862
at page eight

Three and one-half months later, Penn’s Trustees and faculty conducted – and the Philadelphia newspapers reported – the Commencement of 1862.

ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Musical Fund Hall presented a brilliant appearance yesterday morning on the occasion of the Annual Commencement of the University of Pennsylvania. As usual, there was a large audience, the majority being ladies. Hassler’s band was in attendance and discoursed fine music, among which was some prepared by a member of the class. At ten o’clock the procession of graduates and professors formed at the College, Ninth street above Chestnut, and marched to the Hall. The services were opened with a prayer by the Provost, Rev. Dr. Goodwin, in which he besought a blessing on the occasion, and concluded with an appeal for a happy issue to the troubles of our country.

Mr. Charles C. Harrison then spoke the Greek Salutatory. The address was delivered with facility and appropriate gesture.

“Sunnyside” was the subject of the next speaker, Mr. George D. Budd. His remarks consisted of a eulogy upon the life and character of Washington Irving. Mr. Budd presented a graphic picture of the pioneer of American literature, and the close of his life at Sunnyside.

The next address was by Mr. Thomas F. Jones on “The Progress of Science in War.”

In the music which followed, the band struck up the Star Spangled Banner, when the whole audience rose, and remained standing during the rendition of the air.

Mr. Thomas Jones spoke on “The World’s Advancement,” contending that the progress of the world has been ever onward.

The subject of “Union” was discoursed upon by Mr. P. Frazer Jr.

Mr. George S. Chambers delivered an interesting address on “Radicalism.”

The degree of Bachelor of Arts was then conferred on the following members of the senior class:

[The names of twenty-five graduates then followed.]

Mr. Edward Starr had conferred on him the degree of Bachelor of Science.

The degree of Master of Arts was conferred on the following graduates of three years standing:

[The names of twenty-nine recipients of the semi-honorary degree of Master of Arts then followed.]

The following gentlemen had conferred on them the degree of Bachelor of Laws:

[The names of fifteen graduates then followed.]

After the conferring of degrees, Mr. Wm. Pepper Jr. delivered the valedictory address.

The Provost, Rev. Dr. Goodwin, announced the prizes awarded by the Faculty of Arts, during the past college year, for special attainments and exercises.

The benediction was then pronounced, and the affair closed.

PHOTOGRAPH, CA. 1870, BY ROBERT NEWELL, ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. COLLECTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES AND RECORDS CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
After the exercises, at 8 P.M., the class adjourned to a handsome collation. After the usual toasts, the following impromptu, written after the exercises had closed, by a member of the graduating class, was sung in full chorus:

On brothers, we’ve met for the last time, and here
Our paths once conjoined must now ever diverge.
At the end of our course and our college career
Into stern, varied life must our destinies merge;
And whatever we do, to ourselves we’ll prove true,
But a halo shed round our loved class – ‘62.

CHORUS – May our country remember us as of honor well due,
Our small band of brothers, the class – ‘62.

Philadelphia Inquirer
Thursday, 3 July 1862
at page eight

50 YEARS AGO
Commencement of 1962

The spring of 1962 was a time of great optimism at the University of Pennsylvania. In March, the Trustees and University administration achieved a major, long-term goal when the construction of Van Pelt Library was completed and more than 1,000,000 books began to be transferred into the new facility. In June, the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania celebrated the opening of the new Radvin Institute with a huge gala reception and dedication ceremony. In addition, the magnificent new building for Penn’s most recent intellectual innovation – the Annenberg School for Communication – was also nearing completion and was scheduled to be dedicated in November. Penn, under the leadership of President Gaylord P. Harnwell, was on the move and all the indicators predicted that the coming years promised even greater things.

In the first week of May, the Trustees of the University gathered for their annual stated meeting. At that meeting – and after more than two years of consultation and consensus building – the Trustees adopted the “Integrated Development Plan,” an eighty-three-page statement of Penn’s educational mission and priorities, accompanied by the University’s long-term goals in physical plant expansion and the fundraising necessary to support it. It was a watershed moment in Penn’s twentieth-century history. The Integrated Development Plan essentially defined the work of the Trustees for the next eight years and much of our contemporary academic enterprise was the extraordinary result.

The academic year of 1961-62 was the first year in which Penn operated on its modern academic calendar. The start of the fall semester shifted back from the first of October to the week following the Labor Day holiday, which made it possible to close the fall semester just before the year-end holiday season. The start of the spring semester was likewise moved back, from the first of February to the early part of January, which thereby brought the semester to an end in the second week of May. In 1962, for the first time in more than a century, Penn held its annual commencement in May, a practice which has continued to the present day.

The Commencement of 1962 took place on Monday morning, 21 May, at the Municipal Auditorium (also known as Convention Hall), which stood on South Thirty-fourth Street, where the Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine stands today. The Academic Procession formed at 10 a.m. in the second floor Ballroom and at 10:30 a.m. it entered the main Auditorium. President Harnwell, the Trustees, other University officers, and those designated for the award of honorary degrees took the stage at the east end of the Auditorium, while the graduating students took their seats on the floor of the Auditorium. The audience occupied the elevated seats around the horseshoe-shaped perimeter of the Auditorium, both on the first floor and upstairs on the balconies.

The Commencement of 1962 was unusual in that it featured two Commencement speakers. The first, who had been announced several months in advance of the ceremony, was President John F. Kennedy’s Secretary of the Treasury, Clarence Douglas Dillon (1909 – 2003). The second, who had accepted an invitation to speak only a few weeks ahead of time, was Félix Houphouët-Boigny (ca. 1905 – 1993), President of the Republic of the Ivory Coast (or Côte d’Ivoire) in West Africa.

The dual Commencement speakers were very different. Dillon was a study in contrasts: his paternal grandparents were poor Jewish immigrants from Poland who settled in Texas and became very successful in several different businesses; his father attended Harvard College, changed the family name to Dillon, and became wealthy as the head of the New York investment banking firm of Dillon, Read; Douglas Dillon himself was an active Republican, who served in the Eisenhower presidential administration as Ambassador to France and later as Under Secretary of State; in April 1965, when Dillon left the U.S. Cabinet, he said, “I am a moderate Republican. I do not believe that there are great differences between that kind of Republicanism and the objectives” of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.

Houphouët-Boigny, on the other hand, was known for a single revolutionary cause: African independence from European colonial rule. He was a well-educated, practicing physician and successful rural planter, who entered Ivory Coast politics in 1944 as the co-founder of a group which advocated for local control of agricultural production, a group known as the African Agricultural Syndicate. Within a year, he transformed that organization into the Democratic Party of the Ivory Coast and was elected a deputy to the French National Assembly. Despite his resistance to French colonial policies, he maintained open communication and cordial relations with the French government. In 1956 the French prime minister, Guy Mallet, appointed him a minister-delegate, the first African in a French Cabinet. In August 1960, when the Ivory Coast became independent, Houphouët-Boigny was far and away the most popular leader in his homeland. He was elected President of the Republic of the Ivory Coast in November 1960 and served in that position until his death in December 1993.

TODAY
Penn in 2012

“Penn: A Pantheon of Teaching, Research & Public Service”

Almanac
for 10 January 2012

Happy New Year and welcome back to Penn! As we embark on a new semester, I want to thank every member of the Penn community for continuing to distinguish this University as a place where individual passions fuel a collective purpose. Because of your commitment to collaboration, creativity,
and innovation, 2011 was a year filled with noteworthy achievements. I know 2012 will continue this trend.

In December, we proudly announced that Penn Med received $16.3 million – one of the largest individual gifts made to medical research in the United States in 2011 – to establish the Neuroscience of Behavior Initiative. In October, President Barack Obama presented professor Ralph Brinster of Penn Vet with the National Medal of Science, the highest honor bestowed by the United States government on scientists and engineers. Dr. Brinster is the first veterinarian, and the eighth Penn faculty member, to receive this prestigious award.

The American Physical Society elected five Penn faculty to its 2011 APS Fellowship class. They are Mark Devlin, Alan “Charlie” Johnson, and Joshua Klein of the Department of Physics and Astronomy; Feng Gai of the Department of Chemistry; and Howard Hu of the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics.

Kudos go to Barbara Savage of the Department of History, who won the Grawemeyer Award in Religion for her extremely insightful book, Spirits Walk Beside Us: The Politics of Black Religion. And to James Corner, Chairman of the Department of Landscape Architecture, who was awarded the commission to design new public spaces for the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park South in London.

These, of course, are but a few of the many remarkable achievements made by Penn faculty last year. I am especially proud that in 2011 the entire Penn community put into motion a comprehensive plan that will catapult forward our commitment to creating a university community that reflects and respects the richness of the world it serves by introducing Penn’s Action Plan for Faculty Diversity and Excellence. As an important step, Provost Vince Price has appointed John L. Jackson, Jr., the Richard Perry University Professor of Communications and Anthropology, to be Senior Advisor to the Provost for Diversity. I look forward to working diligently with Vince, John, and all of you to make Penn a place of even greater creativity, innovation, and inclusion.

Outside our classrooms, studios, and laboratories, we saw a transformation of Penn’s campus in 2011. In September, we celebrated the opening of Penn Park, the centerpiece of our Penn Connects long-range development plan, which weaves together our campus, West Philadelphia and Center City. We also officially opened the Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine and named the Perelman School of Medicine, with great gratitude to Raymond and Ruth Perelman for their historic gift.

The opening of Penn Park marked the completion of the first phase of Penn Connects and this year we will launch Penn Connects 2.0, the second phase of the plan. This second phase will include the opening of Golkin Hall, the beautiful new wing at Penn Law, the completion of the Singh Center for Nanotechnology, and the renovation of our historic ARCH building. We will continue with our transformative plans to construct a new College House between 33rd and 34th on Chestnut Street, and we also will enter the design phase of the new Neural Behavioral Sciences building.

Next fall, we will add even more green space to campus with the opening of Shoemaker Green in front of the Palestra. Our second college green will be a welcoming, tree-lined public commons with walkways and an inviting sitting area. Overlooking Shoemaker Green will be the new Information Commons at Franklin Field, scheduled for completion this February. This new space will provide our students with a study area that offers unbeatable views of our bustling campus.

Finally, I know that you will join me in expressing gratitude to the many remarkable Penn alumni and friends who have been so avidly generous in their support that we reached our Making History campaign goal of $3.5 billion in 2011. In 2012, we will continue working toward all of our remaining priorities in the campaign, which include the funding of more endowed professorships (we’ve funded 100 so far in the campaign, but need more for our eminent faculty), student financial aid (which as you know is essential to making a Penn education affordable to outstanding students regardless of their financial circumstances), our high priority capital projects, and all the remaining School and Center priorities.

New Year’s is a time for reflection and resolution. I know that, as this exceptional community of dedicated scholars and teachers moves forward, we will continue to put Penn in the pantheon of teaching, research, and public service. Thank you for making this an academic home to which I am always happy to return. Have a great semester!

Amy Gutmann
President

Christopher H. Browne Distinguished Professor of Political Science

In 2012 the Penn Compact with its threefold theme – increasing access, integrating knowledge, and engaging locally and globally – leads the University of Pennsylvania into the future. It does so in partnership with the campus building plan, Penn Connects, and the $3.5 billion capital campaign, Making History. Working together these three initiatives promise to achieve President Gutmann’s objective for Penn: from excellence to eminence. Today, as the University community celebrates the Commencement of 2012, it is useful to reflect on the institution’s oldest traditions and to recognize that Penn is keeping faith with the best of its past.

Mark Frazier Lloyd
Director
University Archives and Records Center
Today – May 14, 2012 – is the University of Pennsylvania’s 256th Commencement. Penn traces its origins to a deed of trust executed in 1740 and is celebrating its 272nd birthday this year. President Amy Gutmann will confer bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees upon some 6,000 graduates of the University’s 12 schools. Honorary degrees will be awarded to seven individuals of distinction in varied fields, as you will note on pages 17, 18 and 19 in this program.

The practice of sporting signs on caps and gowns as a form of public proclamation at Commencement dates to the early 1760s and recalls an even more ancient tradition, originating in the practice of medieval universities. Penn’s archives contain several 18th century broadsides, printed in Latin, which were distributed to Commencement guests along with the regular programs. The broadsides contain a series of propositions classified under various academic headings. Presumably, the graduating students were willing to defend these theses against any assertions to the contrary. On the eve of the Revolution, however, statements such as “the rights of the people are as divine as the rights of their rulers” must have met with widespread sympathy.

ACADEMIC CEREMONY AND REGALIA

Commencement exercises at American universities and colleges traditionally are composed of three essential elements: the Academic Procession, the conferring of degrees, and the Commencement address. This practice has been codified since 1895, when a national conference on academic costume and ceremony was proposed and a plan known initially as the “Intercollegiate System” was formally adopted. The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania incorporated this code in the Statutes of the University in November 1896. Now under the aegis of the American Council on Education, the “Academic Costume Code and Academic Ceremony Guide” was revised in 1932 and 1960.* Throughout the 20th century, Commencement at Penn has, with minor modifications, followed the dictates of the code and its revisions.

By 1896, however, Penn had been granting degrees for nearly 140 years. Like other American colonial colleges, Penn borrowed its 18th century Commencement rituals directly from the English universities. In England the history of academic dress reaches back to the early days of the oldest schools. As early as the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges prohibited “excess in apparel” and required the wearing of a long gown. It is still an open question as to whether academic dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. It is often suggested that gowns and hoods were the simplest, most effective method of staying warm in the unheated, stone buildings which housed medieval scholars. In any case, academic regalia had evolved to contemporary familiarity by the time Benjamin Franklin was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws by the University of St. Andrews in 1759.

TRADITIONS AND CURRENT PRACTICE

AT PENN

In April 1887, on the recommendation of a committee of the faculty, the Trustees adopted the “Pennsylvania’ System of Academic Costume.” The colors and trimmings of hoods and caps were regularized according to faculty and degree. Beginning with the Commencement of 1887, the “Pennsylvania’ System” was published in each year’s program and adherence to its rules was expected of trustees, faculty, and students alike. Beginning in 1896, the “Pennsylvania’ System” was superseded by the “Intercollegiate System,” which has continued in effect to the present time.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves; it is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the masters degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front has an arc cut away. The masters gown may be worn open or closed. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate costume faced down the front with black velvet and across the sleeves with three bars of the same; these facings and crossbars may be of velvet of the color distinctive to the field of study to which the degree pertains. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black; holders of the University of Pennsylvania doctorate may wear red and blue gowns.

The hoods are lined in silk with the official color or colors of the college or university which granted the highest degree held by the wearer; more than one color is shown by division of the field color in a variety of ways, such as by chevron or chevrons. The binding or edging of the hood is in velvet, with widths of two inches, three inches, and five inches for the bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees, respectively. The color of the border indicates the field of study to which the degree pertains. University of Pennsylvania graduates wear a hood lined in red with a blue chevron. The mortarboard cap is standard, though soft square-topped caps are permissible. Recipients of doctorates may wear a gold tassel fastened to the middle point of the top of the cap; all others wear black.

Degrees shall be conferred today according to the following order:

- Arts & Letters, white
- Science, golden yellow
- Business Administration, mustard
- Nursing, apricot
- Medicine, green
- Law, purple
- Fine Arts, brown
- Dental Medicine, lilac
- Veterinary Medicine, gray
- Education, light blue
- Social Work, citron
- Philosophy, dark blue

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

The order for today’s Academic Procession is as follows:

- Mace Bearer
- President and Provost
- Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees
- Commencement Speaker
- Candidates for Honorary Degrees
- Deans
- Trustees
- Officers of the University
- Faculty
- Overseers
- Visiting Dignitaries

UNIVERSITY MACE

The Secretary of the University carries the University mace, the symbol of authority of the University, at the head of the Academic Procession. It was a gift of the family of William Murray Gordon, M.D. 1910. It is adorned with the seal and arms of the University, the Penn and Franklin coats-of-arms, a depiction of the Rittenhouse orrery, and a thistle symbolizing the early ties of the University with Scotland.

PRESIDENT’S BADGE OF OFFICE

The President wears as a badge of office a silver medallion of which one face is engraved, like the mace, with the University seal. The obverse of the President’s medal bears the “orrery seal,” designed in 1782 by Francis Hopkinson, A.B. 1757, a Signer of the Declaration of Independence. The medal, suspended on a chain composed of silver links, was given by the late Trustee Thomas Sovereign Gates, Jr., A.B. 1928, LL.D. 1956, on the occasion of Sheldon Hackney’s inauguration as President in October 1981.

UNIVERSITY SEAL AND SYMBOLS

SEAL OF THE CORPORATION

The Trustees of the University have an official seal that is, in effect, the signature of the corporation. It had its origin at a meeting of the Board of Trustees in 1755 with Benjamin Franklin as Chairman. Though the seal underwent changes over the years, the most recent design, approved in 1932 and adopted in 1933, returned it to virtually its original form.

The seal is composed of seven books stacked on a slanted desk top with the books bearing the following titles, representing the curricula of the day: Theolog, Astronom, Philosoph, Mathemat, Logica, Rhetorica, Grammatica. On the periphery of the stack of books appears the University motto, Leges Sine Moribus Vanae, and the whole is encircled with the inscription Universitatis Pennsylvaniensis.

PENN COAT-OF-ARMS

The Penn coat-of-arms was derived by combining the coat of arms of Benjamin Franklin and that of William Penn’s family. The dolphin on the red chief was part of Franklin’s coat-of-arms and the three silver plates on a blue chevron were a part of Penn’s. The two were combined on a white shield along with two open volumes representing the University’s educational purpose.

MOTTO:

LEGES SINE MORIBUS VANAE

The motto of the University, Leges Sine Moribus Vanae, means “Laws without morals are useless.” It comes from the longer quotation from Horace, “Quid leges sine moribus vanae proficiunt?” the sense of which is “of what avail are empty laws without (good) morals?”

SCHOOL COLORS

Eighteenth century American academic institutions did not have colors. The earliest known representation of the combined Penn colors, red and blue, is on the incised lid of the 1871 College Hall cornerstone.

One legend traces their origins to an early track meet at Saratoga, New York, between Penn, Harvard, and Yale. When asked by the officials what colors would be representing the Penn team, the Pennsylvania captain reportedly replied, “We’re going to be wearing the colors of the teams we beat,” i.e. Harvard Crimson and Yale Blue. We shall assume that Penn was victorious and thus remained loyal to the Red and Blue.
SCHOOLS OF THE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (1755)
The School of Arts and Sciences (SAS) is the direct descendant of the College of Philadelphia, where Benjamin Franklin established the first modern arts and sciences curriculum in the English colonies. Undergraduate programs for men date to the chartering of the College in 1755; the College of Liberal Arts for Women was founded in 1933. The Graduate School was established in 1882 with the appointment of a Faculty of Philosophy. The College of Liberal and Professional Studies (lifelong learning) traces its roots to 1892. The School of Arts and Sciences was born in 1974 with the merger of the College of Arts and Sciences, the College for Women, the Graduate School, and four social science departments from Wharton. Today SAS is the largest of the University’s 12 schools, providing a liberal arts education for all Penn undergraduates and supporting graduate studies, basic research, and continuing education across the full range of the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. The School has 26 departments with 472 standing faculty, 21 research centers, seven interschool institutes, and 10,000 students.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (1765)
Established in 1765 as the nation’s first medical school, Penn’s School of Medicine, now the Raymond and Ruth Perelman School of Medicine, continues a rich tradition of providing pre-eminent training and education. Today, the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, a leader among the nation’s medical schools, is committed to the highest standards in education, research, and patient care. It is continuously engaged in long-range strategic planning and implementation, focusing on programs and facilities that will take it well into the 21st century. In the current academic year, the School has 28 departments, 23 interdisciplinary centers and institutes, and over 1,900 full-time faculty members. It educates 725 M.D. students, 185 M.D./Ph.D. students, and 735 Ph.D. students, and trains more than a thousand residents and fellows. Over the last decade, the Perelman School of Medicine has consistently ranked among the top recipients of monies granted by the National Institutes of Health.

LAW SCHOOL (1790)
Legal education at Penn began in 1790 with a series of lectures on law by the University’s first law professor, James Wilson, a signer of the Declaration of Independence and one of the original six justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. After a long hiatus, instruction in law was re instituted in 1850 by George Sharswood. Today the hallmark of the Penn Law experience are a cross-disciplinary, globally-focused legal education taught by preeminent scholars that starts at the Law School and extends throughout the University. More than 70 percent of Law School faculty hold advanced degrees beyond law and close to 50 percent have joint appointments and affiliations, adding a broad perspective to the classroom. Law School students augment their legal education with classes throughout the University and earn certificates and joint degrees from many of the graduate and professional programs. In the 2011-2012 academic year the Law School has 914 students, 74 faculty including 10 associated faculty and clinicians, one senior fellow, three secondary appointments, 16 visiting faculty and fellows, and 104 practitioners/lecturers. The Law School awards four degrees: Juris Doctor

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE (1852)
The School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS) is one of the oldest in the United States, tracing its beginnings to the establishment of the School of Mines, Arts and Manufactures in 1852. The first graduate of the School received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1854. Since that time, the School has grown into a center of excellence in the creation of technology and in technology education. Its spirit of innovation led to the creation in 1946 of ENIAC, the first all-electronic, large-scale, general-purpose digital computer, making SEAS the birthplace of the computer age. Today, Penn Engineering offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including the first alternative liberal arts program based in an engineering school. Penn Engineering is particularly distinguished by its interdisciplinary, cross-school programs such as Management and Technology, Digital Media Design, Biotechnology, and the Singh Program in Market and Social Systems Engineering. Penn Engineering currently has 110 standing faculty, approximately 1,500 undergraduate students, 1,000 graduate students, four research institutes, ten research centers, and one regional institute.

SCHOOL OF DESIGN (1869)
Although the School of Design dates its founding from 1890, architecture courses were first offered at the University of Pennsylvania in 1869, making Penn’s architecture program the second oldest in the United States. In 1921, the Department of Architecture joined with the Department of Music and Fine Arts to create an independent undergraduate School of Fine Arts modeled on the French École des Beaux Arts. In 1958, the School was renamed the Graduate School of Fine Arts, reflecting the shift to graduate degree offerings in architecture, city and regional planning, landscape architecture and fine arts. The triumvirate of architecture, landscape architecture and city planning shaped the core of the School in the 1950s and 1960s. In the 1980s, a program in historic preservation was added. Today, the School provides a rich environment for the study of the arts, architecture, landscapes and urbanism. Its opportunities now include undergraduate study in fine arts, architecture and digital media design. As a more accurate description of the School’s major concerns and advancements made across a variety of fields, the School was renamed, in 2003, the School of Design. The School has a standing faculty of 35, approximately 130 lecturers and associated faculty, and more than 600 students.

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE (1878)
Established in 1878 as the Dental Department of the University of Pennsylvania, the School of Dental Medicine is among the oldest university-affiliated dental schools with a history deeply rooted in forging precedents in dental education, research, and patient care. In 1897, Thomas W. Evans, a Philadelphia native who spent most of his life in France as the dentist to European nobility, left his estate to create a dental school that would be “second to none.”, establishing the Thomas W. Evans Museum and Dental Institute at Penn in 1915. The Evans Building remains the site of much of the School’s clinical and classroom instruction. The dental campus also includes the Robert Schattner Center and the Leon Levy Center for Oral Health Research, home to the School’s extensive research activities. Penn Dental Medicine is a major provider of dental care in its clinics and faculty practices, and through its outreach programs, students serve approximately 14,000 area residents each year. The School awards Doctor of Dental Medicine, Master of Science in Oral Biology, and Doctor of Science in Dentistry degrees and trains residents in the specialties of endodontics, oral medicine, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, pediatrics, periodontics, periodontics/orthodontics, and periodontal prosthesis. This academic year, Penn Dental Medicine has 521 DMD students, 91 postdoctoral residents, 21 postdoctoral researchers and fellows, and a total of 450 faculty members, including 49 standing faculty.
WHARTON SCHOOL (1881)
The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania – founded in 1881 as the first collegiate business school – is recognized globally for intellectual leadership and ongoing innovation across every major discipline of business education. The most comprehensive source of business knowledge in the world, Wharton bridges research and practice through its broad engagement with the global business community. The school has more than 5,000 undergraduate, MBA and doctoral students; nearly 9,000 annual participants in executive education programs; and an alumni network of 88,000 graduates.

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE (1884)
Penn’s School of Veterinary Medicine is one of the world’s premier veterinary schools. Founded in 1884, the School was built on the concept of Many Species, One Medicine™. A pioneer since its inception, Penn Vet has led the way in such areas as infectious disease research, germ cell biology, animal transgenesis, comparative oncology, and comparative medical genetics. It has also successfully integrated scholarship and research with all aspects of veterinary medical education. The School’s strength in basic sciences, immunology and mathematical modeling are valuable assets for developing strategies to rapidly detect and control the spread of new infections and for improving and developing vaccines that effectively protect animals. In Philadelphia, on Penn’s campus, are the Matthew J. Ryan Veterinary Hospital for companion animals, as well as class rooms, research laboratories and the School’s administrative offices. The Vernon and Shirley Hill Pavilion is home to state-of-the-art classrooms and research facilities for the School. The large animal facility at New Bolton Center, in Kennett Square, Pa., includes the George D. Widener Hospital for the care of horses and food animals, diagnostic laboratories serving the agricultural industry and research facilities to determine new treatment and diagnostic measures for large animal diseases. Penn Vet has more than 125 standing faculty and accepts approximately 125 students per year for the four-year program.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION (1914)
The Graduate School of Education (GSE) is a leader in the production of education research and the preparation of education practitioners. GSE is unique among schools of education in its development of custom degree programs, its extensive collaborations in Philadelphia, and its rich collaborations across Penn. The School is organized into five academic divisions, has 36 standing faculty, various research centers, and slightly over 2,000 students. Originally an undergraduate education school and, for many years, a five-year professional school, GSE now provides advanced professional qualifications for educators across the lifespan and offers courses that lead to practice- and research-focused masters and doctoral degrees. The School also offers executive doctoral degree programs and a broad schedule of continuing education courses.

SCHOOL OF NURSING (1935)
Nursing Education at Penn began in 1886 when the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania started a nurse training program. In 1935, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania established a nursing degree program within the School of Education, and in 1950 the School of Nursing was established. The Master of Science in Nursing program was instituted in 1961, the Doctor of Nursing Science program in 1978, and the Doctor of Philosophy program in 1984. These innovations and a curriculum which progressively reflects changing health care delivery patterns have advanced the School into the first rank of American schools of nursing. The School has two departments, Biobehavioral and Health Sciences and Family and Community Health. It is widely recognized for its leadership in nursing research and currently houses six research centers with foci in health outcomes and policy research, biobehavioral health sciences, nursing history, health equity, aging, and transitions in health. It also has a global reputation for innovations in nurse-managed clinical practice and is a World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Nursing and Midwifery Leadership. The School of Nursing has 56 standing faculty and 1,086 students.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE (1948)
The School of Social Policy & Practice began in 1908 as a private school that opened its doors to five students in the field of child welfare. The School affiliated itself with the University in 1935 and became a formal school in 1948. In 2005, it changed its name from the School of Social Work to the School of Social Policy & Practice. The School offers the Master of Social Work, Master of Science in Nonprofit/Non-Governmental Organization Leadership, Master of Science in Social Policy, Doctor of Philosophy in Social Welfare, and Doctor of Social Work degrees. The School is devoted to advancing human welfare, promoting social justice, and developing effective societal responses to global human need. Building on the School’s century-long commitment to social work and social change, the School educates clinicians, policymakers, scholars, researchers, and leaders who work to advance the human welfare of local, national, and global communities. The School houses a number of research centers and programs, including: the Field Center for Children’s Policy, Practice, and Research; the Center for High Impact Philanthropy; the Social Impact of the Arts Project; the Program for Religion and Social Policy Research; the Goldring Re-entry Initiative; the Penn Aging Concentration; the Out-of-School Time Resource Center; and the Evelyn Jacobs Ortner Center on Family Violence. The School has 17 standing faculty and 445 students.

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION (1959)
Founded through the generosity and vision of diplomat and philanthropist Walter Annenberg, the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvania is devoted to furthering our understanding of the role of communication in public life through research, education and service. At the School’s founding, Ambassador Annenberg identified its unique mission. “Every human advancement or reversal can be understood through communication,” he said. “The right to free communication carries with it responsibility to respect the dignity of others - and this must be recognized as irreversible. Educating students to effectively communicate this message and to be of service to all people is the enduring mission of this school.” Annenberg is nationally ranked as the best graduate program in mass communication, health communication, political communication, and culture, society and communication. The Annenberg School has 20 full-time faculty, over 80 graduate students and more than 200 undergraduate students. The school offers the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, and runs an undergraduate program through the College of Arts and Sciences. The School is home to the Annenberg Public Policy Center, the Center of Excellence in Cancer Communication Research, the Center for Global Communication Studies, the Scholars Program in Culture & Communication, and the Institute for Public Service, among many additional projects pursuing innovative communication research and services.
RUZENA BAJCSY
Born in Czechoslovakia, the tragedy of World War II left you an orphan at age 11. Drawing on your inner strength and thirst for education, you persevered and thrived. When the path to teaching was blocked for an independent young woman unwilling to subscribe to prevailing Marxist ideology, you followed your father’s footsteps and turned to engineering. Paying your way by maintaining the school’s first computer, you were the first woman to earn an electrical engineering Ph.D. at the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava. Your studies then led you to a second Ph.D. at Stanford University in the emerging field of computer science. In 1972 you arrived at Penn.

In your thirty years on Penn’s faculty, there were many more “firsts.” You were the first and at times the sole woman in the Department of Computer and Information Science, and the first woman as its chair. In 1978, you founded Penn’s General Robotics and Active Sensory Perception Laboratory (GRASP), one of the first of its kind and one of the world’s premier robotics research centers.

In developing the concept of “active perception” in robotics, you had the insight to command the machines: “Don’t see … look. Don’t touch … feel.” In teaching them to learn as humans do – actively seeking information and evaluating different perspectives – you revolutionized the field.

Your interdisciplinary research and leadership led to many other advances, including important developments in digital medical imagery. In national service as the first woman to head the National Science Foundation’s Computer Information Science and Engineering directorate, you brought your visionary guidance to bear on national technology policy as well.

It is fitting that Discover magazine named you one of the 50 most important women in science and that you hold membership in both the National Academy of Science Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of Engineering.

Today, you continue to teach, mentor and explore as Director Emerita at the Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of Society and at the University of California – Berkeley on projects of high societal relevance as varied as homeland security, energy conservation and health care.

For your unmatched contributions in computer science and robotics and as a pioneering example for women in the sciences, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Ruzena Bajcsy, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, honoris causa.

GEOFFREY CANADA
In your compelling memoir Fist Stick Knife Gun, you recounted a South Bronx childhood of inner city streets marked by poverty and defined by the rituals and codes of violence. Despite these challenges, with your family’s support and by your own hard work, you succeeded academically, earning a bachelor’s degree from Bowdoin College and a master’s degree in education from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

Returning years later to your old neighborhood, you were struck by how little things had changed for the children there. So you began to plan. Driven by a deep belief that all children can succeed, regardless of race, wealth or neighborhood, you envisioned a comprehensive network to educate children and build a community that would foster success. You have realized that vision by creating a continuous “safety net” of programs for children and providing a counter-balance to the negative influences they must navigate.

What began as a one-block pilot program in the early 1990s has grown to encompass 100 blocks in New York’s Harlem neighborhood. Today, as President and CEO of the Harlem Children’s Zone, you and your staff of 650 help 11,000 children and their families overcome obstacles to success through a network of educational, health, and social initiatives. With services that begin before birth and continue through college, the Harlem Children’s Zone has been called “one of the most ambitious social-service experiments of our time,” and has become the template for President Obama’s Promise Neighborhoods program.

In testament to your untiring efforts and dedication, as well as to those who share your vision, no less than 90 percent of the 2011 high school seniors in your after-school programs went on to college.

Your passion and advocacy for the success of the Harlem Children’s Zone—and to the possibilities it holds for children in disadvantaged communities everywhere—have drawn visiting delegations from around the world. In recognition of your leadership for effective educational reform, TIME magazine named you one of the world’s 100 most influential people in 2011.

For your steadfast vision and the hope of success in education, and therefore in life, that you have given to many thousands of children, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Geoffrey Canada, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

AKIRA ENDO
Your scientific achievements show us how the integration of knowledge across disparate fields can benefit the human condition.

As a boy living on a farm in Japan, you were intrigued by the power of nature. Inspired by the great discoveries of Sir Alexander Fleming, you wondered what other natural substances could be harnessed to serve humanity. Your curiosity led you to Tohoku University, where you studied agriculture and biochemistry. You continued your quest as a research scientist at Sankyo Company, where, again following Fleming’s example, you explored the potential of fungal enzymes.

During a fellowship at New York’s Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the 1960s, you made the brilliant leap of imagination that would one day change the medical world. Confronted with the newly understood nature of cholesterol and its devastating threat to human health, you wondered if fungal enzymes like those you had been studying could hold the solution to combating heart disease. Returning to your lab at Sankyo, you dedicated two years to tirelessly cultivating thousands of fungal strains and testing their effects on cholesterol. Your relentless search finally uncovered mevastatin, a compound that did indeed inhibit cholesterol’s synthesis.

The revolutionary statin drugs that arose from your discovery are now among the most-prescribed medications in the world. Your breakthrough has transformed the prevention and treatment of heart disease and has affected the lives of untold millions.

This enormous feat has earned you accolades around the world. You hold the Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award, the Japan Prize, the Heinrich Wieland Prize, the Warren Alpert Foundation Prize, the Massry Prize, and the Toray Science and Technology Prize. You are a member of the National Academy of Sciences and were named a Person of Cultural Merit by the government of Japan. This morning, we are delighted to bestow upon you an additional honor.

For relentlessly probing the mysteries of both mycology and human biochemistry, and for extending countless lives around the world, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Akira Endo, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, honoris causa.
PETER D. LAX

Your interweaving of the theoretical and the applied has profoundly influenced mathematics in our age. Your discipline’s vernacular reflects the far-ranging importance of your studies, including the Lax Equivalence Theorem, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme, and the Lax Entropy Condition. Endeavors as varied as airplane design, oil exploration, and weather prediction have been influenced by your life’s work.

Your extraordinary career began during the last months of World War II. As a young serviceman and recent refugee from Hungary who possessed a considerable gift for mathematics, you were sent by the United States Army to the Los Alamos National Laboratory. There, at the age of 18, you worked on the history-making Manhattan Project alongside some of the world’s top thinkers.

After earning your doctorate at New York University, you returned briefly to Los Alamos then joined the faculty of New York University, where you had done your undergraduate and doctoral work. You went on to lead NYU’s prestigious Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences. Always a champion of collaboration, you worked to foster unity among scholars of mathematics and engineering and to enable pure and applied mathematics to be carried out side by side. You also shepherded the emerging field of computational mathematics. Your visionary stance as chairman of the National Science Board’s Lax Panel persuaded the government to put supercomputers into the hands of universities and accelerated this vital field as never before.

The National Medal of Science, the Wolf Prize, the Chauvenet Prize, and the Abel Prize are some of the honors that attest to the brilliance of your work. You have served as president of the American Mathematical Society and have been elected into the American Philosophical Society, as well as notable science academies around the world. Today, because of your tremendous contributions, we elect you as a member of our Penn family.

For elegantly addressing the mathematical questions of our time and charting a new course for computational mathematics, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Peter D. Lax, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, *honoris causa*.

JOHN R. LEWIS

As the son of Alabama sharecroppers in a segregated South, you longed for the time when all Americans would be free to live and work side by side. As a teenager, you heard the words of Martin Luther King Jr., on the radio, and you were galvanized.

You launched your heroic crusade at the age of 19 by leading a lunch counter sit-in. You went on to form and eventually lead the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, risking your life for your country on the Freedom Rides and again in leading the march across Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma. The 1963 March on Washington, which you helped shape, left an indelible mark on this nation, as did the remarks you made as the event’s youngest and most fiery speaker. Later, the Voter Education Project, which you directed, forever changed the country’s voting landscape by giving voice to millions of new voters of diverse backgrounds.

You worked to transform government from within as the director of the federal volunteer agency ACTION, and as a member of the Atlanta City Council. For the last quarter-century, you have served the people of Georgia as a member of the Fifth Congressional District, and your strong moral fiber has earned you a reputation as the conscience of the Congress.

Your heroism has been recognized with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the Martin Luther King Jr., Non-Violent Peace Prize, the NAACP Spingarn Medal, and the only John F. Kennedy Profile in Courage Award for Lifetime Achievement ever to be granted by the John F. Kennedy Library Foundation. Your courage, however, has not always been so widely applauded. In the 1960s, you endured disparagement, arrest, and brutal beatings for your beliefs, but you never abandoned your cause. Thanks to your lifetime of fearless dedication, every one of the graduates sitting before you today has the chance to pursue his or her dreams to the fullest.

For your fervent defense of the human rights of all Americans regardless of personal cost, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, John R. Lewis, the degree of Doctor of Laws, *honoris causa*.

DAVID H. PETRAEUS

Scholarship and service to country are the twin underpinnings of your valiant career.

You excelled academically at the United States Military Academy, where you later returned as a professor. You also shined at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, where you were the top graduate, despite being the youngest and lowest-ranked officer in your class. Your doctoral work at Princeton University was visionary. Never afraid to depart from accepted truths, you took issue with U.S. strategy in Vietnam, positing that in conflicts involving insurgency, America should, at any cost, protect civilians and engender stability. Your dauntless service in Central America, Haiti, and Bosnia underscored this ideal. Later, as the supreme leader of American forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, you implemented your theories before a watching world. Against all odds, you worked to protect the population and launched thousands of reconstruction projects, trained security forces, built roads, and reopened schools.

In between these feats, you commanded the Army’s Combined Arms Center at Fort Leavenworth and reshaped Army doctrine. Saying you wanted to teach soldiers *how* to think, not *what* to think, you redefined the Army’s training curriculum to do just that. Your “Petraeus doctrine”—a manual for countering insurgency that you set forth during this command—is now changing how the Army thinks and how it wages battle.

As the most prominent general of our day, you were decorated with the Defense Distinguished Service Medal, the Army Distinguished Service Medal, the Bronze Star, the State Department Distinguished Service Award, the NATO Meritorious Service Medal, and the German Order of Merit. Last year, when President Obama chose you to head the country’s Central Intelligence Agency and you ended your distinguished military career, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff rightly said of you, “You now stand among giants, not just in our time, but of all time.” He counted you among military legends such as General Grant, Admiral Pershing, and General Eisenhower, whose valor bequeathed to us the country we know today.

For unyielding courage of mind and body and an unswerving devotion to building up rather than tearing down, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, David H. Petraeus, the degree of Doctor of Laws, *honoris causa*.
ANNA DEAVERE SMITH

Your talents as playwright and performer have shone an illuminating spotlight on the realities of the American experience.

For decades, you have traversed the country in search of American character, interviewing thousands of people and incorporating them into your acclaimed one-woman shows. Your vivid portrayals of these real people, using their own words, have given audiences on Broadway and across the United States an extraordinarily honest insight into the human condition.

Your unique style of documentary theater has enabled us to do what is so rarely possible in mainstream America – view issues of social justice through the eyes of those most affected. Your celebrated plays “Twilight Los Angeles,” “Fires in the Mirror,” and “Let Me Down Easy” have shown us the very personal consequences of racial tension and healthcare inequalities as experienced by the people you portray. Through your plays, you uphold the dignity of every individual and show how injustice diminishes us all. Your books and other writings resound with lessons of similar urgency.

As consequential as your works have been, your influence has not been limited only by the fruits of your own imagination. As a drama professor at New York University and other venerable institutions across the country, you have inspired a new generation of artists to change the world. You created the Institute on the Arts and Civic Dialogue at Harvard University to form a community of artists working to illuminate social concerns.

Today, your Anna Deavere Smith Works foundation spurs artists to follow your lead by using their own gifts as vehicles for social justice. And as an actor you have brought to life a wide range of memorable characters in some of television’s best dramas, including National Security Advisor Dr. Nancy McNally in The West Wing, hospital administrator Mrs. Akalitus in Nurse Jackie, and D.A. Kate Brunner in The Practice.

Your courageous artistic accomplishments have earned you Tony nominations, Obie Awards, a Drama Desk Award, a Pulitzer Prize nomination, the Helen Hayes Award, the NAACP Award, and a MacArthur “Genius” Award. We are delighted to bestow an additional honor upon you this morning.

For creating a new form of drama that has opened eyes, minds, and hearts to the truths of contemporary America, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Anna Deavere Smith, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
### BACHELOR OF ARTS

*August 12, 2011*

- Seghen Aklilu
- Jelani Bektemba
- Adrienne Lee Benson
- Ellen Benveniste
- Kate Bilsky
- Sudipa D. Biswas
- Martin D. Borowsky
- Ashley Yvonne Bradley
- Yufei Cao
- Eileen Marie Cella
- Elizabeth Chen
- David Edward Cleary
- Remington A. Coiffield
- Ian Cohan-Shapiro
- Michael Davidov
- Patrick Thomas DeGregorio
- Jonathan Matthew Johannes de Jong
- Luke T. DeLuca
- Brynna Deaver
- Elizabeth S. Donald
- Rebecca Underwood Donald
- Robert Matthew Eldridge
- Rebecca A. Fogel
- Gabriel Galson
- Lauren Terese Goda
- Rahul Ram Goli
- Shane Doyle Hanson
- Zoë Harris
- Colin Yang Hu
- Elizabeth Huntsman
- Mohammad Murtaza Hussain
- Knaack A. Isaac I
- Tharuni Aparna Jayaraman
- Jeremiah Scheider Joseph
- Rishiv Khattar
- Elliot Kim
- Alfred Stewart Kohart
- Angela Maria Konstantaras
- Christopher Mark Krachmer
- Steve Donnadiue Kwizera
- Jeong-Mi Jane Lee
- Sharon Li
- Xinjie Liao
- Michelle Mui Lin
- Alexander G. Lorenc
- Hannah Marie McDonnell
- Kendra Martina Renee McKoy
- Rena L. Miller
- Ana Miniuk
- Roc Montalta
- Brittanly Mullings
- Oliver Richard William Oxenbridge
- Joanna Pak
- Albert H. Pak
- Taina Peña
- Briony Caitlin Pentecost
- Daniel Satid Premvaree
- Ashwin Meher Prenpade
- Richard Tyler Reece
- Cecily Susan Rieser
- Joshua H.L. Rittenberg
- Allison Pfeffer Roland
- Justin Matthew Sackett
- Raim Pinto dos Santos
- August O. Schopfer
- Paul Luther Shay
- Sophia E. Shelanski
- Wenjie Song
- Karl Sutaria
- Christopher T Sutter
- Henry Chin-Ming Tai
- Adrian John Thomas
- Aaron J. Tierney
- Mordechai Treiger
- Michael Tully II
- Zwillithin Tuniyiswa
- Daniel Eduardo Urgelles
- Julian Alexander Vasquez
- Katherine Marion Wallace
- Bo Wang
- Kirstin Elise Washington
- David William Wurst
- William Xiong
- Zhenyu Zhao
- Zhi Zheng

*December 21, 2011*

- Diego Arroyo Ornelas
- Justin Evan Bass
- Brittany Tatjana Binler
- Seth Bluestein
- Jamie L. Boccanfuso
- Varvara Nikolayevna Bogacheva
- Courtney Campbell Buie
- W. Ryan Calvert
- Violette Jacqueline Grace Carb
- Bethel R. Chan
- Theodore Michael Arthur Cheek
- Michael Chien
- Julie Choi
- Yeda Choi
- Matthew Stephen Correia
- Kate Costello
- John K. DeLuca
- Rachael Serafin Dickson
- Christiana Amalie Dietzen
- Stanley Anh Tu Do
- Jesus Dominguez
- Linda Y. Dong
- Brittanly E. Elliott
- Kelley A. Erickson
- Jenna Lauren Feldman
- Francesco Ferretti
- Joel Joshua Fliegelman
- Michael J. Gardner
- Jason Landau Goodman
- Zachary Gordon
- Jacob Garrett Greene
- Neal Chandra Gupta
- Robert D. Hass
- Daniel James Higgins
- Shuo Hua
- Brooke Huestis
- Jacob T. Hunter
- Jane Lynn Hyun
- Anna Lillian Jensky
- Se Jin Joo
- Sarahjean Kerolle
- Anne Kim
- Hijoo K. Kim
- Se Jin Jeannie Kim
- Sarah Emily Klein
- Kathleen M. Knight
- Ngoc-le Nguyen Le
- Julianne LeGierse
- Joshua Donguk Lee
- Ilona Limonta-Volkova
- Yin Mei Lo
- Matthew Brendan Lopes
- Costa-Rodrigues
- John Patrick Lyons
- Jeremy Baron Maas
- Katherine Ann Maughan
- Jared Ryan McDonald
- Bradford O’Hara Miklavic
- Carlos E. Munoz
- James Birger Munson II
- Manasa Muthusubramanian
- Alison Leigh Mygas
- Aamani Mynampati
- Sneha Narasimhan
- Joseph Duc Nguyen
- Maggie Janette Nye
- Patrick J. O’Donnell
- Dorie E. Obertello
- Yigit Sitki Oskay

*May 14, 2012*

- Mikhail Abebe
- Oluwatobi Justin Abegunde
- Rachel Erin Abeles
- Etan Aber
- Daniel Justin Abrams
- Gabriela E. Abrisbham-Garcia
- Besan M. Abu-Joudeh
- Caroline Acheatel
- Amanda Lynn Ackerman
- Diana A. Acosta
- Anthony Beatty Adler
- Hannah Adler
- Margaret Agustina
- David Ray Ayekum
- Sarah Zafreen Ahmed
- Dorothy Ahn
- Shin-Young Ahn
- Anant Ahuja
- Daniel Nabil Ajamian
- Noor Waleed AlAwadhi
- Faisal Salem Al-Sabah
- David Nissim Alagem
- Maria C. Alba
- Garrett M. Alantes
- Christian Anthony Albornoz
- Morgen Macy Alden
- Christina Catherine Allen
- Dylan Maxwell Aluisie
- Andrea N. Amanullah
- Ava T. Amarosa
- Neilay Amin

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Jennifer Lyle Dailey
Benjamin Warfield Daly
Mark Jad Daniel
Elora Donna Daniele
Barbara Darko
Sarah Darwich
Pedro Fernandes Pereira das Neves
Unnati Dass
Raleigh Lacy Davis
Christian Alexander de Luna
Lucas Avram DeForest
Alexa Ann DePasquale
Carissa Angelic DeSalles
Laura Michelle Dean
Grisselle Defrank
William Brookes Spencer Degen
Lina Deghayli
Luis Ernesto Del Valle Rodriguez
Hannahmae L. Dela Cruz
Jessie Della Femina
Abigail Rebecca Denburg
Charles Dewayne Dennis Jr.
Laura Destribats
Albi Dhimitri
John Peter Dilulio
Laura Montgomery Di Paolo
Stefano Di Tommaso
Lauren Elizabeth Diaz
Megan M. Dickson
Jessica Lynn Dignam
Mark Alan Dillman
Emily Chen Ding
Martekuor Dodoo
Chelsea Dommert
Gabriel Francis Donnay
Marissa Kahn D’Onofrio
Kevin Nicholas Dorn
Pooja R. Doshi
Hannah Elizabeth Dow
Thadeus Jay Dare Dowdaw
Sarah Elizabeth Downs
Florentina Dragulescu
Michael David Drake
Caitlin Mary Drummond
Neil Prayag Dubey
Jared Dublin
Nicole Wadsworth Duddy
Gabrielle C. Dugan
Chanah S. Dulin
Alison Dunn
David Edward Dunning
Branden Duong
Anna Claire Dusenbery
Dimitri Dziabenko
Rebecca Lynn Earnest
James Tyler Ebeling
BelleAnna Columbus Eberhart
Justin Effron
Abigail K. Egan
Joanna Ehrenreich
Sara Ehsani-Nia
Melissa C. Elfont
Liza M. Elkin
Dacone A. Elliott
René Lauren Ellis
Evan Simon Ellman
Emma Ellman-Golan
Rebecca Margaret Elman
Sara J. Ely
Patrick Victor Elyas
Juulia Fanny Mimosa Enberg
Kalina Enea
Ryan Harrison Engel
Sarah Naomi Anne Engelhart
Ayse Zeynep Enkavi
Christopher Glenn Enos
Karolina Ensor
Danielle Frances Epstein
Ivy Charlotte Epstein
Elisabeth Eretl
Kevin Michael Esteves
Ashley S. Etemadi
Drew G. Evans
MaryEileen Fagan
Zev Aaron Fagan
Michael Falcetano
David M. Falcon
Jennifer Elizabeth Fan
Michelle Qianye Fang
Nicholas A. Fasano
Alison Frances Lynne Feder
Charles D. Feeley
Hope Alaina Feldman
Jordan J. Feldman
Michael Noah Feldman
Zachary Michael Alexander Feldman
Kiara Isaris Feliz
Angel Feng
Eileen Wu Feng
Sydney Lynn Fenkell
Jennifer Leigh Fennelly
Kelsey Jeannine Ferguson
Angela Katria K. Feria
Harry Kinsler Fidler
Christopher Terry Fincher
Robert James Fink
Marissa Nadine Finn
Kelly L. Finnigan
Owen R. Firestone
Derek Andrew Fischer
Genevieve Elise Fischer
David Fisher
Michael Derek Fisher
Ryan Paul Fitzpatrick
Ashley Ann Flores
Courtney Ann Fogwell
ChuanKeat Foo
Darcy Claire Foote
Karla Forjoe
Douglas Forsythe
Allison Rachael Fox
Brianna Rachel Fram
Dominika Franciszkowicz
Anthony S. Francomarco
Benjamin Jacob Frank
Natalie Helen Franke
Eitan Samuel Frankel
Brielle Alexa Franklin
Samuel M. Franklin
Jonathan William Fraser
Camille Brianna Frausto
Holden Cross Frederick
Rebecca Beth Freedman
Emily Martin Freeman
Brian Michael Freilich
David Fried
Alexandra Julia Friedell
Alex Jacob Friedlander
Jennifer Rebecca Friedman
William Grant Frierson IV
Bryan Christian Frost
Brian Laurence Fulton
Adam Boyd Funk
Simone Lembe Gaspaille
Arianna Mirielle Galan Montas
Michael Anthony Gallagher
Victor Galli
Catherine Galloway
Jennifer M. Gamarra
Victor Xavier Gavez Barrera
Barbara B. Gao
Edward Garcia
Marcia Carolina Garcia Segovia
Harrison Seth Garfinkle
Cassandra Marie Garraud
Adesola Ethlyn Flora Garrett
Megan Mary Garvey
Allyson Nicole Gasdaska
Sika Efua Gasinu
John Joseph Gauthier, Jr.
Natalie G. Gay
Matthew R. Gazzara
John Riordan Gee
Eleanor Joan Geise
Juliet Gensemer
Rachel A. George
Andrew Arreza Gepty
Alison Catherine Geraghty
Heather Sylvia Gerrish
Hilary Beth Gerstein
Kalla Alexis Gervasio
Dawit Gesesse
Stephanie Ghtis
Alexander K. Giannakakis
Jason D. Gilliland
Travis Alexander Gingerich
Keira Gizang Ginsberg
Alex Glass
Michael Gabrielle Glass
Ilana Paige Glassner
Jenny R. Glazer
Madeline Claire Glickman
Alexandra Julia Gloner
John Daniel Gluckman
Lindsay Jane Godar
Shreyans Goenka
David Albert Landis Gogel
Monica Gojman
Pasha Adele Gol
Samuel Alexander Gold
Janey Beth Goldberg
Brian Taylor Goldman
Joshua M. Goldman
Melissa Eve Goldman
Ryan B. Goldman
Kathryn E. Goldrath
Pierce Gordon Goldsmith
Melissa Emily Goldstein
Caroline E. Gombert
Brigitte E. Gomez
Carlos Gomez Gomez Collignon
Eugenia Gomez
Ana I. Gonzalez
Elias Antonio Gonzalez
Jessica Lauren Goodman
Jonathan S. Goodman
Melissa Lauren Goodman
Noah Goodman
Zachary Gordon
Alexandra Goree
Dasha Gorlov
Elizabeth Mary Gormisky
Michael Gorshein
Christian Sarkis Graham
Kathryn Leigh Graham
Matthew Eric Gralla
Camille Nicole Grant
Jason J. Grant
Alexandra Virginia Gray
Tsunuka Melvia Gray
Ashley M. Green
Steven Robert Green
Garrett S. Greenan
Joyce S. Greenbaum
Aliana Maia Greenberg
Allie Rachel Greenberg
Danielle S. Greenberg
Michael Phillip Greenberg
Eden Jessica Greenstein
Hilary Lynn Greenwald
Zane Goodman
Daniel James Gromer
Rachel Ana Grosser
Nupur Grover
Michael Joseph Guarino
Kenneth Guber
Ayasha Guerin
Brad Gulick
Jaclyn Gulliver
Nevin Pia Angela Gunduz
Eric Guo
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Alon Guy Gur
Olivia Gusman
Stephen Roger Guss
Laura Gutierrez
Allyson Julia Gutstein
Grace Ha
Lauren Sara Haas
Olivia Catherine Haas
Lauren Batya Haber
Douglas Robb Haefele
Ellen K. Hahn
Jooyeon Hahn
Mohammed A. Haider
Jacqueline Ivey Hain
Dillon Hilton Hakes
Oriane Haely Hakkila
Jaclyn Alyse Hall
Emily R. Halpern
Angela Lynn Halstead
Teresa E. Hamill
Adam Alexander Hamilton
Adam Haque
Lauren Michelle Harding
George Hubert Hardy Jr.
Sanjay Hariraran
Marvin Harris, Jr.
Sophia Rose Harris
Celia C. Harrison
Dana M. Harrow
Tarin M. Hart
Michael O. Hartman
Abigail Grace Hathaway
Kendall Alexandra Haupt
Daniel Clarke Hawkins
Carilyn Jann Hayes
Liansin He
Erin Elizabeth Healy
Thomsen F. Earne
 Evan Gregory Heflin
Joseph Louis Hegener II
Dara Reide Heimowitz
Sarah Julie Suzanne Heinz
Daniel R. Helbig
Stephanie Ann Helle
Laura Michelle Heller
Nicholas J. Henderson
Claudia Stephanie Henriquez
Sean Michael Henson
Kathlyn Frances Herrick
Albert Anthony Hewitt Jr.
Kelly Marie Higgins
Andreath Faith Highbloom
Wyatt Churchill Hilken
Kevin Matthew Hirsh
Margaret Mary Hlousek
Chloe Ho
Hoa M. Hoang
Thao Thi Phuong Hoang
Kate Callahan Hoblitzzell
Nicholas Taylor Hogan
Joseph A. Holder

Emily Caroline Hollenbeck
Olivia Stolt-Nielsen Holten
Matthew W. Holthouser
Suzie Soojin Hong
Cameron Garrett Hood
Alexander Ara Hovnanian
Nashira P. Howe
Mia Allyson Howell
Micah J. Howell
Michael Howlett
Jonathan Hu
Mingyue Maggie Hu
Yang Hu
Yifan Hu
Yuchi Hu
Ruth Arrington Hubbard
Sarah Page Huepenbecker
Christy Lynn Hullings
John Stewart Humistone
Charmaine C. Hung
Cher Shi-Yee Hung
Leslie W. Hung
Evon Eric Hunt
Garvin V. Hunt
John A. Hurley
Alexandra Danielle Hursh
Samantha Laurel Husband
Meghan Marie Hussey
To Nhu Thanh Huynh
Kendra Aisha Hypolite
Trina Linji Huyn
Juan Carlos Ibarra Miñana
Marwa Hassan Ahmed Ibrahim
Bertram Man Chung Ieong
Nelson Richards Iginla
Sarah Ijaz
Suleman Ilyas
Joshua Ross Infantine
Alex Benjamin Ingram
Vincent Charles Inverso
Cynthia Wing Yan Ip
Estepana Isaac
Elisabeth Helen Janknis
Alexis E. N. Jackson
Jennifer Alexandra Jackson
Kristen Camille Jackson
Megha Jain
Sandep Kumar Jain
Jesse Ethan Javna
Erica Danielle Jenkins
Charles Donnell Jennings III
James Robert Jennings
Sejun John Jeong
Nikita Jeswani
Haein Jeung
Eva Jiang
Yihui Jiang
Rongrong Nancy Jin
Brittany A. Johansen
Gabriella Maria John
Benjamin Tucker Johns

Amanda Ann Johnson
Damone Johnson
Laura Patrice Johnson
Logan Fay Johnson
Molly Mason Johnson
Nichole Marie Johnson
Emily V. S. Jones
Kameron Alexander Jones
Quasie Jones
Robyn Nicole Jordan
Felicitas Jorge
Kristen Marie Judge
Andrew Leonard Judson
Jessica Jung
Jhiyoung Jung
Olivia Seunghae Jung
Yeojin Janice Jung
Abdul-Hadi Kaakour
Fatmata Saidua Kabbage
Mariama Saidu Kabbage
Hena Shakeel Kadi
Benjamin L. Kahan
Mark Kaltenbach
Xiao Linda Kang
Nitya Kanuri
Riah Kapashi
Joanna Maria Karaman
Kevin Karande
Myles Lucas Gershuny Karp
Sonia Kartha
Saksham Karwal
Charles Austin Thompson
Kasserman
Caroline Rose Kassie
John Andrew Rogers Katz
Gregory Scott Kaufman
Ali Mohammad Kazmi
Catherine Kearney
Ori Asher Kedar
Matthew Keesan
Ross Gibson Kelley
Sean L. Kelly
Zachary Alan Kemmerer
Allison Kendall
Emily Margaret Kern
Jason Alex Ketover
Hannah Rose Keyser
Zeena Khalfan
Aamir Khan
Jibrani N. Khan
Omar Ahmad Khan
Karishma Khullar
Alina Kim
Daniel W. Kim
Daphne Sobyhe Kim
Diana Kim
Dustin Young Kim
Esther Kim
Hyojung Ashley Kim
Irene Kim
Jessica S. Kim

Jina Kim
Lily Eunice Kim
Mark H. Kim
Michele Mijoo Kim
Min-Young Kim
Paul Dong Kim
Rockli Kim
Saemi Kim
Sangun Shannon Kim
Young-In Kim
Youngjun David Kim
Kimberly Stephens Kirkpatrick
Vayu Kishore
Edwin Robert Kispert
Rebecca Lucille Kissel
Jacqelyn Klehm
Rachel Eliana Klein
Laura Marie Klick
Lindsay Morgan Kligman
Greg Klimowicz
Jessica Knapp
Monika Kristine Knapp
David Michael Kneynsberg
Elizabeth Claire Knight
Connie Ying-Jiu Ko
Bronwyn Siobhan Koehl
Caroline Wang Kobukun
Elizabeth Charlotte Kopec
Erica Ann Koplove
Krish Kothari
Mansi Snehal Kothari
Brian A. Kotloff
Kristina Georgieva Koutsarova
Theodoros Vassilios Koutsoubas
Alexandra A. Kozyra
Catherine Vale Krabbenschmidt
Cary Alexander Kraft
Drew Spahn Kramer
Margaret Duncan Krasne
Brian Krawit
Matthew James Krey
Nickeisha Nicola Kria
Joseph Matthew Kridge
Courtney Blair Kringstein
Arthur Kuan
Arti Kumaaravel
Yusuke Kuriki
Elaine Summi Kwon
Peter Edward Lacovara
Alison Tin-Sum Lai
Ana Lam
Carol Jean Lam
Regina Waiyun Lam
Wing Ki Vicky Lam
Maria Jose Lamadrid
Adria M. Lamba
Elizabeth Clare Lanaux
Kathryn Elizabeth Landers
Natalie Marie Landis
Hillary Rachel Landon
Jeffrey Eric Landy
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Meredith Claire Lane
Alexa Kate Langwell
Meya Laraqui
Joan Yaa Larbi
Rebekah A. Larsen
Kristen Tabitha Lavery
Allison Jayne Law
Pachara Lawjindakul
Joseph Frank Lawless
Mathew H. Lazarus
William Le
Claire Luce Le Cuen
Antonia Shan Lee
Daniel Dongjun Lee
David Feng Lee
Han Han Lee
Joy Chia-Shin Lee
Jun Sung Lee
Laura A. Lee
Martha Yoonjin Lee
Miya Hiromi Lee
Seo Ho Lee
Seung-Kyum Samuel Lee
Sooreen Lee
Yong Lin Lee
Thomas Lefevre
Bryce August LeFort
Melanie Wei-Ting Lei
Kevin M. Leiby
Ryan Elizabeth Leifeld
Emily Grace Leitner
Brittany Elizabeth Leknes
Jordan Elizabeth Lenkin
Olivia Michele Lenson
Shannon Leon
Adrienne Marie Lerner
Jewel Marie Lester
Priscilla Chi-Ying Leung
Adam Eli Levenson
Jeremy Levenson
Alexa Bianca Levesque
Adam Wright Levin
Jake William Levin
Alexandra Sophie Levine
Rebecca Ann LeVine
Timothy F. Lew
Aaron O. Lewis
Elizabeth L. Lewis
Marc L. Lewis
Daniel X. Li
Diya Li
Haoda Li
Lilun Li
Wing Lock Li
Yu Li
Yuan David Li
Scott J. Liacouras
Jennifer Jiayi Liang
Jennifer Ting Liao
Dena Anne Lieber
Michael David Lifson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choong Sub Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim Hui Mum Melvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sae Moon Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Mao Hsuan Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Yue Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jing Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Jean Lipperini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Edwards Litman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flora Xiaolei Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiren Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XinHeng Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Leigh Llewellyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerricka Lo Verme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Lobo-Guerrero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Loh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Louis Lohfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugyan Lohiaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca H. Lomazow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibieim Longjohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayra López Yever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursula Lopez-Palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunarat Heang Lorn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Joshua Loughin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Theresa Louie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Lovik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cher Hao Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittni Keaoalani Kiyoko Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Giwai Lum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Christine Luna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Xiao Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Stephen Lurito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Mollie Lustbader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Samuel Lustick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa C. Luzecky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian P. Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charley M. Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny F. Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariela P. Mabourakh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin Ranald MacDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Ida Macks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian S. MacLean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Mah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Mahatma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cressida Ann Mahung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajit Malhotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anandi Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheherezade Carino Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Jacob Maltiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Mancheno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaina Sachdeva Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincenzo Mannino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Manson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priya Marathe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina L. Marcaccio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quintin Marcus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlan Markee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Michael Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David James Marston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Chesley Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Stephanie Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velazquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Martos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Masiandaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Catherine Masteller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Mathew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roni Mathew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Marie Mathias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia H. Matiijkw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Wharton Mattsson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Daniel Maultasch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth M. Mavromatis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Kathleen May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennett A. Mayrock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriane M. Mc Cray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Michael McAdams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Nicole McBride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Josephine McCabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllicia Natasha McCalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Alexandra McCord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Michael McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Thomas McDonnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Andrea McDougall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Andrew McCadden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander D. McGinley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor S. McGuinness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Lougahan McGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan P. McHugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Bernice McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher C. McNulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James P. McTeague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Joseph McWilliams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Douglass Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loren Benjamin Mead II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nicole Meepos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlyn Somerville Mehaffey-Coy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mili Mehta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianne Rose Mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Blane Mendez-Catlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Alexandra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendolia-Pla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven G. Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariella Jessica Messing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny Metchev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Deree Metsgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Joel Metzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Schubert Mezzanotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Richard Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Gabriela Micu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Migliacci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Faye Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Jesse Miller, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily G. Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbrouck Bailey Miller III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick William Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer K. Mindrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yatin Mirakhur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Symone Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nana Yaa Misa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adine Mitran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhakti Mod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asrah Natalie Suzanne Mohammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatima Mohammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arjun Mohan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Marie Moison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolete Mbu Moko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla J. Molina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Hoyt Moneymaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Monkoski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodore Wong Mooncai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Marie Mooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubrey L. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Blair Moormann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina Moriyama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susannah Wright Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Jan Morse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane A. Moses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Eli Moskowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chukwudi Maduburochukwu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montanya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James David Mraz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Iris Mufson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siobhan Soleil Mulvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacsha Natalia Murillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandra Murphy Judy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward James Murphy-Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph T. Myrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Deutsch Nadkarni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surekha Nair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momoko Nakafuji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Erling Nakahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiri Nakamura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Tilghman Nalle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Forrest Napoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Evan Nabouty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velika Anne Nespor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot Ruth Neuburger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Michael Neustein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Michael Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Elizabeth Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoi-Ching Andy Ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Ngai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thuong Nu Hoai Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Leigh Nichol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua M. Nickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Bryce Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niculescu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Katherine Niebergall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Clarence Nielsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Nolan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edernst Noncent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Arts (continued)
Jordyn Nicole Shaffer
Karishma Y. Shah
Parth U. Shah
Mohamed Shahn
Erica Shandell
Kevin Shapiro
Samantha Sharf
Abhay Varun Sharma
Meghana Isha Sharma
James B. Sharp
Edward Urban Shell
Joshua Marc Shelto
Susan Liu Sheng
Cyrus Zackariah Shepherd-Oppenheim
Joshua A. Sherman
Kelly Serene Sherman
Sussy Xiaoshi Shi
Robert Edward Shilton
Christina S. Shin
Joyce Ji-Yeon Shin
Yuen Jun Ruby Shing
Janice Chun Ni Shiu
Svetlana Shneyderman
Daniel J. Sholler
Darina Alexandra Shtrakhman
Carey L. Shuffman
Anant Shukla
Harshil M. Shukla
Sarah Gray Shults
Dustin E. Shung
Samuel E. Shuster
Myra Farah Siddiqui
John Randolph Sides
Casey Marie Siegel
Kathryn Siegel
Erin Hayley Sieke
Calder Joseph Silcox
Julia Oliveira Silva
Leigh Woods Silver
Jacob Todd Silverman
Julie Kate Silverstein
Michael Benjamin Silverstein
Jaimin E. Sin
Balvir Singh
Nickpreet Singh
Shrestha Singh
Sugandha Singh
Jonathan Graves Sinnott
Harrison Sitomer
Karynsday York Sitterley
Barry Michael Slaff
Jared C. Slipman
Alaric R. Smith
Erich Glenn Smith
Kimberly A. Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Kirstin F. Snyder
Julia Katherine Solodinow
Sandri Y. Sohn
David Jedidiah Somers
Matthew Charles Sommer
Misung Son
Rui-zhe Song
Michael F. Spadola
Amanda K. Spader
Arielle Hannah Spellun
Caroline Cummings Spellane
Richard Steven Stark
Laura Thompson Steel
Nikolas Roy Stergiopoulos
Christina Elizabeth Stewart
Jayde V. Stewart
Kaytlena Dunn Stillman
Charles Harrison Stine
Zachary Austin Stone
Mary Catherine Stopa
Elizabeth Anne Strausbaugh
Victoria Michelle Strickland
Amber Christine Stuart
Catherine E. Sturla
Andrew Che-Yih Su
Harry E. Subramanian
Jinwen Sui
Ashima Sukhdev
Ji Yun Sophia Sul
Chloe M. Summers
Samuel Bloom Summers
Alexander W. Sun
Arony Jessica Sun
Cecilia Sun
Janet Sung
Deanna Nicole Supplee
Alexandra Michele Surdel
Manasi Dev Suryadevara
Christoph Matthias Suter
Jessica Anne Sutro
Jeffrey Michael Suvada
Luke Wendel Swaszek
Kieran Mae Sweeney
Natalie Marie Sweetnam
Mikeva C. Sword
Yuiliya Sychikova
Janay N. Sylvestre
Elizabeth Taggart
Yumiko Valerie Taguchi
Jenny Tai
Alphonse W. Tam
Rebecca Tamayo
Mei Ling Tan
Elias Z. Tanner
Allison Lynne Tations
Keri R. Taub
Rachel R. Taube
Agatha Tavers
Julia A. Taylas
Noelle L. Tay
Alexis Taylor
Callie Alexander Taylor
Morgan E. Taylor
Nia Renee Taylor
Joel Renhao Tee
Jocelyn Perry Teece
Allison Kathleen Tetcueil
Jeanne Thai
Pallavi Thatai
David Sumner Thayer
Lambros Philip Theofanidis
Linto Thomas
Nicole Simone Thomas
Tiara Symone Thomas
Adam Michael Thompson
Demetrie Thompson
Levi Schwartz Thornton
Meredith C. Thurston
Catherine Tien
Lauren M. Tillery
Lindsey Renee Todd
JaisAlexis Noelle Tollette
Margaret E. Topel
Christina Torres
Emily B. Townsend
Ferrell Jamique Townsend
Claudia Kristin Trahan
James Alexander Traina
Peter Allen Tran
Ezekiel Edward Trautenberg
Elsa Raquel Trefiese
Sabrine Léonie Tribié
Kalyan Tripathy
Alyssa Leah Trochtenberg
Joyce Julia Tse
Haley Isabelle Tupper
Cassandra Marie Turcotte
Tim Tuveson
Alexandria Rose Udeh
Dale Um
Joseph Kenen Umanzor
Michael John Undernier
Nicholas Rudolph Unger
Parker Randall Unruh
Alaina Christine Urbahns
Daniel Gerardo Urdaneta
Alexander Colin Utau
Chris Vaillancourt
Tony Van
Benjamin van Buren
Deryl E. Varney
Steven A. Vaughn-Lewis
Antonio Luis Vázquez Pineda
Lucía Vázquez de Mercado
Sahro Lilja Vedder
Ollin G. Venegas
Antonio Vergara Jr.
Tahem Veer Verma
Caitlin Vieth
Alexander J. Vigderman
Michael A. Vigilante
Derek Vigoa
Neha Vijayvargiya
Anna Vinogradov
Christina M. Virgilio
John I. Vizzachero
Khôi Đại Vô
Vincent P. Viro
Maximilian von Weisberg
Michael Wadden
Peter R. Wade
Rita Wahba
Abraham Joseph Waldman
Abigail Lauren Waldorf
Elizabeth Marie Walsh
Jeffrey Earl Walton, Jr.
Anne Ling Wang
Chen Wang
Ellen Qiongman Wang
Kailun Wang
Le Wang
Linda Meihui Wang
Teresa Wang
Terri Wang
Elizabeth Julia Warner
Elizabeth V. Warren
Stacey Melanie Warren
Monika Katherine Vasik
Benjamin D. Wasserman
Katherine Elizabeth Watkins
Nicholas Watson
Jared Scott Waxman
Seymour Marcus Weaver IV
Shannon Maureen Webb
Catherine Ye Wei
Michael D. Weinberg
Jayson Matthew Weingarten
Anne Elise Weinstein
Alexandra Marie Welch
Jennifer L. Werkein
Jacob G. Werlin
Quinn Gibbons Werner
Elizabeth Wessel
Alicia K. Willett
Caroline Adolfo Williams
Cia Emer Williams
Grady L. Williams Jr.
Scott Anson Williams
Taylor Evans Williams
Raven Rakia Willis
Kate Walker Willison
Ashley Khalea Wilson
David M. Wilson
Saras Me Weneker
Benjamin Adam Wynnick
Dani B. Winston
Alexander John Winter
Kevin D. Winter
Philip Van Cortlandt Winter
Kenneth C. Winterbottom IV
Celeste V. Wise
Lucy Chalfant Wolf
Julia Silk Wolfe
Andrew Joel Wolfram
Arielle Nicole Wolson
Juang Ying Wong
Julia Cheuk-Yi Wong

Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
GRADUATE DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

August 12, 2011
Robert F. Allison, Jr.
Karida L. Brown
Takiesha C. Brown
Michael John Clark
Florence D. Mickens
Michelle C. Sonsino Lewis
Christina Tierno
Kristine M. Trock

December 21, 2011
Sarah Cavigan Besnoff
Seth Bluestein
Christopher Mallory Cobbs
Heather A. Davis
Jennifer E. Good
Teresa lajara
Hope E. Lanp hear
Peter Manda
AnnMarie McDonald
Rachel Meadows
William Francis Moen, Jr.
Jason J. Riley
Adam Altmann Robinson
Garrett Matthew Saito
Jason Philip Tarasco
Allen Benjamin Joseph Wing
Dafan Zhang

May 14, 2012
Jacqueline T. Binstead
Rachel Meeks Cahill
Allyson Brooke Davis
Michael Evan
Lee W. Every
L.L. Faircloth II
Callie Ellison Hammond
Lauren Hansen-Flaschen
Dylan James Hayden
Jennifer Robin Hill
Frederick C. Hilliard
Hadi Baber Khan
Minsung Kim
Zhe Kong
Thomas Kurek
Perfecta Lacenski
Cynthia Marie Lonergan
Ari Benjamin Lustig
Joshua A. Maxwell
Kristin McElroy
Francis McGovern Jr.
Mark Mitchell
Alicia Rachel Modzelewska
Benjamin Eli Moskowitz
Katherine Peters Parker
Evan Barrett Smith
Adam Christian Stanley
Tracey Allison Steele
Troy L. Thompson
Emily Lundquist Watson
Kaitlyn Frances Woods
Neta Zach

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY

August 12, 2011
Esra Kent
Jane Margaret Tiller

December 21, 2011
Steven Michael Finn

May 14, 2012
Angela Chimboza
Peter DiMatteo Galasino
Joseph M. Powers

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS

August 12, 2011
Mercedes Sofia Alonso
G. Meredith Betz
Patricia Anne Burns
Debra Lee Foss
Pericles Stavros Giannaris
Deepi Gudipati

December 21, 2011
M. Colleen Bracken
Sandra M. Cumpston

May 14, 2012
Jessica Candace Battle
Jennifer G. Brink
Lynn N. Cimino
Nicole L. Dugan
Calvin W. Edwards
Howard L. Hostrander II
Robert Irvine
Hongbai Kim
Chantia Celeste Leonard
Quang Ly
Margareta Massaryn
Cornelius Noordyk III
Elizabeth A. Notte
Christopher H. Peffall
Melissa S. Perrotto

Bachelor of Arts (continued)

Brandy S. Pyrcz
Jacob Silverman
Manning James Smith IV
Matthew P. Walls
John C. Werner
Matthew Brian Wilson
Kevin Michael Zachery
Xuejuan Zhang

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 12, 2011
Eleanor Christine Airey
Brian Nissim Antar
Kimberley Eckman Banta
Adam M. Boules
L.L. Faircloth II
Dennis Michael Foy
Jordan Bane Harris
Youl Kim
Stefanie Michelle Lassin
Albert Joseph Matthews
Benjamin Libson Strogatz

December 21, 2011
Beth Marie Alioto
Rachel E. Catto
Mohamed Lamine Diaby
Gregory Hard
Paul Thien Ho
Myung Ki Hong
Ketevan Iveri
Ian Wyatt Peltzman
Ulana Prociuk
Andrew George Schut
Wayne Ziegler, Jr.

May 14, 2012
Tanya Adusumilli
Lori Ann Albright
Vincent R. Barrucco
Tatam Carmen Carter
Gloria A. Chapman
Matthew Thomas Gianfrani
Maura Anne Collingsru
Elizabeth R. Cummings
Adrianna Anaes des Vastich
Ramsey Andrew Dennis
Thayne Alexandra Dibble
Ro.-Pauline Kun Doe
Vicki Harris Duncan
Iman Elizabeth El
Eoin Brendan Ennis
Kuan Robin Evans
Elias Falconi
David Wayne Fields II
MASTER OF APPLIED POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
August 12, 2011

Jorge Alexandre Agarez Medeiros
Patricia Carlos de Andrade
Peter Loreн Berridge
Brianna Kate Booth
Natalie Michelle Brain
Michael James Bready
Julie Butler
Diana M. Caramanico
Ellen Strauss Cole
Jamie Lynn Comfort
James E. DiDio
Geraldine M. Dougherty
Johannes Christopher Eichstaedt
Michelle Clarice Engstrom
Daniel G. Faggella
Michelle Nava Gielan
Cathrine Gyldenstedt
Marsha Mitsukou Huber
Renee Jain
Angelika Lehofer Jones
Jeremy MacLaren Kelly
Matthew John Knox
Conrad Xavier Macalalad
Helene D. Moore
Sara Elizabeth Oliveri
Rosanne V. Pagano
Anna Janeen Pesiridis
Zachary James Prager
Stephanie Marie Ramones
Carly Dolan Robinson
Carin Leslie Rockind
Melissa Tracy Schnapp
Nicholas Dudley Anner White
Yeo Sha-En
Corey Zadik
Carin Denise Zinter

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
August 12, 2011

Lucia DiNapoli
Ernestina D. Owusu
Mordechai Treiger

May 14, 2012

Hassan Ammar
Janel Baseline
Lise Bauman
Kaitlin Albrighton Bear
Mark Steven Binder
Laurie Cousart
Caroline Cole D’Angelo
Raleigh Lacy Davis
Dakota Marie Dobyns
Emma Fried-Cassorla
Sylvan D. Green
Paige K. Hasling
Saher Hasnain
Ian Patrick Howell
Leslie Elizabeth Irwin
Neha Karmeshu
Lauren Kurzt
Stephanie Marie Leach
Mengqian Li
Elizabeth Anne Madara
Sara J. Malone
Candice D. McLeod
Rosemary April Mehl
Joseph Mihok
Rae Yukiko Okawa
Nyokia M. Perez Kibler
Martha Barnes Powers
Cherylne Tresa Rebeiro
Silvia Schmid
Jennifer Simpson
Jaimin E. Sin
Pitchayani Sukholthaman
Asma Ali Syed
Christina Tierno

MASTER OF INTEGRATED SCIENCE EDUCATION
August 12, 2011

Gloria Egner
Jenna Marie Hoffman

May 14, 2012

Kassie Patterson

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
August 12, 2011

Maria A. Buckley
DeAnna S. Cheung
Reuben D’Silva
Benjamin Dong Whi Duffey
Benjamin Elderkin
Gayle Goh
Charlene Y. Kwon
Lisa Michele Payakovich
Raisha Renee Price
Adam Vassar
Caroline E. Winschel
Samantha Ann Zambito

May 14, 2012

Waldo Aguirre Torrealba
LaTonya Renae Bennett
Thomas Edward Bonney
Jonathan M Broder
Stacey Butterfield
Mary Daigle Caraccioli
Paul Joseph Hilger
Keena Kang
Master of Liberal Arts (continued)

May 14, 2012
Luzana Marluce Veríssimo e Costa
Christiana Amalie Dietzen
Nathan John Doyle
Mengdan Jiang
Madison Kramer
David Michael Kudla
Allison Marie Tether
Xia Yang

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Valerie Gail Cerasulo
Edward Benjamin Chan
Silvia H. Chan
Ellen E. Chang
Duyun Chen
Eric Li Chen
Jayme Chen
Steven Z. Chen
Mylo K. Cheng
Bryan Chee-Keit Chiang
Brandon D. Christie
Iris Chu
Ryan Andrew Ching Cie
Tyler Friedrich Citek
Sarah Elizabeth Clark
Kevin Daniel Conley
Gregory Ryan McSweeney
Cordina
Matthew J. Croop
Ryan C. Cummings
Kenneth B. Davis III
Sudeep Kumar De
Julius Ladines del Rosario
Haoyu Deng
Yaanik Binoy Desai
Sneha S. Deshpande
Karan Dhruve
Dennis Y. Ding
Quyen Ngoc Dinh
Kaitlin LeeAnn Douglass
Patrick R. Driscoll
Laura Claire Durrance
Rachel Egan
Katherine Ambler Eisenbrown
Zachary E. Ellis
Alexander Charles Ettinger
William Scott Evangelista II
Isabel Weng Fan
Ross L. Fehnel
Bezhou Feng
Alexander John Ferro
Brandon Jay Fischer
Michaela Flaherty
Daniel Adam Fleischer
Amanda Fleischman
Joseph Forzano
Sanket Gandhi
Thomai Gastopoulos
Casey Erin Gelber
Ramzi Musa Ghannam
Marley Gilb
Rebecca Sarah Gittler
Igor Alejandro Gonzales Pinto
Ryan P. Gormley
Alysa L. Granata
Noah Granieri
Chad T. Greco
Greyson Edwards Gregory
Andrew Phillip Guenin
Yun Fei Guo
Paul M. Gurniak
Alexandra Valerieve Gyurdieva
James Leon Hagerty
Eleonore Joy Annelise Hajek
Matthew T. Hale
Sarah Ihab Hanna
Raymond Max Harari Silvera
Rachel Harrison-Gordon
Kristina L. Harter
Ruxin He
Timothy Andrew Hennelly
Sean Michael Henson
Evan Hodges-LeClaire
Franz Hoerhager
Kara Rose Hollis
Bernadette Hsu
Bryan Jacob Hsu
Betty Cira Huang
Emily J. Huang
Wei-Jou Hung
Jasmin Imran Alsous
Dominique Antoinette Ingato
Rikki Melissa Irwin
Sai Kashyap Ivaturi
Sydney Elisabeth Jackopin
Neha Jatar
Aditya Jayanthi
Lisa Lijia Jiang
Geoffrey Harold Michael Jordan
Viraj Gaurishankar Kalyani
Haarika Kamanu
Eliot J. Kaplan
Naveen Kasthuri
Matthew Ryan Kaye
Matthew Keesan
Preeya Khanna
Aditya Khosla
Daniel Seunghyun Kim
David Dohkune Kim
Joon Kim
Ryan Richard Knopf
Christopher James Koenig
Neeraja Konuthala
Sanchit Kumar
Stephen James Lantz
Linda L. Le
Abby Lee
Brian C. Lee
Brian Joseph Lee
Eve Ying Lee
Gregory Carlsson Lee
Sang-Ho Lee
Seung-Jae Lee
Elizabeth H. Leitner
Brian Edgar Leone
Corey F. Lerch
Nisan Haim Lerea
Julie Blair Levine
Scott Andrew Levitt
Daphne Lew
Christine Jane Li
Diya Li
Geoffrey W. Li
Louise Li
Ningcheng Li
Adam Marcus Libert
Magalie Liliane Lilavois
Shin Jing Lim
Daniel Evan Lipschutz
Annie Xiaoying Liu
Xiao Yu Liu
Kathleen Brooke Llontop
Ritwik Lodhiya
Nicholas Suyin Loh
Jay Lopez-Braus
Philip Yook-Kae Louie
Juan Antonio Miguel Lim
Macasieb
Patrick J. Malone
Eric Jacob Maltiel
Vincenzo Mannino
Rebecca Sara Margolies
Alexander D. Marple
Drew D. Martin
William J. Matczak
Andrew Sean McAleer
Marin L. McDermott
Craig Gaston McDonald
Andrew McGrath
Casey N. McQuade
Michael F. Mele
Zameer Hassan Merchant
Zuri Dan Michan
Daniel W. Moonan
Evan Hudson Mossop
Angela Mu
William Mulhearn
Christine T. Muller
Andrés R. Muñoz Rojas
Mahesh Murali
Paul Masafu Mwasame
Amrita Nag
Soh Nagano
Nathan Sri Nagulapalli
Mammad B. Najafi
Ryan Hiroiomi Nakasone
Madhav M. Nandipati
Ameya C. Nanivadekar
Nathaniel Andrew Naukam
Akhilesh A. Nayak
Prosper Tinatsei Ndoro
Cam Thi-Nguyen Nguyen
James Nguyen
Alfred Hurst Nuckolls III
Conor Edward O’Brien
Catherine Okoukoni
Agatha Lelles da Cunha Oliveira
Thanat Owlarn
Rudra Ananth Pampati
Jason W. Pan
Samuel Panzer
Chinnay Shivaram Paranjape
Philip H. Peng
Andrew Thomas Piskai
Kaitlin Patricia Pollock
Naveen B. Ponnappa
Stuart E. Posluns
Varesh Prasad
Jue Pu
Thomas Charles Puckette
Nitin Anand Puri
Megan R. Purzycki
Jun Beom Pyo
Julia Cecilia Quindlen
Sriram Radhakrishnan
Sheetal S. Rajagopal
Kaitlyn Jane Reese
Jason Peter Reyes
Nicholas Reynolds
Jonathan Henry Siggelkow
Risting
Charlotte Rivera Garcia
Aaron Michael Roth
Allison Claire Rozsits
Timothy Sahuja
Clarissa Belen Salazar
Varun Sampath
Anita Ajit Sapre
Shilpa Sarode
Roy P. Schlarp
Craig B. Schweit
Gabriel Seidner Kleinberg
Aadiiya Sekar
Senem Sezgi
Emily H. Sheaffer
Akash Shah
Seth Richard Shannin
Andrew Michael Shapiro
Yuanjiao Shen
Andrew Frederick Shenoy
Daniel G. Sherman
Michelle Caroline Sherrott
Benjamin Shyong
Matthew Siedman
Michael Lawrence Siegel
Skyler Hikawa Silverman
Michael Reid Simon
Vivek Sivakumar
Dorsey Elizabeth Standish
Ian Matthew Stephens
Matthew Gregory Sternberg
Harold John Stuckey
Kevin Su
Hui Sun
Colin D. Taggart
Elizabeth Qingwen Tang
Jonathan Lee Tao
Peter Long Terpeluk
Lu Tian
Jack E. Tirone
Shannon J. Tsai
Metaxia Megan Tzakas
Geraldine Grace Uy
Arshan Bahram Vakil
Bachelor of Science in Engineering (continued)

Lindsay Charlotte Vander Hoff
Kritithy Vasansiri
Sasha Ela Verma
Michael Joseph Vido
Matthew Evan Vogel
Carlee Frances Wagner
Marisa Wang
Justin Warner
Nicholas Watson
Megan Kari Weil
Jamie Allison Wessels
Mathew Michael Wetherell
Emily Moore Whitcher
Grant Wilson
J. Parker Winchester
Andrew Timm Windler
Aaron Wirshba
Kevin Xu
Alice Melissa Yang
David P. Yang
Fen Fei Yang
Justin Yungkang Yeh
Arthur Vladimir Young
Shengxi Yuan
Zachary Zarrow
David D. Zhang
Linfu Zhang
Theodore Tianrun Zhang
Zanhe Zhang
Xiaoiting Zheng
Ting Ting Zhou

Masters of Biotechnology
This degree is conferred jointly with the School of Arts and Sciences.

August 12, 2011
Mark David Chin
Floyd Dukes
Andrew Daniel Feier
Alan Joel Fox
Charles Patrick Garrigan
Matthew S. Serota

December 21, 2011
Sifat Al-Jannat Ahmad
Jyoti Chauhan
Theresa Collins
Minnal Gupta
Ip Tsz Sum
Sherin Sonia Jacob
Yun-Ruei Christine Kao
Amanpreet Kaur
Lauren Elizabeth Manning
Farzana Begum Nazimuddin
Ankit P. Patel
Anshul Saurastri
Devangi Shah
Mai Tsukikawa
Mei Yu
Akim Jose Ziai Buetas

May 14, 2012
Mohd Farid Abdul Halim
Elizabeth Louise Altmairer
Cici Bai
Kevin Joseph Baptiste
Michelle Ann Batchlett
Pratik Sanjivkumar
Bhojagarawala
Neha Bibireddy
Priya Chatterji
Rishi Raj
Akshit Raj Gupta
Xiao Ji
Vinita Rajan Joshi
Shubhi Kansal
Burcu Kement
Aurora Xin Liu
Lauren Smith McCauley
Praakhar Mishra
Mohamad Aimanuddin Mohtar
Swetha Patel
Rocco Matthew Perry
Deepak Prabakar
Michael Stephen Radosciclia
Ravi Raghavan
Aishwarya Ramanan
Vanessa Ramirez
Samhita Anand Rao
Ashmita Saigal
Alison M. Schuler
Anumeha Shah
Palak Shah
Sharad Sharda
Chen Shi
Justice T. Walker
Elaine Chen-Yi Yang
Kaixuan Yang
Qi Zhang
Songtao Zhou

Masters of Computer and Information Technology

August 12, 2011
Elizabeth Granados Cooper
Daniel James Garcia
Anqi He

December 21, 2011
John Z. Cui
James W. Daniel
Michael Charles Dore
Mark Valentine Francisko
Kaushik Ganguly
Christopher J. Gross
Wenpeng Steven Jia
Francis A. Menna

Sana Mithani
Kelly Lauren O’Brien
Steven Tomcavage
Andrew Peter Tuccillo
Bohan Yang
Jingwen Yang

May 14, 2012
Young Sang Baek
Brian Caputo
Jizheng Chen
Lu Chen
Narine Ghochikyan
Sarah Elizabeth Gray
Shi He
Yat Ming Ho
Christopher Anthony Imbriano
Baichuan Li
Mingyu Liu
Silvia Juliana Moreno Puentes
Yue Ning
Morountodun Joyinlo Ayodeji
Osunloye
Dushyanth Subramanya
Durgadas Venkatesh
Yuwen Xue
Andy Ye
Chao Zhang

Masters of Science in Engineering

August 12, 2011
Ting Ting Zhou
Xiaoting Zheng
Zanhe Zhang
Xiaoiting Zheng
Ting Ting Zhou

May 14, 2012
Andrew Michael Barr
Jill N. Baxter
Michelle P. Bube
Marwa Choudhury
Yuanyuan Cui
Jasym T. Davis
Subhagata Deb Roy
Andrew Christopher Hicks
Vynn Victoria Huh
Shabatun Jamila Islam
Ningchien Li
Mohona Paul
Amy Michelle Silverstein
Emily Moore Whitcher

Master of Science in Engineering
Chemical and Biomedical Engineering

August 12, 2011
Jennifer M. Kunkel

December 21, 2011
Hasan Abdullah Al Abdulgader

May 14, 2012
Venu Balaji Padmanabhan
Na Cao
Si Chen
Tiana Meiling Chong
Matthew Christian Federici
Prabhdeep Singh Gill
Jasmin Imran Alsous
Nicholas Stergos Lioutas
Jing Liao
Prosper Tiatse Ndoro
Eric Pao
Rohan P. Pujara
Xiaoduo Qi
Sashikumar Ramamirtham
Siddarth Ramkumar
Anubhav Sharma
Advait Soni
Surabhi Srivatsa Srinivasan
Monag Vipul Sukhadia
Eric Lee Tsai

Master of Science in Engineering
Computer and Information Science

August 12, 2011
Katerina Fragkiadaki
Michael Jay Friedman
Anqi He
Master of Science in Engineering (continued)

Jordan Edward Kay
Pamela A. Leckie

December 21, 2011
Pranitha Atlia
Pukar R. Bhandari
Divya Kali Ranga
Yizhou Jiang
SooHyun Lee
Longyi Li
Qihui Liang
Claire Cooper McConnell
Zachary Todd Meister
Xiaochuan Qin
Lu Ren
Samuel Sun Riggs
Raphael Yoram Rubin

May 14, 2012
Ebikiri Nicholas Aboro
Jacques Alexandre Arnoux
Sonal Bansal
Adrian Donald Benton
Mithilesh Bhat
Kwadwo Asamoah Boateng
Philipp Boening
Christopher Chang
Qing Chen
Halston LaRae Crites
Matthew J. Croop
Priyank Desai
Purvi Kishorechandra Desai
John Rich Duong
Xiaojun Feng
Lauren Elizabeth Frazier
Manthan Shailesh Gandhi
Mayuresh Ramesh Gharat
Congyun Gu
Siyin Gu
Sonny Gupta
Yat Ming Ho
JiZhi Hu
Niraj Jayant Kulkarni
Shen Li
Shuai Li
Dong Lin
Ritwik Lodhiya
Suyog Sanjiv Mapara
Margarita C. Miranda
Anand Navaneetha
Osmanov Zhandoz Tursbaevich
Yang Ou
Meireyi Panchmia
Nitin Pasari
Yichao Pei
Rishabh Rajiv
Yiqing Ren
Richa Sachdev
Navin Sasikumar
Chandan Sathyanarayana
Siddhartha Sengupta
Maulik Baijubhai Shah
Seth Richard Shannin
Pranshu Sharma
Saravana Soundararajan
Gokul Subramanian
Prakashkumar Thiagarajan
IosiTournas
Praveen Vijaparupa
Yue Wang
Zhe Wang
Yang Xiao
Zhuoyao Zhang
Mingchen Zhao
Zheyin Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND GAME TECHNOLOGY)

August 12, 2011
Daniel James Garcia
Stephen Lovejoy
Brendan Mahoney
Vijay Shingala

December 21, 2011
Brandon H. Bauman
Kevin Chaohwa Chang
Grace P. Fong
Matthew Christopher Jones
Eugenia Leong
Tiantian Liu
Francis A. Menna
Raúl Santos Matsui
Narendra Kumar Vadapalli
Robert J. Wilkinson
Bohan Yang
Kris ten Ying
Shutong Yu

May 14, 2012
Chun-Fu Chao
Xin Cheng
Aynan Farooq
Jian Feng
Maria Harten
Gabriel Leung
Han Li
Qing Sun
Joseph C. Weinholfer, Jr.
Nathan J. Zeichner

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)

August 12, 2011
John Burgess Leonardy
Christopher Setian
Sean M. Thomas

December 21, 2011
Jaiveer Singh Budwal
Siddhartha Ghosh
Matthew T. Gold
Yixin Jin
Qiao Luan
Sriricha Nalmela
Michael A. Oratis
Sam P. Pan
Su Su
Corey R. Waxman
Xiangyun Zhu

May 14, 2012
Alan William Albright
MadhuR Behl
Rex Bennett
Ross Jeffrey Boczar
Liji Chen
Yaxi Chen
Udit Dhawan
William H. Etter, Jr.
Sananda Ghosh
Amogh Anil Halgeri
Yutian Huang
Chong Huang
Xiaoning Kou
Mingzhe Lai
Benjamin Charles Legety
Haipeng Li
Haoxiang Li
Yang Liu
Xiao Lu
Monica Lui
Ritwik Chandrakant Pandav
Yash-Vardhan Pant
Jaewan Park
Krutarth Rohitkumar Patel
Timothy Plain
Benjamin Nadav Plotnick
Pratap Chander Prabhakar
Qu Yang
Jilong Shan
Lisha Shi
Chenyun Sun
Di Tang
Apurva S. Uppala
Sai Hema Venkataramanan
Jiafu Wang
Shenchen Wang
Yufei Wang
Jianzhi Wu
Shaoxian Xu
Yalun Xu
Yuwen Xue
Serkan Yazici
Siyu Yuan
Theodore Tianrun Zhang
Chen Zheng
Faqin Zhong
Huasong Zhou
Wenkang Zhu
Yuqi Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(EMBEDDED SYSTEMS)

May 14, 2012
Danyang Cong
Zubeen Dedhia
Utsav Drolia
Harsh Jain
John Patrick Mayer, Jr.
Sushil Menon
Jnana Prasanna Panuganti
Sudheer Krishna Saravu
Ashwin Sastry
Dushyanth Subramanya
Vijetha V. Kumar
Santosh G. Vattam
Hao Wei

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(INTEGRATED PRODUCT DESIGN)

December 21, 2011
Salvatore J. DiPaolo
Christina Lynn Moore
Gabrielle Elise Pettinelli
John Zox

May 14, 2012
Nils August Dahl
Emily L. Fisher
Julie Elizabeth Lorch
Jonathan Robert Wilson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
(MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY)

August 12, 2011
Jalpa Kirit Anjaria
Rakesh Antala
Jason I. Bogroff
Michael Robert Botelho
David Scott Campbell
Joshua Charm
Debaditya Chatterjee
Nathan Cho
Chae H. Chung
Emily Dryden
Christopher D. Emmons
Daniel James Freiman
Lucus J. Haugen
Thomas Price Hillhouse
Kai L. Huang
Yifan Huang
Everett J. Johnson
Ajay Joshi
Faisal Nadir Khan
Maxim A. Kharchenko
Kurt Eugene Klinger
Ramesh Ramaswamy
Kuppusamy
Ka Ho Leung
Joy Ling
Mikhail Malamud
John Mandigo
Brendan John McCormick
William J. McEwan
Courtney Marie Moak
Eric Moore
Mark Alan Murphy
Raymond Joseph Murta III
Roshan Pai
Corey Michael Petrich
Anthony Vincent Petti
Gregory Michael Pitter
Nattalie Ramasami
Nageshwar Ravikanti
Lei Shi
Roger van Zee
Zheng David Wang
Matthew Ward

May 14, 2012
You-Jung Cheng
Sen Cong
Xin yi Deng
Jiechang Hou
Wei-Jou Hung
Cheng-I Lin
Lingzi Luo
William Mannion McGill
Michelle Caroline Sherratt
Roshni Thomas Koshi
Shiqi Wang
Ting-Chih Wang
Yinzi Wang
Wong Wei Chin
Gaoxiang Wu
Yijing Xu
Zhiyuan Xue
Hongda Zhang
Lu Zhang
Chen Zheng

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS)

August 12, 2011
Peter Y. Huang
Jacquelyn Anne Kunkel
Michael Joshua Shomin
David Alexander Simpson

December 21, 2011
Alexander Horia Artaki
Subhrajit Bhattacharya
William Gilbert Breingan
Marion Linwood Butler III
Huikuan Chao
Drew Allen Cheney
William Edward Cheringal
William Balagtas Francis
Simon K. Healey
Rkha Vijay Josi
Derek Lee
Sumeet Manhendra
Anthony Amon Nketsah
Ali Khan Sapargaliyev
Peter E. Straus
Andrew Sze-Pui Tam
Hao Wang
Si Yang

May 14, 2012
Ramasubramanian Ganesan
Ilya Gershkovich
Gokhale Akhilesh Jitendr
Shelly Gupta
Lucas Hartman
Leng He
Michael Blair Hurst
Steven K. Kim
Shuai Li
Ting Yue

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (NANOTECHNOLOGY)

December 21, 2011
Alberto Alonso Rioja
Nathan Myles Budischak
Casey Perri Thomas

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (ROBOTICS)

August 12, 2011
Mohit Sudhakar Bhoite
Aylin Caliskan
Christopher J. Jones
Shinsuke Okada

December 21, 2011
Kripa Ananthalekshmi Iyer
Benjamin Eli Goodman
Tian Seng Leong
Ceridwen S. Magee
Kyle P. Maroney
Kartik Mohta

May 14, 2012
Mahesh Bahuleyan
Karan Doni
Syed-Khizer Hayat
Joshua M. Karges
Brian Scott MacAllister, Jr.
Yash Mulgaonkar
Eric James Pinter
Bharath Sankaran
Gokul Subramanian
Teyvonia Tiangia Thomas
Swapnil Suresh Vispute
Benjamin Weinstein
Menglong Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)

August 12, 2011
Xiao He
Heather Lynn Heben
Clare Margaret Schramm

December 21, 2011
Mohammad O. Adeel
Chang Chui-Wen Kelvin
Jing Cheng
Xiaolin Hou
Sarah Opal Kornmeier
Xiaobin Zhang

May 14, 2012
Nikhil Balasubramanian
Shouvik Basak
Tengbo Cao
Dara Mayada Ellass
Rebecca Sarah Gittler
Kara Rose Hollis
Brice E. Lambelet
Xiao Yu Liu
Yanwei Lu
Jordan Lowell Lusterman
Michael Thomas Rakszawski
Jason M. Siegel
Haoyong Sun
Yu Tian
Yang Wei
Ho Chun Edison Wong
Tao Yang
Yida Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING (TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING)

December 21, 2011
Olorunfemi Oluwasegun Ajayi
Bader W. Alkhaldi
Saltanat Ayaganova
Shah Ali Murtaza
Vishal Patil

May 14, 2012
Sangeetha A.J.
Rajat Aggarwal
Han Cai
Si M. Chen
Xingyuan Chen
Titiworn Chotejulangkul
Dheera Gupta
Lokesh Gobind Harjani
Bo Huang
Ijeoma N. Illoh
Niryanath Jaganathan
Osama Jamkhanawala
Shraddha Konduru
Yue Li
Zhuoran Liu
Dhara K. Mehta
Mehta Harsh Hitesh
Mehta Harsh Mehta
Nikhil Vinod Menon
Sujesh Menon
Jay A. Modj
Mohit Patel
Hongxun Ruan
Sumanth Mysore
Sathyanarayana
Kaushal Rajen Shah
Master of Science in Engineering (continued)

Rushabh G. Shah  
Saumin Bankim Shah  
Vikrant Prakash Shah  
Sivaprapaksh Subramanian  
Yingfu Tang  
Daniel A.H. Tobin Jr.  
Subrahmanyam Venkatram  
Xie Ting  
Rui Yao  
Siqi Zhang

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

WHARTON SCHOOL

Thomas S. Robertson, Dean

WHARTON UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

August 12, 2011

Aaron Anderson  
Ayanna Michelle Anene  
Joseph Masaki Baum  
Bennett Blazei  
Kirk Kennedy Brown  
Shaun Andrew Caesar  
Elizabeht Chen  
Mingwei Chen  
Brandon Reese Crowfeather  
Jeffrey Gordon Denis  
Linda Dong  
Robert Matthew Eldridge  
Wilson Eric Chira Gachugu  
Nicholas Alexander Gorsky  
Nicholas Haft  
Umar Henry  
Diego Hernandez Diaz  
Peter J. Heyer  
Michael Jarrell  
Jun-Nyun Paul Kim  
Gregory Dimitrios LaFata  
Jacob Alan Lewko  
Julian Liang  
Jin Liu  
Christian B. Lunoe  
Junxu Lye  
Jakefield B. Merrill  
Nihar Dilip Naik  
Jose Alberto Navarrete  
Albert H. Pak  
Michael Sunghyun Park  

Brian Marc Putzy  
Daveshe R. Ramchandani  
Richard Tyler Reece  
Baiam Pinto dos Santos  
Kale Thomas Schnettler  
Kevin Edward Scoby  
Samir R. Singh  
Henry Chin-Ming Tai  
Anguel S. Tolev  
Daniel Eduardo Urgelles  
Jennifer W. Zhao  

December 21, 2011

Diego Arroyo Ornelas  
Eli A. Bobo  
Harold Cornelius Bone II  
Zachary Hrynicky Browne  
Michael Greene Burleigh  
Kyle Allen Crown  
Joseph Dale  
Christina David  
Thomas W. Davis III  
Dustin Patrick DeMio  
Linda Y. Dong  
William D. Doyle  
Eric L. Fischer  
Joel Joshua Fliegelman  
Andrea Juliana Forero  
Lawrence Yingjie Gu  
Andrea Xiao Hu  
Lingqing Huang  
Se Jin Joo  
Jonathan A. Kelly  
Jeffrey Khasin  
Joonsik Kim  
Jungsun Ella Kim  
Seo Jin Jeannie Kim  
Joseph James Kushner  
Ann Robyn Lee  
Meng Lee  
Lucas Lemos  
Ilona Limonta-Volkova  
Michael J. Lin  
Amia Yan Liu  
Bradford O’Hara Miklavig  

Emily Puente  
R. Wilson Pulling III  
Julia Lee Qiu  
Aleksandar Rasevski  
Aaron William Rosenson  
Michael J. Saunders  
Evan Sylvan Schoenbach  
Nicholas W. Semiuniuk  
Jiwoo Song  
Toon Sripatanaskul  
Minsu Sung  
Ozan C. Yilmaz  
Christina Alana Zima  

May 14, 2012

Anthony Thomas Abraham  
Besan M. Abu-Joudheh  
Matthew J. Acconciamesa  
Janelle Krystal Adams  
Manish Agarwal  
Mauricio Aizenman Guzowski  
Rahel Melake Aklilu  
Nenna Benson Akpaete  
Susann M. Almasi  
Peter L. Amos  
Samual Ryan Appelbaum  
Shannon Aquino  
Lindsay Miyoko Arita  
Adisalem Asfaw  
Anisah Kamala Atluri  
Michael J. Aubrey  
Oyinkansola Ayobiojo  
Geoffroy Bablon  
Seong-Hyun Baik  
Phillip Stephen Perr Baker  
Anne Caroline Bancroft  
Casey Elizabeth Barnes-Waychus  
Adam Bauman  
Lorenzo Beacco  
Kevin Ryan Becker  
Gandharv Bedi  
Robert William Belcore  
Samuel Aaron Berger  
Daniel Jacob Berke  
Tyler S. Bernardini  

Jamie T. Besant  
William James Beshears  
Julie Xuza Blanc  
Lucas Sutton Blanchard  
Marc Samuel Bortz  
Ethan Emmanuel Thomas  
Boyde-Do  
Iris S. Braunstein  
Erin Brennan  
Brian Matthew Bromberg  
Carolyn Summer Brooks  
Jorell John Brooks  
Evan B. Brower  
Ashley Marie Brown  
Alexander Harris Brownstein  
Ryan M. Brush  
Matthew Aaron Buchwald  
Kevin Michael Buniak  
Amit Bushan  
Alison R. Byrne  
James Albert Calderwood Jr  
Christian Callender-Easy  
George William Callis  
Julia Ann Cantú  
Karen H. Cao  
Matthew Michael Capelett  
Maxwell Alden Carpenter  
Megan Mitchell Cassidy  
Mónica Castañeda García  
Aaron Michael Caulfield  
Valerie Gail Cerasulo  
Anthony Federico Cerrone  
Sowan Cha  
Austin Jay Chang  
Jacqueline Chang  
Theresa Shao-Ting Chang  
Cortney Lamar Charleston  
Evan Saunders Lim Chen  
Jaclyn Chen  
Lin Chen  
Faye Grace Cheng  
Mylo K. Cheng  
Tiffany Yan Cheung  
Bryan Chee-Keit Chiang  
Sylvia Choi  

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Bachelor of Science in Economics (continued)

Sasan Choobineh
Brandon D. Christie
Patrick S. Chung
Stephanie Maria Chung
Tyler Friedrich Citek
Jennifer Irene Claydon
John Patrick Clifford III
Max Alexander Cohen
Robert Benjamin Cohen II
Royce Cohen
Jillian Cohn
Patrick Coleman
Jordan Lorenzi Collins
Isabel Natalie Lara Collins
Romina Colmenares Fernandez
Connor R. Cooper
Gina Roman Cotter
Jeffrey Robert Cragg
Robert Ian Croll
Samantha Crook
Martha Patricia Cuevas-Gómez
Andrew William Custage
Lauren Marie Cuzzaniti
Andrew Charles D'Agostino
Ann Xiaoyu Dang
Mark Jad Daniel
Robert Griffin Dann
Ishika Das
Unnati Dass
Richie Zipeng Day
Elizabeth G Deane
Luis Ernesto Del Valle Rodríguez
Jiayi Deng
Sneha S. Deshpande
Meredith Callahan Dewey
Karan Dhruve
Lauren Elizabeth Diaz
Georgi I. Dimitrov
Alex E. Donayre
Steven Y. Dong
Colin Patrick Donnelly
Pooja R. Doshi
Jeremy Druckman
Constance du Cauzé de Nazelle
Andrew Murray Dunn
Joseph Truett Dwyer
Dimitri Dziabenko
BelleAnna Columbus Eberhart
David Yechiel Eisdorfer
Omar Elhaj
Patrick Victor Elyas
Jennifer Elizabeth Fan
Jenny Jia-Yuan Fan
Katherine L. Fang
Whitney Fang
Justin A. Felder
Winnie Pearl Feng
James Rukavina Fenner
Kristin Elyse Fergis
Alexander John Ferro
Marlena M. Filipowska
James Robert Finucane
Alex Ethan Fishman
Christopher Fortunato
Noah Ethan Fox
Triston Jay Francis
Burton Freeman
Merrick Ian Friedman
Bryce Frost
Rong Fu
Allie Fumo
Barbara B. Gao
Augusto García Mier Y Terán
Clayton M. Gardner
Danielle Sara Garson
Scott Adam Gefman
Alyssa Gelkopf
Soﬁa Gerard Sampson
Matthew Richard Gerber
Brian Anthony Giesecke
Ruth Danilola Gillis-Harry
Kenneth M. Glennon
Shashwat Goenka
David Albert Landis Gogel
Jeremy Yakov Goldman
Bruno Golombok
Eugenia Gomez
Agustin Gomez de Segura
Albert Gregory Gonzales Jr.
Michael Gorshein
James Preston Grant IV
Charles Ian Gray
Michael Phillip Greenberg
Sophia S. Griggs
Nupur Grover
Jeffrey Gu
Jared McKenzie Gumbs
Jeremy Richard Gurewitz
Michael Robert Guth
Alexa Catia Guzman
Patrick T. Hackett, Jr.
Eleonore Joy Annelise Hajek
Gregory Welman Hall
Sarah Ihab Hanna
Jennifer Lynn Hardesty
Tranea Timika Hardy
Mckenzie Kenner Harper
Andrew Kyle Harrington
Seth M. Harrison
Hind Omer Hassan
Marissa K. Hastings
Bryan Joseph Haworth
Eric Jason Heiman
Hillary Wendy Heimbach
Daniel Philipp Alexander
Hellwig
Karl Erik Helmold
Shamez Hemani
Cailyn Alexandra Hennessy
Gloria Caroline Herbert
Jesse L. Herrmann
Harris R. Heyer
Derek Wolfgang Hieronymus
Brooke L. Hinton
Chloe Ho
Ryun H Hobbs
Franz Höhrhager
Max Jacob Holz
Jason H. House
Bryan Jacob Hsu
Willy Wei Huang
Ying Huang
Rachel L. Humphrey
Shane William Humphrey
Leslie W. Hung
Oliver Hurd
Connie Hawg
Pawel Hytry
Juan Carlos Ibarra Miñana
Bekinwari Opubo Idoniboye
Alex Field Immerman
Kesi Meredith Irvin
José Antonio Isart Velásquez
Ryo Ishida
Nicole Juliette Jackson
Mansi Jain
Shama Shaffin Jamal
Rebecca A James
Neha Jatar
Foster Cyrus Dulles Jepsen
Alejandro M Jerez
Haein Jeung
Jialu Jiang
Rrongrong Nancy Jin
Bahia Leila Johnson
Geoffrey Harold Michael Jordan
Felicitas Jorge
Cindy Ju
Hyeoyoon Jung
Olivia Seunghae Jung
Viraj Gaurishankar Kalyani
Andrew W. Kaminski
Yash Vardhan Kandooi
Andrew Dohyun Kang
Vidur Kapur
Eleftherios Karapanagiotides
James Karivalis
Brandon L. Karch
Naveen Kasthuri
Diana Giselle Kattan
Jordan A. Katz
Jonathan B. Kayne
Ali Mohammad Kazmi
Kevin Charles Kennedy
Basil Arij Khan
Faizan Khan
Jibran N. Khan
Moiz Ull Hasan Khan
Danial Seunghyun Kim
Jane Jungeun Kim
Joon Kim
June Won Kim
Sang Joon Valentino Kim
Seung Hwan Kim
Kristen Kinstrey
Vayu Kishore
Chresten Michael Knaff
Jarett Daniel Knapp
William S. Koshansky
Benjamin Lewinter Kruger
Prameet Kumar
Sanchit Kumar
Jennifer Kwok
John Joseph LaDien
Megan Elizabeth Lacey
Arielle Daniika Lafuentes
Wing Ki Vicky Lam
Asia L. Lampey
Stephen James Lantz
Allison Lau
Philip Cantin Law
Pachara Lawjindakul
William Le
Abby Lee
Annie You Lee
Berakah Hyunbin Lee
Eve Ying Lee
Samantha Lee
Sang-Ho Lee
Felicia Eliana Leksono
Perry Mitchel Leon
Corey F. Lerch
John Lerro
Daniel Noah Lesk
Adam James Leslie
Will Leung
Matthew Isaac Levine
Phillip Goodman Levine
Jacob Shaoul Levy
Daniel X. Li
David Li
Kuangli Li
Yuan David Li
Zheng Li
Eu-Win Lim
Lim Hui Mum Melvin
Chen Yue Lin
Jason C. Lin
Jing Lin
Yu-Chieh Lin
Stephanie F. Lipscomb
Dina Liu
Flora Xiaoai Li
Geoffrey-Yu-Hin Liu
Han Liu
Susan Shiran Liu
Timothy Haotian Liu
Tony C. Liu
Xinheng Liu
Yujia Liu
Geneva Long
Michelle Y. Lu
Christine Xiao Luo
Lori Luo
Jessica Lauren White  
Justin James Wieland  
Adrian Wilson Wieshofer  
Glenn Edward Williams IV  
Ryan Stratton Williams  
Samuel Williams  
Martin J. Wimbush  
Andrew Timm Windler  
Isaac Bartlett Wittman  
Emily R. Wolf  
Jennifer Wong  
Chiuang Wu  
Jerry Lu Wu  
Xinlu Xiao  
Darren Xu  
Heather Mimi Xu  
Louisa Eileen Xue  
Andy Yu Yang  
Fen Fei Yang  
Jin Ho Yang  
Edwina Yeo  
Bryant Yik  
Evelyn Shiyang You  
Tiffany Yu  
Aryan Zahraii  
Margaret Ann Zamojski  
Christina D. Zhang  
Linfu Zhang  
Xi Zhang  
Yilu Zhang  
Jennifer H. Zhao  
Sally Dong-Yi Zhao  
Tony Tianyuan Zheng  
Xiaotong Zheng  
Yushu Zheng  
Zheng Long Aston  
Chenchong Zhou  
Ting Ting Zhou  
Kevin Zhuo Cheng Zhu  
Freda X. Zhuo  
Yu Feng Jeffrey Zhou  

WHARTON GRADUATE DIVISION

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 12, 2011  
Lisa Ann Alexander  
Brett Alan Austad  
Robert Morgan Banks  
Robert Jordan Borges, Jr.  
Santiago José Casanova Gómez  
Hsien Chun Chang  
Kelly Ling Chen  
Federico Chester  
Tania Dimitrova Dimitrova  
Leigh Sloan Enoch  
Obed Esejowho  
Lee Fan  
Sheynnna Hakim  
Yoshiaki Hashimoto  
Jeanine Ann Henry  
Tomoko Inoue  
Katherine H. Janes  
Mehdi Khachani  
Caroline Soyoung Kim  
Jane Krymsky  
Naoki Kurita  
Umgan Malhotra  
Jeremiah James Marble  
Ramya Sumithra Murali  
You Nagami  
Marina Nekrasova  
Rachel Pacheco  
Javier Paz Valbuena  
Gilad Raichstain  
Jeffrey Garrison Rogers  
Naoumi Sakata  
Adriana Giovanna Salazar  
Laura Elizabeth Schenkein  
Sabina Monica Sequeira  
Jiyeon Shin  
Davis Marston Smith  
Won Joon Song  
Mari Takada  
Daniel James Turley  
Xinye Wu  
Kaiju Yamaguchi  
Brian John Zaratzian  

December 21, 2011  
Dongwoo Kim  
Anthony Thomas Chambers  
Christian Gomez, Jr.  
Fong Yue May Lo  
Jessica S. Luk  
Ravi Raghavan  
Petula Kirstie Tse  

May 14, 2012  
Jospeh William Abbott II  
Leá Abdalla  
Ahmed Abdulaziz Abdulmalik  
Arwa Abedin  
Johnny Michael Abram  
Joshua M. Abramson  
Pramod Achanta  
Babasola John Adeleye  
Alexander Ritchie Adell  
Abhishek K. Agarwal  
Harshit Agarwal  
Kanak Agarwal  
Adriana M. Agbo  
Raja Agnani  
Sameer Agrawal  
Sebastián Aguilar García  
Jonathan Murphy Aisenberg  
Jessica Aisenbrey  
Karen J. Alexander  
Lauren Tishman Alexander  
Andre-Matias Alfaro  
Shireen Ali  
Peter Wentworth Allen  
Murtaza Amil  
Brij Prem Anand  
Denica Eileen Anderson  
Nicholas Anderson  
Sherri Lynn Andrzejle  
Benjamin Andrew  
Jason Christopher Andrews  
Saumil Pandurang Annegiri  
Anne Marie Aponte  
Virgilio Kornelius Panes Aquino  
Andrés Fernando Arboleda  
Sonali Arora  
Leticia Goldkorn de Assis Machado  
Daniel Naum Averbukh  
Stephanie Awad  
Nii Ayite Ayite  
Hendeeka Azene  
Daniel Lawrence Babkes  
Matthew Stephen Bailey  
Rebecca Marie Bailey  
Nassim Baiou  
Moeen Zahid Bajwa  
Christopher Joseph Bak  
Daniel Paul Baker  
Sophie Jane Baki  
Anthony Joseph Balda  
Douglas John Baldasare  
Rachel May Balsham  
Richa Bansal  
Alessio Alfredo Baraldi  
Matthew Gordon Barbas  
Noelle Elma Barcenas  
Elizabeth Ruth Barnum  
Mauricio Barra Rincón  
Thomas P.M. Barry  
David Alexander Bartlett  
Ibraheem Abdul Basir  
Rachel Marin Bassini  
Damien Bates  
Laura Becker  
Julia V. Bedanova  
Parrminder Singh Bedi  
Jamal Mirza Beg  
Martin Steven Bell  
Vikram Venkat Bellapralu  
Sonia Berlin  
Asle Bertheussen  
Anthony Ellsworth Bertauc  
Jorge Alejandro Beruff II  
José Normando Bezerra Júnior  
Sankar Venkata Bhamidipaty  
Raghava Bharadwaj  
Mrinal Bhaker  
Suncheth Mangalore Bhat  
P. Rohit Bhat  
Niccolo Biancheri  
Paul R. Bienstock  
Sampath Rao Billakanti  
Alex E. Birger  
Lauren Terese Bitar  
Christián Blackaller Retamoza  
Marla Beth Bleavins  
Omri Bernard Bloch  
Alison Sarah Bloom-Feshbach  
Shirin A. Bohra  
Natalie Jane Bolch  
Michael Bolos  
Gildas A. Bonnier  
Pern Bonythom  
Fay Bou  
Elena Kathryn Boyd  
Ashley Kyle Braden  
Matthew J. Bradley  
Theresa Anne Bradley  
Amanda Beth Breslin  
Milagros Brousset  
Melissa A. Brown  
Stephen Paul Brownback  
Chad Lewis Brubaker  
Federica Brugnera  
Julie June Bucy  
Alexander Buell  
Florin Butunoi  
Katherine Byers Broom  
Kevin Dindial Byron  
Samuel Byun  
Lisa Shaoyang Cai  
Gregory Callahan  
Daniel Marcus Calpin  
Ian Peter Campbell  
Mark F. Campbell  
Stewart Andrew Campbell  
Gustavo A. Cárdenas  
Thiago José de Melo Cardoso  
Rachel Anne Carpenter  
Fabio Carrara  
Michael Patrick Carroll  
Gabriella Poggi de Carvalho  
Renzo Castillo Luna  
Marc Pauer Cavagnolo  
Brandon Dempsey Cavanagh  
Kerry Michael Cavanaugh  
Gökhan Çelik  
Samantha Ceppos  
Susan Chacko  
Angela Chadwick  
Lawrence Lap-Ming Chan  
Joanna Jia-Yu Chan  
Balu Bharadwaj Chandrasekaran  
Balaji Chandrasekhar  
Sampath Chandrasekar  
Joy Chang  
Regina Chang  
Wilson Chang  
Deepshika Charan  
Melanie Chase  
Daniela Che
| Chen Chen          | Cody Noël Dashiell-Earp          | Horace L. Flourney                  | Sarah Xie Guo                       |
| Charlene Chiao-yin Chen | Ankur Kumar Datta                | Joseph Adair Floyd                 | Ahbhishek Gupta                      |
| David Yuen Chen    | Amanda Elizabeth Dawson         | David Neilson Flynn                | Ramesh Kumar Gupta                   |
| Dong Chen          | Mario Lins Estevam De Barros    | Matthew Stephen Ford               | Gautam Kumar Gupta                   |
| Evelyn T. Chen     | Anthony Llarena                  | Ryan Victor Frankel                | Kriti Gupta                          |
| Johnny Pochuan Chen| De Guzman, Jr.                   | Youssef Frem                       | Kunal Gupta                          |
| Kai Yun Chen       | Verónica De La Cerda             | Laura Potash Fruitman             | Wendy J. Guthrie                    |
| Lisa Yue Chen      | Ryan Alan Deal                   | Frances Y. Fu                      | Anthony Nicolas Haddad               |
| Carrie Peizhen Chen| Andrew Nicholas DeBerry          | Frances Yumi Fukuda                | Daniel Haddad                        |
| Roberta Chia-Yu Chen| Giuseppe Del Gaudio              | Gustavo Martín Fusoni              | Etienne Haddad                       |
| Xiaoxue Chen       | Diana Deng                       | Chetan Anand L. Gabr               | Daniel S. Haimovic                   |
| Mark Chen-Keenan   | Manasi Deodhar                   | Sirisha Gadepalli                  | Jared Halperin                      |
| Catherine Qi Qi Cheng| Peter Brett Derman              | Nicole Ruth Gain                   | Luke A. Hammad                      |
| Christine Cheng    | Daniel Ribeiro DeSouza          | Vikram D. Gaitonde                 | Albert Han                           |
| Jennifer Jing-Yi Cheng| Eric Lee DeVilbiss               | Adrian Ming-Wai Gale               | Frank Han                            |
| Kimberly Cheng     | Pooja Dhargalkar                 | Katharine Widland Gallego         | James Jin-Hee Han                    |
| Jerry Chi          | Brent Dial                       | Julia Gamburg                      | Heinrich Miki Hanada                 |
| Foster Chiang      | Gonzalo Alberto Diaz             | Amita Ganguly                      | Kathryn Ann Harrison                 |
| Ananthalakshmi P. | Marina Díaz Ibarra               | Claire Zhaokun Gao                 | Pranay Harsh                         |
| Chidambaram        | Brian Anthony DiBarnaba          | Xiaomin Gao                        | Matthew Oliver Harsha-Strong         |
| Tommy Hyoseog Chin| Carmel Dibner                    | Joaquin Garcia, Jr                 | Wilson Brégy Hart III                |
| Andreaa Chisca     | Julio Dittborn                   | Gabriel García                     | Helen He                             |
| Jigar Rajan Choksey| Bethany Camille Donaphin         | Sean Merlin Gardner                | David Asher Hecht                    |
| Chutithorn         | Kyle Dow                         | Joshua Garver                      | Alan Andrew Heck                      |
| ChoocuenChaimgongkol| Gregory Ryan Doyle               | Miguel Garza Martinez              | Eric Michael Heil                    |
| José Luis Ferraz Choucaira| Randall Terence Drain Jr.    | Tomás E. Gazmuri Sivori            | Matthew Alan Henley                   |
| Errol Anson Christian| Eva Ducruezet                   | Pamela N. Gelfond                  | Amanda Marie Hill                    |
| Jonathan Christodor| Devon Clair Duff                | Xavier Genis Pujols                | Margaret Anne Hill                   |
| Frank M. Chu       | Jonathan David Duffy             | Nithya M. George                   | David McQuaid Hinderaker             |
| Hubert Ch          | Ivo Dujmovic                     | Karl Wilhelm Gerchow               | Naoki Hirose                         |
| Jacklyn Joyce Lim Chua| Shaun Dean Duncan             | Paul William Giacomini             | Matthew David Hively                  |
| Imad Chukrallah    | Justin Wyatt Dunham              | Stefano Giambelli                  | Chucri Joseph Hjejly                  |
| Christopher Chung  | Neelam Dwivedi                   | Evan Gibson                        | Victoria Christine Holekamp          |
| Eunsu Chung        | Oliver Eckhard                   | Kyle Gerard Gilbride               | Michael Paul Hompesch                |
| Chyou Pey Tyng     | Brandon David Einstein           | Lara Gitlin                        | Jung Hyun Hong                       |
| Kelsey Erin Clark  | Adel Sameh EL Senoussi           | Michelle Maxine Gittens            | Colleen Michelle Horan                |
| Megan E. Cleghorn  | Katharine Phelps Eldridge       | Gal Gitter                         | Rebekah Crooks Horowitz              |
| Rutledge Carter Cleft, III | Jordon Michael Elkind        | Ronald Scott Glass, Jr.           | Adria C. Hou                         |
| Seth Lawrence Cogswell | Zoë Epstein                   | David Matthew Glattstein           | Liyue Hou                            |
| Rachel Danielle Cohen| Jorge Errázuriz Guler           | Dana Lyn Gleason                   | Tara Sheehan Hovey                   |
| Nonya Seraya Collier| Nicolas Escallon                | Vaughn Lawrence Glover             | Garo Diran Hovnanian                 |
| Meredith Lynn Conduct| Darin A. Evenson               | Yogesh Kumar Goel                  | Ashley Robbins Howerton              |
| Erica Ann Connelly | Reham Fagiri                    | Eric Jankovich Goldman             | Cassie Hsu                           |
| Aidan John Connolly| Christopher Edward Fanning      | Fernando Miranda Del Nero Gomes    | Stephanie Yeouyi Hsu                 |
| Thomas G. Cooper Jr| Bianca Alessandra Fargnoli      | Lauren Marie Gonzalez              | Yiwen Hsu                            |
| David Copeland     | Brenton Bourcier Fargnoli        | Juan González Goicochea            | Amy Hsuan                            |
| Raúl Javier Coral Pinto| Patrick Timothy Farrell      | José Luis González Pastor          | Dan Qing Huang                       |
| Jonathan Keith Cornelius | Ilya Feigin                  | Timothy J. Goodwin                 | Elaine Jing Huang                    |
| Oana Ruxanda Cornis-Pop| Joshua Tully Feinerman         | Sarah Kamel Goor                   | Mei Huang                            |
| William G. Corrigan| Ryan Michael Feit                | Matthew Edward Goracy              | Roger C. Huang                       |
| Guilherme Gonçalves Costa| Sarah Smith Fennell           | Keith P. Gornish                   | Elizabeth Danielle Hudson            |
| Alexis Y. Cox     | Mariana Elizabeth Fernandes     | Dhaval Naresh Gosalia              | David William Huebner                |
| Carolyn Bankston Cross| Marin                       | Craig J. Gottesman                 | Laura P. Humber                      |
| Daniel Cuevas Rimoch| Patricio E. Ferrara            | Russell David Gottfredson           | Christine J. Hwang                   |
| Christopher C. Cutler| Kimberly A. Firestone          | Robert Hugh Gould                  | Tiffany Hwong                        |
| Brent Nicholas D’Amico| Jason Fischer                   | Michael Brian Greenman             | Brian Ierubino                       |
| Evan Maxwell Dahl  | Leonard Fishman                 | Sean Pierni Griffin                | Yosikyo Inoue                        |
| Damian Marco Dalla-Longa | Scott Martin Fishman         | Elysa Gruber Kowel                 | Omar R. Iriarry                      |
| Kofi Dankwah Darkoh| Matthew Alexander Fitzpatrick    | Nian Gu                           | Christina deGreeff Jacobi            |
| Jayant Das         | Brian Joseph Melano Flanagan    | Murat Baris Gungor                 | Sachin Jade                          |
| Tania Das          | Aaron Nathaniel Flink           |                                  | Avichal Jain                         |
Patcharim Tritipeskul  
Rapatpon Kay Trongwongsa  
Tessa Breen Truex  
Hsiu Yi Tsai  
Stacey Hsin-Yun Tsai  
Jannie Shuen-Chih Tsuei  
Hannah Julia Tucker  
Leslie Tullis  
David Mark Turner  
Shin Ujiie  
John A. Urquhart III  
Jaclyn UlyHam  
Rashmi Dhananjay Vadnagare  
Elango Vaithianathan  
Reed Souter Van Gorden  
Michael Daniel Van Pelt  
Rocio Isabel Vargas Tokuda  
William Vayakornvichit  
Mary Christen Vecchione  
Rajani Kanth Vemulapalli  
Matthew Mahir Verghese  
Harrison Smith Vigersky  
Gerardo Villoslado  
Elizabeth Charlotte Marina Violin  
Leonard Vasile Vishnevsky  
Geoffrey Barlow Vitt  
Christian Vogt  
John F. Voith, III  
Rmit Kumar Wadhera  
Shruti Wadgaonkar  
Ankit Wadhwa  
Ofer Waks  
Rebecca Wald  
Amy Wang  
Anwen Wang  
Jessica Tze-Chia Wang  
Lynn Wang  
Wenao Wang  
Yulin Wang  
Andrew Alexander Ward  
Joseph Wea  
Simon R. Weber  
Nathan E. Weems  
Brian Michael Weigandt  
Steven A. Weiner  
Alexander Michael Weiss  
Wesley Doyle Whitaker  
Andrew William Whitney  
Evangeline Wiles  
Heather Lea Wilkens  
Samuel Williams  
Stefanie Elaine Williams  
Howard Mallette Willson  
John Cowles Wilson II  
John Patrick Wilson  
Melissa Monday Winter  
Katelyn Louise Witek  
Timothy Charles Withers  
Leo Ka Chung Woon  
Gayley Morris Woolston  
Erika Yangchun Wu  
Fujun Wu  
Lisa Wu  
Vincent Zee Woon Wu  
Sara J. Wyman  
Julia Claire Wynyard  
Ran Xiao  
Ke Xie  
Jessey Ying Xiong  
Dan Xu  
Wei Wendy Xu  
Essie Yamoah  
Zhuohuan Patrick Yang  
Liming Yao  
Wei Ye  
Kimberly Yeung  
Hao Yin  
Dongyk Yoon  
Ryon Suk Won Yoon  
Shuting You  
Jeremiah Yen-Nien Yu  
Esteban Ricardo Yusini  
Paul Yurashevich  
Sangeen Zeb  
Priscilla Zee  
Li Leo Zhang  
Hanjianq Alice Zhou  
Jingyu Zhuang  
Mauricio Enrique Zúñiga  

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (continued)

Stephanie Lee Braun
Elise Marie Buckwalter
James Albert Calderwood Jr
Carissa Mary Clark
Amanda Nicole Daley
Gabriela de Hoyos
Meredith Callahan Dewey
Magdalene Diaz
Catherine Mary Dierkes
Margarita Dorfman
Rebecca Jean Engberg
Blake Feldman
Stephanie Jill Felton
Jillian Elizabeth Fleischer
Jacqueline Andrea Gage
Julianne Michelle Gamino
Elizabeth Mary Grun
Seble Gurmesa
Mary Connelly Hampshire
Margaret Abigail Haviland
Juliana J Horn
Tiffany Huang
Anna Beth Huzar
Jennifer Jen
Amanda Carly Jeuda
Xiao Linda Kang
Marie Kathryn Keohane
Allison Emily Kodan
Helen Marie Kwan
Victoria Kim Leri
Julianne Eileen Linahan
Michelle Y. Lu
Paige Cherise Madison
Aria Mahtabfar
Katherine Anne Marino
Elizabeth Sarah Marks
Elizabeth Susan McCuaig
Casey Ann McGrath
Hannah Shirley McInnes
Karen Anne McVay
Theresa Marie Messing
Margaret Anne Meyers
Tova Naomi Miller
Megan Dixon Murphy
Kathryn Claire Nany
Natalie Brooke Negro
Angela Le Nguyen
Claire Elise Oettinger
Lauren Marie Olsen
Caitlin Mary O'Neill
Elizabeth Anne Paganeli
NahYoung Park
Maureen Catherine Pedicino
Nicole Arielle Pepperman
Emily Rose Perfetto
Lorelei Emily Phillips
Leigh Stephanie Raphael
Lauren Ann Reilsmyer
Erin Elizabeth Reveley
Christina Juanita Sanchez
Kathryn Marie Scharton
Patricia Morgan Smyth
Keara Fennell Stewart
Sharon Ainsley Sutton
Lindsey Rose Swigart
Ann Marie W. Sylvester
Alexandra Claudette Tejan
Bridget Cornett Thomas
Julie Ann Vernon
Lisa Danielle Washington
Kirsten Renee White
Karly Rose Wirth
Katherine Cecelia Woodall
Grace Yeung
Jennifer N. Zak

**MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN NURSING**

August 12, 2011

- Lisa Michelle Abern
- Sarah Hammel Aldridge
- Danielle Nicole Altareas
- Rebecca Joanne Altman
- Lexie Brook Armstrong
- Linda Ath
- Jessica Ann Barber
- Nancy Baron
- Sherri Lynn Bauerle
- Anne Brouck Berkowitz
- Meghan Anne Blackman
- Rachel Anne Bressler
- Erin Elizabeth Burke
- Katie N. Butcavage
- Sarah Kaitlin Campbell
- Lauren Leigh Charters
- Kathryn Celeste Childress
- Amanda Ford Cohen
- Nathaniel I Cree
- Melissa Cecile Davis
- Theresa M. Davis
- Jaclyn Ann Detweiler
- Colleen Anne DeVoe
- Anna Marie DiPietro
- Julene MaryAnn Dowhy
- Ashley Erin Earley
- Andrea Jacqueline Edwards
- Tara Michelle Egnor
- Dawn Shandel Fantasia
- Ann Katherine Farrow
- Caroline Acton Fitzgerald
- Susan G. Floyd
- Kara Lynn Gasiorowski
- Patricia Marie Gazzola
- Anna Graci
- Adam Seth Greenberg
- Kayla Marie Guarneri
- Alan Tsai Guffanti
- Mary Jo Hanley
- Margaret S. Harper
- Caitlin Hildebrand-Turcik
- Tara Courtney Hilton
- Maria C. Hutchinson

Jinhee Jang
Stephanie R. Johnson
Pamela Kathleen Jones
Rachel Adrienne Keashen
Susan Keim
Ashley Nicole King
Bryan Thomas King
David Joshua Klarberg
David Klinkosoom
Carley Michele Kushin
Kimberly Jo Langer
Melisa Leighton
Donna A. Leone
Kimberly M. Liberatore
Meghan Elizabeth Lindsay
Megan Rose Lowry
Lara Catharine Madonia
Christina Lyn Maniaci
Laura Marie Marcellino
Karín Emily Marton-Rollins
Kimberly Cristen McGinnis
Gina Marie McShea
Emily Joy Miller
Taleen Khoury Moughamian
Jenna Marie Murray
Naoko Nakamura
Danelle Nielsen
April Elizabeth Nitkin-Foley
Dana Renee Green
Travis Neil O'Brien
Charles P. O'Donnell, Jr.
Michelle M. Offner
Jessica Zuino Osipowicz
Anna Kathryn Paridon
Komal R. Patel
Rosemary Chandy Patel
Richard D. Paul
Donald Laurier Payette, Jr.
Lisa Rose Perlmutter
Monica Jill Perme
Jay Dawson Piccini
Carrie Elizabeth Preston
Andrea Renee Ramirez
Elizabeth Joan Recktenwald
Moshe L. Reiss
Kali Adia Rhodes
Carla Robinson
Kristen Ashley Rudick
Deena Marie Rudolph
Jennifer Ryan Rzeszut
Tina Roy Sadarangani
Mary Christine Apetrior Salita
Melissa M. Schimpf
Abigail Jean Schnapf
Julia Sara Schneider
Elizabeth Ann Schnorr
Courtney Lynn Seiter
Rona Seltzer
Margaret Gentle Semisch
Jamie Elizabeth Senger
Lisa Gay Shockley

Anne Elizabeth Shoemaker
Harriott Greer Silliman
Sarah Lynn Skea
Dallas Ashley Smith
Kristen Mary Smith
Leah Sorokorensky
Cathy Mills Speace
Bethany Faith Sterling
Sara Lee Stott
Kimberly Ann Strauch
Katherine Anne Stuhlemmer
Amy Elizabeth Stulman
Bridge Saulnur Sullivan
Nora Elizabeth Swinburne
Karen Patricia Thiele
Damara Marie Varney
Jodelle Hernandez Vergara
Megan Kathleen Wahl
Erin Bree Ward
Woe Clarice Li-Phing
Mari Elizabeth Welch
Elizabeth White Williams
Jessica Giak Zopf

December 21, 2011

- Meredith Sue Annon
- Jillian Beth Aufseeser
- Dina Nicole Bammer
- Colleen Michelle Bass
- Jane Davis Beshore
- Kristina Lambdin Bookwalter
- Courtney Cassidy
- Sarah Elizabeth Chippes
- Caitlin J. Dougherty
- Adeline Rosemary Duffy
- Megan McGowan Dwyer
- Andrea Jacy Eichholzer
- Sharon Kei Yan Fan
- Lisa Sarah Friedman
- Amy Hee Goh
- Elisabeth Patterson Griffinger
- Frennie Victoria Jamshidian
- Elizabeth Ann Jones
- Sheila Jacqueline Kaufman
- Sarah Grace Kulp
- Bo Hwa Lee
- Jennifer Ann Woo
- Caitlin Hanrahan Madison
- Megan Ann Malone
- Markie Nicole Meminger
- Rebecca Madeleine Pfender
- Diana McKenzie Pliego Stout
- Gunjan Rastogi-Wilson
- Jennifer Scott Ruch
- Krista Michelle Ruiz
- Dulcey Sacan
- Lauren Jacqueline Sanders
- Mary Elizabeth Schroeder
- Elin Anderson Shartar
- Erin Walker Smith
- Kari L. Somers
Elizabeth Anne Sorensen
Amanda Thompson
Adriane Marie Little Tuttle
Lindsey Jo Williford
Carol K. Wong

May 14, 2012
Jennifer P. Allen
Jeong Lee Allen
Anne-Marie Beilier
Casey Kenan Bergeson

Albert Jude Bilski
Anastasia Stacy Bouikidis
Kimberly Ann Brandt
Theodora Burke
Sarah Megan Carey
Deborah Ann Christopher
Bridget Diane Corsini
Kristin Rooke Demmings
Michael Early
Meghan Erin Feeney
Joseph Stephen Geist

Jessie George
Arielle Laurel Greenlee
Sarah Jane Guida
David C. Jensen
Katherine Elizabeth Major
Edith Maravanyika
Christopher Aloysius Morgan
Frank James Paine III
Caroline Regina Putnam
Irene Katherine Reeb
Samantha Jean Rutkoskie
Jacquelyn Erin Sawey
Jessica Elisabeth Schatz
Kathy Summers
Michelle Lynne Zolnowski

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
J. Larry Jameson, Dean

MASTER OF BIOETHICS

August 12, 2011
Shawna F. Bonston
Katrina Nejuan Burns
Christine P. Chou
Maysa Tuneseda Ursula De Sousa
Deborah M. Fisher
Mary Therese McNichol
Megan Kasimatis Singleton
Brett James Smith
Carlos Soto-Roman
Bridget Healy Walsh

December 21, 2011
Amy Naomi Berenbaum
Jennifer Dreyfus
Joseph Pei-te Lee
Doha C. Mekki
Carl E. Shaw
Daniel Soeiffing
Hilary Martin Wandall

May 14, 2012
José Antonio Alonso Pavón
Zunair Ashfaq
Christina E. Bach
Geneva Campbell
Gina Marie Carlotti
Ricki Carroll
Daniel Antonio Cristancho
Sheena Dasani
Samuel L. Eads
Rachel Anne Farnsworth
Cristin Palumbo Freeman
Mary G. Knapp

David Nathan Hoke, Jr.
Jason Richard Hurd
Sotonye Esedu Imadojemu
Ilana E. Jerud
Rebecca Kowalsky
Vivian J. Lee
Vincent Y. Ling
Alexandra N. Lipschultz
Jonathan M. Lukens
Roopali Malhotra
Eric James Mallack
Joseph Martinez
Thomas E. Mellon, Jr.
Steven D. Miller
Anna Jolanta Morys
Irwin J. Nudelman
Arun Ramshkumar Patel
Kathryn Reiser
Lillian C. Ribeiro
Aaron Julian Rice
Fred Rincon
Carolyn Louise Robinson
Tuu Tynie Anastasia Rautiainen
Robin Rose Schneider
Christina Marie Slota
Hannah Rose Stein
Chelsea Leigh Switzer
Christina Marie Tafel
Victoria L. Velasquez
Catherine Blossom West
Paula Yudenfriend Green
Jonathan Zucker

Sydney Asson
David L. Beckmann
Merlin Chowkwanyn
Sharon Kei Yan Fan
Giovanna Carla Imbesi
Mariman D. Kahn-Woods
Edith Maravanyika
Amanda Marie McCarthy
Ethan T. Nguyen
Hauchie Pang
Alison Rachel Petok
Maria Samohod
Nishika Anne Vidanage
Jennifer Rose Walton
Changying Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY

August 12, 2011
Joshua Fitzgerald Baker
Jamie Ann Basteck
Lauren Allegra Beslow
Peter Matthew Kennedy de Blank
Joshua Matthew Diamond
Christopher Thomas Dibble
Caroline Lesley Kerner
Matthew Kronman
Charles Edward Leonard IV
Lisa McLeod
Suvimol Niyomnaitham
Matthew Sampson
Amy Tara Waldman

May 14, 2012
Rahat Azfar
Anna Marie Chang
Diva D. De Leon Crutchlow
Robert Lee Dood, Jr.
Chunkit Fung
Timothy Glen Gaulton
Andrew C. Glatz
Jennifer Han
Allen Lun Hwang
Lisa Collier Kellar
Milena Tereza Klinkecz
Elizabeth Lowenthal
Aimee Sparkman Parnell
Pari Shah

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH

August 12, 2011
Keerthi Gogineni

December 21, 2011
Jeremy Paul Getnar
Florence Marie Momplaisir

May 14, 2012
Eugenia Garvin
Mandu Ganzari
Manuel Jimenez
Shreyu Kangovi
Dawn B. Maunier
Kalpana Narayan
Caroline Edwards Reinke
Anand Shah
Tamar Springel
Christine Veenstra

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Juris Doctor (continued)

Pamela N. Gelfond
Tiffany Belle Gelott
Daniel Scott Gershwin
Christopher Scott Geyer
Alexander C. W. Gibson
Julie S. Goldenberg
Jessica Lauren Goldenberg
Arkady Goldinstein
Risa Beth Gordon
Katherine Anne Gregory
Jamie Gullen
Nasse Marwan Haddad
Evan Hannay
Rachel Stephanie Harris
Kulsoom Hasan
Kevin Michael Hefner
Elizabeth Margaret Hein
Rodney Harrison Hill, Jr.
Trudy Y. Hong
Syed Ahmadul Huda
Giovanni M. Insana
Thomas Isler
Sean E. Jackowitz
David Albert Jain
Jerome Alexander Jordan
Samantha Maxwell Kagan
Humza Ahmed Kazmi
Adam Klahr Keith
Nathaniel L. Koonce II
Joshua M. Koppel
Lindsay Michelle Kwoka
Alexander J. Larro
Anna Elizabeth Larson
Amanda Forest Lashner
Peter James Laumann
Pauline Yin Shan Law
Stephanie Marie Laws
Michelle Lee
Vivian J. Lee
Braden Robert Lepisto
Rebecca Sara Levenson
Katherine Leah Levine
Karen Fallon Levit
Amara Levy-Moore
Ginene Alexandria Lewis
Vincent Y. Ling
David E. Littlejohn
Stephanie Lo
Ari Benjamin Lustig
Anil Raj Mahihjani
Daniel Peter-George Mallet
Robert Andrew Mantel
Ethan Marcovici
Lisa Rachel Margulies
Stephanie Margulies
Dustin Marlan
Brandon Scott McCoy
Caitlin Ann McCullough
David Grey McGuiness
Katherine Moran Meeks
Aanand Atul Mehta
Kamya Valkrishna Mehta
Lindsay K. Michaelson
Rachel Lauren Miller
Jonathan Y. Mincer
Brandon D. Mogoros
Todd Allen Mortensen
Ellen Louise Mossman
Bharat Kumar Moudgil
Demetrios T. Moustakis
Elizabeth Brooke Muscarella
Rekha Nair
Alexander Max Naito
Noor S. Najeeb
Joseph Robin Nance
Sanjay Narayan
Vanida Narrainen
Nathalie Braha Neches
Evan Wolfe Neu
Charlotte K. Newell
Alanna B. Newman
Kendra H. Nickel-Nguy
Michael Paul Noonan
Patrick Francis Nugent
Ian Andrew Nussbaum
Mark Patrick Nylen
Lauren M. O’Garro-Moore
Bobby Ochoa III
Aaron Olsen
Craig William Olshan
Jaeyeon Park
Rebecca Kennerly Payne
Julie Dvorak Picquet
Janine Marie Pierson
Andrew Pinkston
Sarah Goldsorough Pitts
Igor Pleskov
Daniel Jared Pollack
Derrick Mark Preston
Joline Rose Price
Benjamin Kalman Probbber
Leah Sarah Pearl Rabin
Jesse A. Rabinowitz
Stephanie H. Rivetz
Kamil Robakiewicz
Joseph Nast Roda
Marc Jonathan Rogers, Jr.
Anne Elizabeth Rollsins
Rachel E. Roof
Peter Evan Roth
Daniel Todd Rothberg
Jessica Xing Yin Rothenberg
Matthew Aaron Rothman
Jennifer Megan Roussil
Pablo ArielRubinstein Ize
Meredith Christine Ruggles
Aaron Michael Safane
Gina Victoria Santino
Kirti Pramod Sarkar
Samuel Gilmore Saylor
Karimah Schoenhut
Sanhita Sen
Hassan Ali Shah
Abdullah Shamsi
Jessup W. Shean
Lauren Alexandra Sheller
Haley Bolin Shellito
Andrew Shoa
Brian P. Simons
Rebecca J. Sivitz
Andrew Robert Skowronski
Richard J. Slavin
Dominik B. Slusarczyk
Christopher Glenn Smith
Evan Barret Smith
Laura Moore Smith
Mitchell Snow
Jason H. Sobel
Jesse K. Sooslow
Halima Sow
Erin Kathleen Staab
Hannah Rose Stein
Chase Steinlauf
Nicholas Stockdale
Alison Juliana Stoffregen
Brendan J. Stuart
Tyler Carey Stypinski
Jessica Sun
Daniel Hadi Tabib
Samara Renée Thomas
Edward V. Torres
James Tourangeau
Christopher Michael Trueax
Joseph Trunzo
James Tsuei
David Sven Udekwu
Molly Caitlin Vaughan
Victoria L. Velasquez
Elizabeth Feldmeier Vieyra
John Daniel Vislosky
Mark T. Wang
Benjamin A. Waters
Michael Holt Weil
Sean J. Williams
Blake E. Wilson
Haley Ann Wojdowski
Amy Ilana Wolf
Jennifer Wu
Michael T. Wu
Yiyang Wu
Pallavi Yalla
Michael Yin
Jean Tse-Chin Yin
Michael Yang Zang
Jonathan Zucker
Taryn Clauss Zucker

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

May 14, 2012
Erez Aloni
Cong Shang
Xiaochuan Weng
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Marilyn Jordan Taylor, Dean

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

August 12, 2011
Brett Michael Wiemann

December 21, 2011
Hong Cheng, Tse

May 14, 2012
Jordan Learner Barr
Pallavi Biswas
Kristen Brittingham
Travers Nathaniel Broughton
Jonathan David Byers
Leslie Speh Cacciapaglia
Gouverneur S. Cadwalader
Nga Ting Chan
Chang Yin Kuang
Uhn Choi
Jessica Nicole Condor
Patrick James Corrigan
Eric K Craig
Natasha Lea Nosic Dunwoody
David Cramer Duxbury
Chen Fu
Steven Jerome Guerrisi
Luying Guo
Wenbo Guo
Wenyuan Guo
Trevor Daniel Haav
Daeehee Han
Brian M. Heller
Elizabeth Ashley Hobart
James Fleet Hower
Jason Paul Jackson
Rebecca Ann Jee
Eva Jermyne
Changpei Jiang
Nam Il Joe
Hyunbun Jung
Dongyul Kim
Kim Ho Sung
Hyoungsub Kim
Ihnil Antonio Kim
Jae Won Kim
YoungBum Kim
Gregory D Knobloch
Alexander Knowles
Sang Pil Lee
Konstantinos Lepyntioptis
Xin Lin

Evan Maxwell Litvin
Han Xiao Liu
Iijannn Liu
Laura Ede Lo
Andrew Wei-Ling Loh
Leixin Luo
Michelle Ma
Christopher K McAdams
Nicola Marie McElroy
Jared Edgar McKnight
Natali Medina
Martin Fields Miller
Amanda May Morgan
Chad J Murphy
Mark Thomas Nicol
David G Nix
Oladipo Oluibukun Obilana
Brayton Orchard
Lea Beth Oxenhander
Hyo Young Park
Sang-Uk Park
Joseph Reilly Piorkowski
John Martin Postic
Pannisa Praneerachakon
Karmen Veronica Rivera Rosa
Kathryn M. Rufe
Sandra Celia Schwartz
Sadipto Sengupta
Jinsuk Seo
Abigail Happy Smith
Brandon Wayne Smith
Laura Grace Sussman
James Asher Tenenyhuis
Cong Tian
Andreas A. Tjeldflaat
Jennifer Rose Tobias
Renelle M. Torrico
Anna Jane Umantz
Edna Vuong
Sarah Siew-Pei Wan
Wang, Cong
Yuanhao Wang
Jingzhe Wei
Allison Worthington Weiler
Wen Xiaohan
Shulei Weng
Sarah D. Wolf
Yuncong Xia
Shengzhi Xie
Qian Xing
Tingwei Xu
Ying Xu
Ming Yang
Yezhou Yang
Hung Kit Yuen
Huiying Zhang
Xie Zhang

Yufan Zhang
Fang Zhao
Yang Zhao
Mo Zheng

MASTER OF CITY PLANNING

December 21, 2011
Nicholas Hanson Baker
Penghui Sun

May 14, 2012
Jeffrey David Alexander
Matthew Wyatt Bachler
Ryan Benjamin Bash
Andrew Adrine Bean
Jordan Lucas Block
Andrea P Buglione
Paul Joseph Caine
Ella Carney
Connie Sue Chang
Adam C. Childers
Thomas Choate
Alexandra Liana Church
Lamont B. Cobb
Elizabeth Cohen
Kaitlin Chase Dastugue
Christopher Michael DiPrima
David Lawrence Dobkin
Adrian Fine
Brooke Fotheringham
Elizabeth Evans Frantz
Jeffrey Granger Harris
Susannah Chase Henschel
Katie Elizabeth Holmquist
Yi Hsuan Hu
Reina Dhru Kapadia
Alexandra Kaplan
Joshua Aaron Karlin-Resnick
Keyleigh Nichole Kern
Aaron Holt Kurtz
Jeffrey Allen Kurtz
Barrett Stephen Lane
Christine Yukyung Lee
Emily I. Lehman
Anne Riedell Leslie
Cynthia Renee McCoy
Mary C. Miltimore
Anne Misak
LaChrish J. Mitchell
Emily Horner Mitnick
Mary Catherine Morton
David Benjamin Munson
Sandy Ngan
Shea O'Neill
Katherine M. Olson
Ho Sung Park

Benjamin L. Phillips
Timothy Arthur Ponti
Raphael Robert Randall
Dan Reed
Natalie Cristina Robles
Michael Ruane
Fernando Salvador Sánchez
Elizabeth D. Schlingmann
Daniella Schwartz
Maurie Beth Smith
David Smucker
Rachel Lilii Strauss
Susan Ayse Unver
Andy J. Wang
Matthew Mitchell Wicklund
Joanna S. Winchester
Margaret E. Wood
Hadley Palmer Yates
Jessica Caye Youngblood
Caitlin Marie Zacharias
Yelena Zolotorevskaya

MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL BUILDING DESIGN

August 12, 2011
Kelly Elizabeth Ball
Lourdes Gabriela Espaillat
Katrina Fernández
Niketa Hareshkumar Laheri
June Hae Lee
Sung P. Lee
Aylin Ozkan
Jongpil Park
Mostapha Sadeghipour
Roudsari
Jonathan Robert Shrift

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

December 21, 2011
John Schlesinger

May 14, 2012
Sarah Elaine Anderson
Anthony Trawick Bouscaren
Sarah Lindman Goffstein
Kelsey Halliday Johnson
Caitlin Elizabeth Lennon
Saori Morizumi
Yoorim Park
Erik John Reinholdz
Chloe Isadora Reison
Meredith M. Sellers
Woodhyun Shim
Mary A. Val verde
Mikey Winsor

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student's name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this
herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
President Peter M. Garvey and Dean Joan C. Hendricks, MD, PhD, cordially invite you to the
Commencement exercises of the University of Pennsylvania on Saturday, May 19, 2012. Only students
granted degrees by the University are invited to participate in Convocation. The University
celebrates the achievements of all students and their communities.

Doctor of Dental Medicine (continued)

Won-Kyung Kim
Marjana Knezevic
Sammy Krait
Iyohi Kudasomannavar
Maureen Ann Kuhta
Manisha Lalani
Hyejin Lee
Jessica Lee
Jeff Y. Li
Kevin Gerard Sy Lim
Robert L. Lin
James Gwau-Chiahng Linkous
Pamela Yan Liu
Angela M. Lucarini
Mahshid Majlessi
Fareeha Malik
Jorge Benjamin Mancia Duarte
Timur Vyacheslavich Manin
Darren E. Mantyla
Rosa Mathai
Anit Merry Mathew
Jessica Rose Meier
Ryan Dominic Menezes
Justin Michael Moses
Raha Mozaifar
Marcela Roxana Mujica
Kevin William Murawski
Satyaprasad C. Nayak
Alyssa R. Nielubowicz
Ngozi Nkemnacho Okoh
Laura Christine Ostaneck
Jiyun Ouh
Jorge Alejandro Paladines
Lisel-Anne Gabrielle Parillon
Kajal Bhavesh Patel
Krishna Yash Patel
Stephen Russell Phillips
Brad Robert Pieszala
Peter Jacob Pranckun
Michaella Anna Radich
Sonia Rahangdale
Saleh Rajaee
Harpradeep Rata
Bridge N. Remmng
Soleil de Marsche Roberts
Amy Elizabeth Rosania
Jared Rosenstock
Sharareh Sabet
Jamie Brooke Salz
Navdeep Kaur Sandhu
Michael David Segall
Hiral Mahendrakumar Shah
Purvy A. Shah
Yuchen Sheng
Michael Abraham Sher
Dana Megan Shiff
Matthew Kyle Sones

In Hee Song
Chad Alan Speirs
Alison T. St. Paul
Sara Steinberg Bienstock
Ramya Kannan Suresh
Claudia Urrego Torres
Ravindranath Reddy Veeram
Kim

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Andrew C. Porter, Dean

MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATION

May 14, 2012
Kimberly Caroline Borenstein
Julie Anne Bown
Melanie Kate Braverman
Michael Brian Harris
Alicia Patrice Areta Hayes
Aisha-Elizabeth Isah
Leslie Margot Sikoff
Diana Lea Trasatti

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

August 12, 2011
Erika Kahlon Antonsen
Irmari Maribel Ayala
Beverly A. Bohn
Kendra Renee Book
Kimberly Caroline Borenstein
Aaron Tyler Bothner
Julie Anne Bown
Rebecca Sagner Buurma
Polly Belinda Cancro
Julie Beth Casper
Patrick A. Chambers
Pui Ki Chow
Tricia Anne Conn
Maya Cyrus
Coy R. Dailey
Jessica Aud Diaz
Allyson Diljohn
Neha Dolare
Alexa Kristen Dunnington
Summer Kershel Edward
Jennifer Lynn Eytel
Megan Elizabeth Fix
Ean Fonseca
Gao Yiyun
Elizabeth Katherine Garro
Nandita Ghosh
Samantha M. Goodin
Margaret Anne Grady
Kelley Ann Gricol
Chadwick H. Gunnells
Michael B Harris
Teri Danielle Hatch

Alicia Patrice Areta Hayes
Sara Hevery-Fitt
Kirsten Lee Hill
Shannon Deloris Holmes
Sarah Horns
Lin-Yuh Huang
Yuemei Huang
Mariandl Cabell Hufford
Joshua Fung Hui
Aisha-Elizabeth Isah
Laurie Joy Johnson
Denise Gray Jones
Kahzee Kang
Boyuen Kim
Nicholas E. Kismunando
Amy Gi Lai
Claire Anka Landau
Jason Michael Larocque
Chi Hyun Lee
Hyunjii Lee
Lingli Leng
Tieandra LaShawn Lewis
Evan Michael Linhardt
Ran Liu
Huaxi Lu
Lu, Meng-Hua
Lauren Luther
Matthew C. MacDonald
Erika Magana
Tiffany Nichole Metts
Roberta Dawn Miller
Elizabeth A. Moody
Samantha Loren Nas
Alex Pak
Moses J. Palacios
Park, Chulwoo
So Yun Elizabeth Park
Ami Patel
Christopher J. Phelan
Sarah Nicole Pisa
Whitney Monet Polk
Turika V. Pulliam
Richard Young Rho
David Paul Robinson
Laura Ann Robinson
Pamela Jane Safford
Patrizia Salani
Amy Beth Salomon-Kohn
Adam Marc Schapiro
Harold P. Schwartz
Robert Charles Schwartz
Sharlene B. Shah
Leslie Margot Sikoff
Emily Skalek
Elizabeth Hampton Snider
Emily S. Sokol
Jordan S Solomon

Miryung Song
Kathryn E. Subanapes
Jessie Kathryn Taggart
Michael Thomas Taggart
Shih-Ching Tang
Jennifer Cartwright Taylor
Shauna Christine Tomlinson
Diana Lea Trasatti
Megan Underwood
Ruixin Wang
Imani Jamila Wiltshire
John Allen Murray Wolf
Hao Wu
Ziwei Xu
Hadassah Sungsil Yang
Belinda Yong Li Liung
Sean Wiley Zearfaus
Cong Zhang
Katie E. Ziemba

December 21, 2011
Shaina M. Adams-El Guabli
Yifan Bai
Winifred Anne Barnes
Melanie Kate Braverman
Stephen Werner Brown
Madeline E. Carrasco
Tianhui Chen
Erika Belle Darken
Robert Philipp Martin Demare
Allison Paige Dhoble
Gerard J. Donnelly
Shuai Gao
Lillian Galindo Gardiner
Ashley Lauren Glover
Lauren Elizabeth Henry
Heon Jeon
Ji, Hyejin
Melissa Kapadia-Bodi
Gina Jinok Kim
Jung Yoon Kim
Mee-Jee Kim
Yin-Chan Janet Liao
Lindsay A. Liprando
Christina Luckey
Alexandra Smith Miller
Carolanne Mitchell
Jordanne Ashley Owen
Andrea Marie Pancho-Berry
Hyunwoo Park
Lydia Yooshil Park
Lauren Elizabeth Reddy
Matthew Wilk Schwartz
Danielle Rene Staton
Jiyoung Jenny Sung

Timothy Joseph Timura
Salih Tuzer
Lauren Meredith Walton
Sin-Huei Wang
Elizabeth A. Washo
Michael Thomas West
Jeffrey D. Wester
Danyang Xue
Qing Yi
Pengxuan Zeng
Zhang Lin
Li Zheng

May 14, 2012
Samiya H. Abdullah
Ufuoma Cleopatra Abiola
Alison Marie Abrams
Amanda M. Addison
Meryem H. Akram
Jessica Anne Altman
Andrew Joseph Amodeo
Charles Archer
Ryan Elizabeth Arey
Naomi Arroyo
Katherine Davis Aument
Christopher Lawrence Avery
Pierce K. Babirak
NaaAmerley L. Badger
Andrew James Baker
Arlene Barochin
Johné Everett Battle
Everett Aaron Benjamin
Amy Lynn Benson
Rhiannon Lorna Benson
Lauren M. Bernardo
Alison Whitney Berryman
Leah Berten
Tianqi Bi
Samuel Biddle
Margaret Shepherd Biester
Andrew Allen Biros
Christopher T. Bishop
Stephanie Joy Blochinger
Marisa Lynn Block
Heather Blue
Alana Shea Bouie
Kyle Juan Boyer
Danielle Nicole Brown
William J. Brown
Sharifa Naki Eleanor Bryan
Kristen L. Bryant
Brittany Tracy Marie Buckwalter
Kerry Alexis Bunting
Grant Matteus Burwash
Joseph Michael Cackowski
Alayna Bethany Camp
Heather L. Campbell

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student's name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
Master of Science in Education (continued)
Master of Science in Education (continued)

Elizabeth Huston Scott
Joel Bernard Serin-Christ
Timothy Atticus Shanahan
Alex Kenneth Sheidler
Xiaoxu Shen
Difei Shi
Wei Shi
Carol Anne Shotzbarger
Steven Michael Silvasy
Nina Joy Siman
Lindsey Ann Slenger
Danielle Kristine Smith
Andrew Keenan Solarz
Jamie Erin Soukup
Ana Miranda Spado
Suzanne Renee Spignesi
Marina P. Stamos
Rachel Olivia Stein
Melinda Marie Stellaccio
Shannon Stoufer
Hernandez DeAngelo Stroud
Chi-Chi Li Sun
Xiaoyu Sun
Edward Anthony Sundquist
Christine M Sweeney
Kevin Lewis Sweetland
Gretchen Jean Syverud
Tal Sztainer
Antoni Thai Tang
Ethan Joseph Carr Tannen
Meng Tao
William John Tarnacki II
Jenna Lynn Tesauro
Erin Bell Thesing
Stephanie Mary Thistle
Amber Marie Thomason
Kaja Marie Thompson
Gregory David Titman
Emily Mae Todd
Yoko Tominaga
Katie Rose Turek
Lisa Beth Umlhey
Kayla Iman Vinson
Scott Peter Wade
Emily Jane Wallace
Rebecca J Walz
Wang, Di
Feiyu Wang
Jana Wang
Jian Wang
Qiong Wang
Rong Wang
Tingting Wang
Seattle Yi Wang
Zhe Wang
Rashanna S. Ward
Julianne Nicole Weagley
Paula Marie Weaver
Carly Ann Weisel
Ariel Joshua Weiser
Mia Samantha Weiss
Laura Eva Welch
Nora Katz Wessel
Michelle Renee White
Kathryn J. Whitehead
Jennifer Marie Wilmot
Jessica Wirshup
Daniel H Wittels
Alicia Mahne Lene Wong
Mengyang Wu
Xiaole Wu
Yi-Hung Wu
Yi-Wen Wu
Pian Pian Xie
Min Xiong
Yan Yan
Alyson Yarris
Zhuo Ye
Chia-Hsin Yeh
Shana Lin Yen
Anneesah N. Young
Sue-Jung Yu
Xinyu Yu
Cunwei Yuan
Benjamin Zachs
Fatima Tuz Zahra
Charles Joseph Zahradka
Luke Joseph Zeller
Jiani Zhang
Jing Zhang
Shengnan Zhang
Xi Zhang
Xiaochun Zhang
Xiaoning Zhang
Yibo Zhao
Guangyu Zhou
Xiwei Zhou
Hong Zhu
Rosa Jacqueline Faith Ziegler

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

August 12, 2011

Eric R. Bernstein
Ari Michael Betof
Timothy Scott Cawood
Alyssa Marie D’Alconzo
William Henry Featherstone
Gary E. Fraser
Hilary Joy Greenberg
Sarah McMenamin Kim
Stacey J. Lopez
James George Massey
Susan Marie McGinley
Treyan Louis Mckvickens
Donald J. Medeiros
Jennifer T. Meller
Tina Lavern Mitchell
Ryan Thomas Monaghan
Jesse L. Nickelson
Stephen Wilson Oliver
Ebbie Parsons, III

Juliette D. Pennyman
Stacey Lee Petrey
JoelProuty McLaren
Mary Kaye Rhude-Faust
Michele Beane Ricchiuto
Rachel Beth Robinson
Christopher S. Soto
Laurie N. Swisher
Susan Elizabeth Wells

December 21, 2011

Christina Rose Dubb
Holly Sabrina Hatcher-Frazier
Mary Isabel Ramirez
Marion Wilson

May 14, 2012

Lindsey Tara Allard Agnamba
David Scott Andrews
Shannon H. Andrus
Jay Darin Badams
Harold Eugene Batiste III
Paige R. Billings
Deborah Beth Blume
Linda Louise Branch
Oscar Brooks
Ara Carlos Brown
Marjorie Danabel Brown-Anfouess
William Quinn Burke
Dennis O’Neil Campbell
Loftus Claybourne Carson, II
Brenda Delores Champion
Lance Montieth Chase
Jennifer Lynn Chidsey
Douglas Nelson Clayton
Nathanial Ward Coffman
Edward Michael Colbert
Laurak. Colket
Bonnie Elizabeth King Comella
Katherine Crawford-Garrett
Kathleen Ann Dawson
Raquel Esteses-Joyce
Rodney Fisher
Ellen Horwitz Furman
Jean Pierre Gagnon
Anne Marie Garth
Emily R. Gasoi
Kathleen P. Hanlon
Michael-Joseph Nicholas
Rachel O’Brien Rehfeld
Kristi Anne Schurr Pintar
Esther Ra
Jacqueline Richburg-Burgess
Josephine Salvador
Kristin Schomisch Passaro
D. Graham Smith
Tammie J. Smith
Sonya Elaine Somerville
Blake Harris Spraggins
Arthur Henry Sulzer IV
Matthew Samuel Tossman
Pantelis Velentzas
Dawnelle Patrice Walker
Kabeera M. Weissman
Michael Jason Werner
Raymond JaeKwang Yu
Maheer Zamel

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE

Richard J. Gelles, Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

August 12, 2011
Catherine Elizabeth Buttner
Kimberly R. Thomas

May 14, 2012
Jessica Anne Adelman
Megan Elizabeth Ammon
Caroline Lindsey Andersen
Marjorie L. Anderson
Leslie Elizabeth Hirsh Archer
Ashley M. Arens
Meghan Elizabeth Bacic
Rachel Brooks Baer
Lu Bai
So Young Baik
Mohamed Miankanze Bamba
Vanessa Lynn Banegas
Justin Byron Barton
Donna L. Bender
Rachel Anne Benenson
Mallori Elise Berry
Katherine Elizabeth Hanna Bisanz
Alexandra Ivy Blinder
Lisa Marie Bollwage
Elizabeth Bremun
Shira E. Burcat
Robin Beth Newman Burkert
Amanda Mollie Buss
Bethany Anne Caldwell
Kelley Anne Casper
Jessica R. Celetti
Casey Reinhold Chanton
Elizabeth Thara Chemmanoor
Molly T. Cherington
Christine Annmarie Chevallier
Daphne Churchill
Camille F. Crane
Alea S. Cummings
Kristina E. DaMota
Casey Marie Dashnow
Anne Elizabeth Day
Ariana Deeley
Jillian A. Degnan
Kenya Desiste
Nicole K. Edelman
Hannah Diane Elovich
Lauren Elizabeth Erney
Jessica A. Falk

Nicole M. Fantauzzi
Jeidy M. Fernández
Katherine Walsh Flaherty
Obiangeli Fonseca
Jessica Elizabeth Francovitch
Cailltin Alexander Garman
Julie Garskof
Alexandra Teresa Gentsch
Anita R. Gooding
Kelly E. Graham
Kaitlin Gravitt
Allison B. Green
Keethia O. Griffiths
Clement Gyan
Kenya C. Hall
Stephanie Anne Harmelin
Virginia Potter Crigler Harr
Emilie Isabelle Hart
Kelsey Elizabeth Hart-Livingston
Sage Danielle Heyman
Karen E. Holland
Angela Marie Hollar
Elizabeth Joan Hutton
Lisa M. Jacobs
Marcely Jean-Pierre
Ashley S Jimenez
Aviva Joffe
Leslie J. Judkins
Catherine M. Kane
Jacquelyn Melissa Kates
Erika Anaya Kellogg
Rachel Meg Searles Kendall
Brianne Nicole Kirk
Kristine Laura Kochel
Stefanie Beth Kornfeld
Darcy Walker Krause
Anna Caroline Tappen Krieger
Stanton Kuklick
Perfecta Lacenski
Anh V. Lai
Colleen Caroline Lake
Victoria Gayle Larsen
Rachel Valenta Lewis
Jessica Lynn Libbey
Liu, Yuyuan
Wendy C. Logan
Marta W. Ludwig
Janelle Nicole Leathers Lupton
Leah Adina Markowitz
Elizabeth J. McCabe
Rebecca Maddox McElroy
Kaitlyn Morgan Fisher
McMahon
Anne Elizabeth Meaffey
Athanasia Metoki
Anna S Mikuriya Jungherr
Jasmin Marquita Milton
Christine Mitchell
Samantha Anne Morrell
Jacquelyn P. Moster
Lisa Erin Mullinax
Marjorie A. Nejman
Laura Elizabeth Newman
Rebecca Ann Newman
Shari Alanna Norton
Daniela Marie O’Keefe
Jennifer Parisi
Jessie Lynn Permar
Lawanda Peterson
Alison Rachel Petok
Jennifer L. Petrongolo
Abigail Sarah Pleet
Marcus E Presley
Hannah Joy Priestley
Sarah F. Quinn
Kanjana M. Rajaratnam
David Sloane Rider
Jillian Marie Riedel
Elizabeth Kay Robb
Jenna Marie Kern Rosania
Lisa M. Rosner
Kara N. Savastio
Silvi Saxena
Laura Schenck
Robert Bailey Schmus II
William Oakes Schrecker
Hillary Paige Sell
Alicia M. Sellon
Anne Katherine Severe
Rivka Sara Shakov
Kirsten Danielle Shaw-Munderback
Robyn Jeanne Shelby
Min K. Shin
Jamie Rebecca Siegel
Melissa Beatriz Skolnick
Ashley Lynn Sonson
Matthew Michael Sosnowsky
Kathryn Ann Souder
Sarah Spencer
Juliane Michele Stensland
Brenanne Colleen Sullivan
Alegra G. Sulpizio
Xiaowen Tang
Leona Frances Thomsen
Alyssa Catherine Todd
Paul Vande Stouwe
Shaina Michelle Ward
Tyler Davidson Webb
Katherine N. White
Kathryn Ann Widman
Portia Viola Wills
Anao Zhang

May 14, 2012
Jessica A. Falk
Lauren Elizabeth Erney
Hannah Dineen Elovich
Kenya Desiste
Jillian A. Degnan
Ariana Deeley
Anne Elizabeth Day
Casey Marie Dashnow
Kristina E. DaMota
Alea S. Cummings
Camille F. Crane
Daphne Churchill
Camille F. Crane

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOCIAL POLICY

December 21, 2011
Fang Wang

May 14, 2012
Ashton J. Barrett
James A. Brobyn
Benjamin Bruckman
Daniel E. Cauley III
Dong Joon Cho
Jason William Ebersole
Wan Xin Clara Feng
Julia Hall
Hakmin Kim
Tatsuki Kobayashi
Oloufounni J. Koucou
Erin McGowan
Jere Lorenzo Miller
Rhiannon C. O’Leary
Jennifer L. Ralston
Haley Roslyn Rosengarten
Jessica Brister Simmons
Lauran Elizabeth Tuck
Stephanie E. Yancone

January 15, 2012

IN SOCIAL POLICY

IN NONPROFIT/NGO LEADERSHIP

December 21, 2011

MASTER OF SCIENCE

IN NONPROFIT/NGO LEADERSHIP

December 21, 2011

Fang Wang

May 14, 2012
Ashton J. Barrett
James A. Brobyn
Benjamin Bruckman
Daniel E. Cauley III
Dong Joon Cho
Jason William Ebersole
Wan Xin Clara Feng
Julia Hall
Hakmin Kim
Tatsuki Kobayashi
Oloufounni J. Koucou
Erin McGowan
Jere Lorenzo Miller
Rhiannon C. O’Leary
Jennifer L. Ralston
Haley Roslyn Rosengarten
Jessica Brister Simmons
Lauran Elizabeth Tuck
Stephanie E. Yancone

MASTER OF SCIENCE

IN NONPROFIT/NGO LEADERSHIP

December 21, 2011

Ashto J. Barrett
James A. Brobyn
Benjamin Bruckman
Daniel E. Cauley III
Dong Joon Cho
Jason William Ebersole
Wan Xin Clara Feng
Julia Hall
Hakmin Kim
Tatsuki Kobayashi
Oloufounni J. Koucou
Erin McGowan
Jere Lorenzo Miller
Rhiannon C. O’Leary
Jennifer L. Ralston
Haley Roslyn Rosengarten
Jessica Brister Simmons
Lauran Elizabeth Tuck
Stephanie E. Yancone

MASTER OF SCIENCE

IN NONPROFIT/NGO LEADERSHIP

December 21, 2011

Ashto J. Barrett
James A. Brobyn
Benjamin Bruckman
Daniel E. Cauley III
Dong Joon Cho
Jason William Ebersole
Wan Xin Clara Feng
Julia Hall
Hakmin Kim
Tatsuki Kobayashi
Oloufounni J. Koucou
Erin McGowan
Jere Lorenzo Miller
Rhiannon C. O’Leary
Jennifer L. Ralston
Haley Roslyn Rosengarten
Jessica Brister Simmons
Lauran Elizabeth Tuck
Stephanie E. Yancone

MASTER OF SCIENCE

IN SOCIAL POLICY

December 21, 2011

Afia Amoeba-Sakyi
Margaret Stacy Costello
Krista Marie D’Amelio
Malore J. Dusenberg
Elizabeth Carroll Hocker
Anne Marice Lasinsky
Donna Marie Leuchten
Max V Marchitello
Kristen Elizabeth Marshall
CaSandrea Lee McLeod
Julianne Marie Robin Oothoudt
Elizabeth Nancy Palmer
Margaret McDonald Potter
Karla Maria Sainz Kaar
Amanda Frank Schubert
Katherine Eleanor Stratos
Molly Dee Tobin
Sophie Wilmot
Fan Yuan
Xiaowen Tang

December 21, 2011

Barbara S. Hadley
Lingrui Liu

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Elizabeth Ann Mellon
Nirav Mehta
Lindsay Bucci McKenna
Renee S. Martin
Danica Wynne Marsden
Rachel L. Margolis
Keith Christopher Mages
Greta LaFleur
Patrick Michael Lombardi
Chengcheng Liu
Elizabeth Libby
Oliver Jacob Levine
Elizabeth Lee
Jessica Ellen Lautin
Marcy E. Latta
William Mark Kuby
Marcy E. Latta
Jessica Ellen Lautin
Elizabeth Lee
Daniel-Joseph Leung
Oliver Jacob Levine
Elizabeth Libby
Chengcheng Liu
Patrick Michael Lombardi
Greta LaFleur
Sean C. Madigan
Keith Christopher Mages
Agneszka Anna Marczyk
Rachel L. Margolis
Danica Wynne Marsden
Renee S. Martin
Lourdes Susana Martinez
Lindsay Bucci McKenna
Nirav Mehta
Elizabeth Ann Mellon
Myat Su Mon
Keri Monahan
Peter Andrew Mondelli
Theresa S. Moses
Aaron Patrick Mulvany
Laura Jeanne Napolitano
William Michael Nessly
Jennifer Lyn Oniken
Ankur Pariyani
James Lee Park
Jennifer Jill Pastore
Ashwin R. Patel
Joel Penney
James Martin Piette III
Gabriel H. Pizzorno
Andaiye Af Ali Qaisim
Wei Qi
Mian Qin
Ritwik Raj
Elizabeth Yoon Hwa Raleigh
Robert Clayton Ready
Sebastian Rieck
Tatiana Isabel Rodriguez
Alan Miller Rosenwinkel
Keri Beth Sanborn
Ashley N. Sanders-Jackson
Sounak Sarkar
David William Schoppy
Whitney Butler Schott
Stephen Matthew Schueler
Rishita Rajani Shah
Pallab Singh
Nipun Sinha
Anand Sitaram
Kevin Douglass Smith
Luke Alexander Somers
Anton Souslov
David Michael Stein
Caroline Sten Hartnett
Serhiy Stepchuk
Amy Witkoski Stimpfel
Catherine Mary Styer
Tianxiang Su
Carolyn M. Summers
Shannon Elizabeth Teleco
Keren Tenenboim Weinblatt
Jeffrey C.Y. Teo
Kristie A. Thomas
Laura Pontano Vaites
Mathias M. Waegele
Alexis Jessica Wallen
Clare Wang
Liang Wang
Thomas Kingsley Dixon Ward
Angela Yvonne Wehr
Emily Weissbourd
Marissa Claire Wheeler
Patricia A. White
Paul Joseph White
Brandon Teray Woods
Matthew Leslie Wright
Canhua Xiao
Jichun Xie
Li Yang
Solsire E. Zevallos
Yao Zhang
Neil Zuckerman

December 21, 2011
Christie Leigh Bell
Cabral Bigman-Galimore
Scott Conley Bresler
David Richard Busch Jr.
Bryan Cameron
Tammy Chakraborty
Teresa Chiang
Brian Chin
Shaokun Chuai
Peter Joseph Clericuzio
David Joseph Conklin
Robert L. Connor
Stephanie Alexis Cross
Terry Dean, Jr.
Ling Dong
LeAnn M. Douste
Gregory Andrew Dunn
Noah Eisenkraft
Nursel Seda Eki
Jonathan Scott Enderle
Isaac Edward Erickson
Jessamyn Anne Fairfield
Selma R. Feliciano Arroyo
Matthew Harris Flamm
Chantal Francis
Matthew Furlow
Nickolay M. Gantchev
Sarah Isabel Geathers
Stephen Isaiah Geathers
Scott Michael Gordon
Anna Grassellino
Jennifer Lynn Greene
Joseph Michael Grogan
Lindy M. Gruendel
Matthew W. Guerra
Lin Guo
Steefanie Marie Halberstadt
Andrea Lynn Hammons
Catherine C. Harris
Sara Elizabeth Nichols Hayik
Gregten Head
David Andrew Hill
Nancy Ho
Matthew Kenneth Hoelzel
Chih-Jung Hsu
Ayesha A. Irani
Sharon Y. Irving
Gaurav Kasbekar
Alexy Khalilov
Son Ho Kim
Vanisha Lakhina
Xuhang Liu
Ye Lu
Edward Lybeer
Goran Adrian Lynch
Nan Ma
Kristen Ashley Malkus
Vincent Pasquale Mancuso
Genette Itoko McGrew
Linda Gail Meiberg
Mahlet Naomi Mesfin
John Paul Meyers
Leslee Katrina Michelsen
Rithun Mukherjee
Animesh Nayak
Melinda G. Nelson-Hurst
Tishina Charnell Okegbe
Sang-Jae Park
Elisabetta Pianori
David Thomas Pikilton
Juan José Ponce Vázquez
Leslie Rutkowski Pratt
Yaroslav Prykhodko
Mearah Violet Quinn-Braun
Gregory Dmytro Rak
Maria V. Rakhovskaya
Joshua Kopperman Ratner
Amanda Remorino
Mohammad Hossein Rezei
Khouzani
Yael Rice
Mario George Rodriguez
Steven Anthony Saenz
David Salas de la Cruz
Sangameshwar Rao Saudari
Sarah Ibrahim Al Sawah
Jill Elizabeth Sadowski Shashaty
Shin-Yi Shieh
Benjamin Reed Shiller
Jae-Won Shin
Jonathan Silver
Lara Ionescu Silverman
Gregory Field Sonnenberg
David Soo
Allison Renee Sullivan
Benjamin Sunshine-Hill
Ewa J. Szymbanska
Karen M. Tani
Robert Tayon, Jr.
Christopher Everett Thorne
Anastasia Nikolaevna
Tikhonova
Matthew R. Tubin
David C. Urban
Ranmatt Vaidyanathan
Saran Vardhanabhuti
Fair Rowan Maclaren Vassoler
Lance Daniel Wahlert
Ryan James Whitmarsh
Craig Brian Wilen
Natalie Woikow
Xiaochen Zhou
Stephan Zink
Yiwei Zong

Note: As final action cannot be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student's transcript is the official record of the University.
May 14, 2012
Lawrence L. Abbott
Ishmail Abdus-Saboor
Vera Lúcia Dias Aldeias
Sivan Aldor-Noiman
Joshua E. Allen
Sathyaranarayan Anand
Kevin Bakhmutsky
Nematollah Kayhan
Batmanghelich
Monica Ann Belfatti
Seth Bernard
Subhrajit Bhattacharya
Marco E. Boccitto
Aaron Bohannon
Marie Grace Brown
Mary Frances Buckley
Thomas Hugh Byrne
Eleonora Jane Cahill
Francisco Carrillo Martín
Bryan Gin-ge Chen
Ting Chen
Maria Lauren Ciocca
Andrew Clausen
Lawrence Stephen Coben
Carla Cué
Nooreen Suzanne Dabbish
Alexandra Davis Weiss
Jennine Martina Dawicki
Alexandra De Renzy Channer
Sarah Marie Dowling
Jason Ray Dunkelberger
Christopher Richard Edwards
Shoshana Enelow
Susan D. Epting
Michael John Fachko
Tammer Adam Farid
Andrew Thomas Fenelon
Shirley Grace Freed-Brown
Christopher Francis Gentile
Jennifer L. Gerrish
Caitlin C. Gillespie
Cassandra Alexis Good
Laura Elizabeth Gorgol
Katherine Bennett Gustafson
James Heaton Halverson
Michael Brandon Harbut
Hilaf Hasson
Laura Elizabeth Hawkins
Sarah Reed Hobson
Andrew Scott Hohns
Nina Shen Hsu
Jennifer Jahner
Varsha Jain
Lauren McGuire Jennings
Arthur Alan Thurson Jones
Claire Taylor Jones
Kang Yijin
Lee Kennard
Eugene Khandros
Chih Hounig King
Erika M. Kitzmiller
Heather Alyce Klusaritz
Catherine Mary Kopil
Rory A. Kramer
Rainer Küngas
Chinkuei Kuo
Catherine Su Yin Lai
Christopher J. Lansi
Matthew LeBoeuf
Stephanie Levin
Maria Angelina Goquingco Lim
Kate Liszka
Evangelina Rose Linkous
Wenyu Luo
Marek Ma
Matthew Luke MacDonald
Ian Richard MacMillen
Amar Jayprakash Majmundar
Sarah Mantilla Griffin
Elvia Martinez-Viveros
Ian Michael McConnon
Jessica McCrory Calarco
Andrew Tearle McDonald
Tara M. McGowan
Charlene Chen McGrew
Sean Patrick McGrew
Robin Marie Hernandez-Mekonnen
Shimul Melwani
Kayla Lynn Metzger
Ali Michael
Natalie Jane Miller
Christopher James Monte
Antonio Moreno-Garcia
Eric Michael Morschhauser
Katherine S. Mortimer
Carrie M. Mowbray
Christen Mucher
Oleg Naroditsky
Thomas J. Nestel, III
Giang Huong Nguyen
Bridget Anne O’Donnell
Alia Monique Orbin
Alexandra Maria Ortiz
Mehmet Fazıl Paç
Federico Alejandro Paredes
Umaña
William Benjamin Rogers
Joseph Michael Romano
Sonia M. Rosen
Brittani Kridler Ruble
Matthew Howard Ruther
Courtney E. Rydel
Brenda Leonor Sánchez Gaytán
Julia Deák Sandler
Cézar Augusto Ramos Santos
Kathryn Lorenz Sarachan
Jimmy Sastra
John A. Saunders IV
Elizabeth Clark Scheyder
Chaim Aryeh Schramm
Katrin Schreiter
Melissa Scott-O’Connor
Sean Isaac Sheffer-Collins
Babak Shirmohammadi
Adam P. Siebert
Nikhil Singh
Kee Chen Elaine Siow
John James Skinner
Jonathan Morton Smith
Noah Marsh Snyder-Mackler
Ning Song
Mecca Jamilah Sullivan
Matthias N. Sweet
Fangyuin Tom Tan
Monica Teta
Celine Inez Thompson
Miya Tokumitsu
Eli Tsukayama
Sarah E. Vaala
Visontai Mirkó
Tianhua Wang
Kyoko Waseda-Hida
Brittany Nicole Weber
Jessica Whitelaw Schmucker
Kristoffer J. Whitney
Martin Wiener
Mathieu E. Wimmer
Esther Pinsien Yu
Peter Joseph Yunker
Emily Carolyn Zazulia
Yao Zhang
Tao Zou
Chiara Zuniga

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
ROTC COMMISSIONS

NAVY ROTC
Stephen D. Marchioro
Colonel, U.S. Marine Corps
Commanding Officer and Director of Naval Science

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Marine Corps:

Shane Camardo
Paul McLaughlin

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Ensigns in the United States Navy:

Brian M. Blocton
Jessica E. O’Shea
Amanda K. Spaeder

AIR FORCE ROTC
James E. Turnbull
Lieutenant Colonel, U. S. Air Force
Professor of Aerospace Studies, St. Joseph’s University

The following graduate is being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Air Force through an enrollment agreement with Saint Joseph’s University:

Julianne LeGierse
PHI BETA KAPPA

Delta of Pennsylvania

Phi Beta Kappa is one of the oldest and most prestigious academic societies for undergraduates. The Delta Chapter of the University of Pennsylvania was founded in 1892 and continues to thrive in the twenty-first century. It honors those students who have distinguished themselves through undergraduate research and by breadth of study in the liberal arts.

Etan Aber
Dorothy Ahn
Susan Elizabeth Anderson
Lily Alice Applebaum
Ioana Aron
Rachel Frances Baker
Christopher John Y. Ballard
Esther Baranov
Jeremy Charles Baron
Shepard Berg
Samuel Gray Drury Bieler
Jennifer M. Blackwell
John William Bradmiller-Feld
Sanders Chang
Jenny Chung
Rachel Mathilda Cohen
Caitlin Mae Lewis Costello
John Peter Dilulio
Megan M. Dickson
John Riordan Gee
Nanneke Kathryn Ilona Jansen
Molly Mason Johnson
Myles Lucas Gershuny Karp
Ross Gibson Kelley
Sangeun Shannon Kim
Vayu Kishore
Rachel Eliana Klein
Bronwyn Siobhan Koehl
Margaret Duncan Krasne
Arthi Kumaravel
Rebekah A. Larsen
David Feng Lee
Han Han Lee
Seung-Kyum Samuel Lee
Shirley W. Leung
Jeremy Levenson
Rebecca Ann LeVine
Lim Hui Mum Melvin
Rebecca Jean Lipperini
Kathryn Leigh Llewellyn
Ian S. MacLean
Christina L. Marcaccio
Paul Chesley Martin
Michael J. Masciandaro
Alexis R. Mayer
Kathryn Josephine McCabe
Mary Katherine McCarthy
Renee Andrea McDougall
Mili Mehta
Douglas Jesse Miller, Jr.
Yatin Mirakhor
Eileen Marie Moison
Benjamin Eli Moskowitz
Mark Erling Nakahara
Sneha Narasimhan
Timothy Clarence Nielsen
Elizabeth O’Brien
Taylor Olson
Jonathan Cole Oppenheim
Kinjan H. Parikh
Ariel Lara Pasternak
Aaseesh Prasad Polavarapu
Avanthi Raghavan
Ashley Marie Reichardt
Arith Ruth S. Reyes
Matthew Ricci
Claudia J. Ricciardi
Allison Lee Richman
Ariel Alyssa Rosenbaum
Katie Marisa Rubin
Adam M. Saltzman
Susan Jill Samay
Kelsi Leigh Schoenrock
Sydney Elizabeth Scott
Jae Won Shin
Myra Farah Siddiqui
Jacob Todd Silverman
Nicholas Roy Stergiopoulos
Alexander W. Sun
Janet Sung

OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON

(DENTAL MEDICINE)

The Omicron Kappa Upsilon Honor Society (OKU), a national dental honor society, was established in 1914 to promote and recognize scholarship and character among students of dentistry. Annually, faculty members of the OKU ETA Chapter at the University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine select senior student recipients.

Laura Marija Barunas
Marni Paige Glick
Ashley Elizabeth Gonsky
Maureen Ann Kuhta
Raha Mozaffari
Alyssa R. Nielubowicz
Saleh Rajaeeian
Michael David Segall
Chad Alan Speirs
Alexander Volchonok
Joseph Yang
Hannah Rebecca Zelman Gorski

MATTHEW CRYER HONOR SOCIETY

(DENTAL MEDICINE)

The Matthew Cryer Honor Society, was established in 1912. Membership in the Cryer Society of the University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine is the highest scholastic honor awarded to the 10 highest-ranked students in each class at the completion of the second year. The Society honors the academic achievements of its members and acts as a resource to new students entering the School of Dental Medicine.

Laura Marija Barunas
Marni Paige Glick
Ashley Elizabeth Gonsky
Maureen Ann Kuhta
Raha Mozaffari
Alyssa R. Nielubowicz
Saleh Rajaeeian
Michael David Segall
Chad Alan Speirs
Alexander Volchonok
Joseph Yang
Hannah Rebecca Zelman Gorski
In Hee Song
Chad Alan Speirs
Kelly Weikert
Joseph Yang

ETA KAPPA NU
(ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)

Eta Kappa Nu is the international Electrical and Computer Engineering Society. Members of Eta Kappa Nu are selected in their junior and senior years based upon academic achievements and relevant majors.

Bryan Chiang
William H. Etter Jr.
Daniel Adam Fleischer
Matthew T. Hale
Timothy Andrew Hennelly
Prutsdom Jiarthanankul
Eve Ying Lee
Alexander D. Marple
Soh Nagano
Thanat Owllarn
Michael Posner
Sriram Radhakrishnan
Shilpa Sarode
Varun Sampath
Joseph C. Weinhoffer Jr.
Fen Fei Yang
Yeo Ho Yoon

TAU BETA PI
(ENGINEERING)

As Penn’s engineering honor society, Tau Beta Pi invites exemplary juniors and seniors to join each semester. Valuing scholarship and character, the society organizes events aimed at community service, student networking and enhancement of undergraduate education.

Divyang Arora
Nicholas W. Barlett
Tyler E. Citek
Karan Dhruve
Alexandra V. Gyurdieva
Matthew T. Hale
Kristina L. Harter
Evan Hodges-LeClaire
Rikki M. Irwin
Charles Jeon
Neeraja Konuthula
Shin Jing Lim
Patrick J. Malone
Evan H. Mossop
Madhav M. Nandipati
Brendan L. Orinstein
Thanat Owllarn
Chinmay S. Paranjape
Michael L. Posner
Varesh Prasad
Sriram Radhakrishnan
Varun Sampath

Peter L. Terpeluk
Carlee F. Wagner
Ting Ting Zhou

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA
(MEDICINE)

Beta of Philadelphia

Alpha Omega Alpha is a national honor society that recognizes and perpetuates excellence in the medical profession. The organization promotes scholarship and research in medical schools, encourages a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates and recognizes high attainment in medical science, practice and related fields.

Brian Christopher Baumann
Karen Jane Blumenthal
Tamara B. Bockow
Gregory Charak
Timothy Winthrop Post Churchhill
Terry Dean, Jr.
Kathleen O’Neil Degnan
Peter Brett Derman
Tim Gaulton
Rachel Michelle Greenblatt
Alexander William Hirsch
Sotonye Esedu Imadojemu
Kelsey Ann Johnson
Katherine Meyer Knapp
Elizabeth Ann Mollo
Eric John Ojerholm
Lauren Mai Pieczynski
Philip Daniel Poorevu
Elliot Charles Rabinowitz
Michael Rey
Maria Esther Rivera
George Scangas
Alec Andrew Schmaier
Alison Schra
Rebecca Rothenberg Seltzer
Noemi Alice Spinazzi
Andrew Ross Steinkeler
Joy Wan
Isabela Tollini Wieczorek
Emily Rebecca Wistar

SIGMA THETA TAU
(NURSING)

Xi of Pennsylvania

Sigma Theta Tau International, the Honor Society of Nursing, has a mission to support the learning, knowledge and professional development of registered nurses. As a global community of nurses, members of Sigma Theta Tau International, uphold the mission of the Society in an effort to improve the health of people worldwide. Membership is by invitation to those nursing students who exhibit academic excellence.

Sarah Abboud
Sarah K. Atkinson
Anne E. Austin
Sarah L. Beurath
Rebecca S. Berger
Kaitlin M. Best
Emily R. Boland
Maria Bonanni
Kimberly A. Brandt
Theodora C. Burke
Susan M. Carl
Carrie T. Chan
Christine Chao
Audrey Collins
Danielle M. Corsi
Bridget D. Corsini
Jessica E. Coulter
Ruth M. Masterson Creber
Marcelina Damaso
Kimberly A. Daniels
Kelly J. Delaney
Yael E. Derman
Magdaline Diaz
Julie R. Diperstein
Alison A. Ercole
Meghan Farrell
Bethany Fijan
Gina M. Giazzoni
Lisa M. Gillette
Benjamin A. Goodrum
Caitlin R. Gordon
Julia T. Hill
Tiffany M. Holder
Tiffany Huang
Anna B. Huzar
Martina A. Keller
Mikaela Kislevitz
Jacqueline M. LaQuaglia
Natasha E. Leary
Jason W. Lee
Kim Hua Lee
Sharon Lim
Chen Der Low
Victoria E. Maffey
Annemarie Marrou
Laura M. Mazurkewicz
Leigh K. McGowan
Brianna E. Morgan
Leigh K. Malone
Melanie R. Morgan
Jennye Alimatu-Sadia Mustapha
Safiyyah M. Okoye
Jenneh Alimatu-Sadia Mustapha

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
PHI ZETA  
(VETERINARY MEDICINE)  

Beta Chapter  
The Society of Phi Zeta was organized in 1929. Also in 1929, a charter was granted to the School of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, and the Beta Chapter was established. The goal of the Phi Zeta Veterinary Honor Society is to provide advancement of the veterinary profession, high educational requirements and high scholarship. The object of the Society is to recognize and promote scholarship and research in matters pertaining to the welfare and diseases of animals.

Maral Avetian  
Julie Ann Balko  
Sarah Anne Cannizzo  
Curt Anthony Ciarlegio, Jr.  
Rebecca Ann Csomos  
Abigail Donahue  
Michele Lauren Edelmann  
Rebecca Lynn Ehrlich  
Natalie Marie Eiss  
Daniel Paul Hoffman  
Lauren Nicole Klutchka  
Carine Meredith Laporte  
Jessica Wen-Chi Lee  
Olivia Lorello  
Evan Benjamin Brower  
Karen H. Cao  
Bryan Chiang  
Tyler Friedrick Citek  
Royce L. Cohen  
Dimitri Dziabenko  
Alexander John Ferro  
Rong Fu  
Danielle Sara Garson  
Matthew Richard Gerber  
Eric J. Heiman  
Karl Erik Helmold  
Alex Field Immerman  
Mansi Jain  
Rongrong Nancy Jin  
Naveen Kasthuri  
Vayu Kishore  
Jeffrey Jason Lee  
Eve Ying Lee  
Samantha Lee  
Adam James Leslie  
Jacob Shaoul Levy  
Daniel Li  
Kuangli Li  
Geoffrey-Yu-Hin Liu  
Han Liu  
Timothy H. Liu  
Junxu Lye  
Man-Yan Joyce Mak  
Matthew Joshua Martos  
Michael Andrew Mayer  
Corey Joel Metzman  
Yatin Mirakhur  
Eileen Marie Moison  
Cindy Na  
Madhav Manohor Nandipati  
Victor Ngai  
Jonathan Cole Oppenheim  
Anish Srinivas Pathipati  
James Jun Peng  
Joseph John Percoco  
John A. Plaisted  
Daryl W. Poon  
Janani M. Ramachandran  
John Wynkoop Russell  
Adam Max Saven  
Evan Schoenbach  
Sanjeev R. Shahani  
Daniel Short

BETA GAMMA SIGMA  
(BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)  

Alpha of Pennsylvania  
Beta Gamma Sigma is the international honor society serving business programs accredited by AACSB International - The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest recognition a business student anywhere in the world can receive in a business program accredited by AACSB International.

Anisha K. Atluri  
Evan Benjamin Brower  
Karen H. Cao  
Bryan Chiang  
Tyler Friedrick Citek  
Royce L. Cohen  
Dimitri Dziabenko  
Alexander John Ferro  
Rong Fu  
Danielle Sara Garson  
Matthew Richard Gerber  
Eric J. Heiman  
Karl Erik Helmold  
Alex Field Immerman  
Mansi Jain  
Rongrong Nancy Jin  
Naveen Kasthuri  
Vayu Kishore  
Jeffrey Jason Lee  
Eve Ying Lee  
Samantha Lee  
Adam James Leslie  
Jacob Shaoul Levy  
Daniel Li  
Kuangli Li  
Geoffrey-Yu-Hin Liu  
Han Liu  
Timothy H. Liu  
Junxu Lye  
Man-Yan Joyce Mak  
Matthew Joshua Martos  
Michael Andrew Mayer  
Corey Joel Metzman  
Yatin Mirakhur  
Eileen Marie Moison  
Cindy Na  
Madhav Manohor Nandipati  
Victor Ngai  
Jonathan Cole Oppenheim  
Anish Srinivas Pathipati  
James Jun Peng  
Joseph John Percoco  
John A. Plaisted  
Daryl W. Poon  
Janani M. Ramachandran  
John Wynkoop Russell  
Adam Max Saven  
Evan Schoenbach  
Sanjeev R. Shahani  
Daniel Short  
Drew Skolnik  
Jared Lane Solomon  
Misung Son  
Kyle Tatz  
Lu Tian  
Justin Warner  
Chiung (Joanne) Wu
PRIZES AND AWARDS

SENIOR CLASS AWARDS
Althea K. Hotell Award: Kathryn J. McCabe
Gaylord P. Harnwell Award: Faye G. Cheng
David R. Goddard Award: Jordan A. Sale
R. Jean Brownelee Award: Allison S. Zuckerman
Spoon Award: Zachary S. Rosen
Bowl Award: Ibran N. Khan
Cane Award: Triston J. Francis
Spade Award: Luis Ernesto Del Valle

LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Association of Alumnae Fathers’ Trophy: Paige Madison
Association of Alumnae Robert J. Alig Senior Award: Jennifer M. Gamarra
Association of Latino Alumni Student Leadership Award: Joseph K. Umanzor
Association of Native Alumni Student Leadership Award: Wendy M. Green
Black Alumni Society Student Leadership Award: Triston J. Francis
James Brister Society Student Leadership Award: Nana Yaa Misa
Class of 1915 Award: Zachary Rosen
Sol Feinstone Undergraduate Awards: Rachel L. Cohen, Turja Chakrabarti, Kaylan Tripathy, Eric D. Berdinin, Jeffrey A. Kiske
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Alumni Association Student Leadership Award: Tyler D. Ernst
Asian Alumni Network Student Leadership Award: Nickpreet Singh
William A. Levi Kite and Key Award for Service and Scholarship: Jayson Weingarten

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS
Class of 1939 Graduate Fellowships: Jennifer Blackwell
George H. Frazier Prize: Grant Wilson
Norman J. Goldring Prize: Alek Ferro, Margaret D. Krasne
Gates Cambridge Scholarship: Eileen Moison
Marshall Scholarship: Corey J. Metzman, Michael Poll
Paul F. Miller, Jr. Scholarship: Evan Ames, Benjamin Brockman, Antony Krumbhaar, Madison Whalen
Penn Alumni Student Award of Merit: Tyler D. Ernst, Arielle Lafuente, Angela Nguyen, Jeffrey A. Tillus, Jayson Weingarten
Penn Student Agencies Award: Benjamin E. Moskowitz

President’s & Provost’s Citation for Exceptional Commitment to Graduate & Professional Student Life: Allyson Brox Davis (SAS), Joseph Friedman (Law), Linda Meiberg (SAS), Maher Zamel (GSE)
W.W. Smith Charitable Trust Scholarship: Evan Hunt, Carlee Wagner, Jared Waxman, Kenneth Winterbottom IV
Thouron Awards (American Fellows): Besan Abu-Joudheh, Ava Childers, David Dunning, Alison Feder, Myles Karp, Michael Masiandaro, Eliana Ritts, Kathryn Wynbrandt
Thouron Awards (British Fellows): Nessim Baiou, Ashley cukier, David Bendell, Femi Fadugba, David Gregson, Admas Habteslasie, David Kirtor, Casey Thomas
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Michele Huber and Bryan D. Giles Award: Eve Ying Lee
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Student Leadership Award: Margaret Housek
Stephen Wise Award: Maria Bellantoni
James Howard Weiss Memorial Award: Corey J. Metzman

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN SCHOLARS
Steven R. Green
Emily Margaret Kern
Jessica S. Kim
Richard Stephen Lurito
Benjamin van Buren
Michael J. Wadden
Taylor Evans Williams

CIVIC SCHOLARS
Samantha Flick Braun
Kalla Alexis Gervasio
Melanie Wei-Ting Lei
Jeremy Levenson
Paul Eric Lyandes
Kathryn Josephine McCabe
Shane Joseph McWilliams
Kathryne Schubert Mezzanotte
Elizabeth Marie Walsh

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION
George Gerber Post Doctoral Fellowship: Susanna Dilliplane
Women of Color at Penn Award: Khadijah White
Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting Grant: David Conrad

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

GRADUATE AWARDS
Dean’s Scholars – Doctoral Programs
David Alff, English
Luigi Bocola, Economics
Peter Sachs Collolpy, History and Sociology of Science
Jessica Ho, Demography
Heather Hughes, History of Art
Julia Lehman, Chemistry
Ian MacMillen, Music
Zeljko Rezek, Anthropology
Elizaveta Strakhov, Comparative Literature

Dean’s Scholar – Professional Master’s Programs
Caroline D’Angelo, Master of Environmental Studies

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Dean’s Scholars - College of Arts and Sciences
Robert Berg, Biochemistry
David Dunning, English and Mathematics
Anna Dusenbery, Biology
Matthew Klein, Economics and Mathematics
Shirley Leung, Biology and Earth Sciences
Michael Masiandaro, English and History
Michael Morse, Political Science
Ashley Reichardt, Physics and Astronomy
Nicholas Rosculet, Biophysics

Dean’s Scholar - College of Liberal and Professional Studies Undergraduate Program
Michael S. King, English

SCHOOL PRIZES
Association of Alumnae Rosemary D. Mazzatenta Scholars Award: Kathryn McCabe, Renee McDougall
Charles W. Burr Book Prize: Sarah J. Heinz, Nikolas R. Stergiopoulous
Abraham D. Cohn Prize: Amanda N. Young
College Alumni Society 250th Commemoration Award: Shuting Rosaline Zhang
Dean’s Endowed Research Award: Etan Aber
Penn Genome Frontiers Institute Excellence in Genomics Undergraduate Award: Alison Feder
Vagelos Undergraduate Research Grant: Jiooyeon Hahn, Sonia Kartha
Roy and Diana Vagelos Science Challenge Award: Joana Aron, Adam Haque, David E. Lee, Ashley M. Rechardt, Alexander Sun, Tian Yang

This is a partial list of recipients of prizes and awards. A number of awards are not announced prior to the time the Commencement program goes to press.
COLLEGE ALUMNI SOCIETY
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH GRANTS
Ernest M. Brown, Jr. Grant: Billie Bian
Louis H. Castor, M.D., C’48 Award: ToNhu Huynh, Regina Lam, Jesse Rappaport, Xiaoyun (Linda) Yin
CAS Board of Managers and Presidents Grant: Meghan Hussey, Amanda Johnson, Yeonjin Jung, Mark Kahlenbach, Cassandra Turcotte
Class of ’71 Robert J Holtz Endowed Fund for Undergraduate Research: Meghan Hussey, Rachel Schonwetter, Sarabeth Zielonka
Gantiz Family Award: Rachel Grosser
Gelfman International Summer Fund: Tali Arbit, Michael Drake, Kelsi Schoenrock
Goldfeder Family Grant: Alison Lai, Shaina Mann, Arithruth Reyes, Khoi Vo
Kelson Family CAS Grant: Charles Austin Kasserman, Claire Masteller
Ruth Marcus Kanter Grant: Laura Cooper, Sara Ehsani-Nia, Rebecca Freedman, ToNhu Huynh, Xiao Kang, Lily Kim, Hora Liu, YuRi Park, Benjamin van Buren, Julia Wong
Kanta Marwah CAS Grant: Ben McGuire, Joel Tee
Milstein Family Grant: Jennifer Gamarra, Yeonjin Jung, Sarah Rosenbach, Erica Shandell, Hannah Zickgraf
Penn Undergraduate Climate Action Grant: Zachary Bell, Joanna Karaman, Claire Masteller, Douglas Miller
Pincus-Magaziner Family Research and Travel Fund: Samuel Belfer, Jennifer Blackwell, Michael Contillo, Pooja Doshi, Thadeus Doward, James Ebeling, Carolyn Gombert, Sarah Huepenbecker, Gina Mahatma, Deven Parker, Parth Shah, Arielle Spellun, Janet Sung, Kathryn Wynbrandt, Carly Ziegler
Mary L. and Matthew S. Santirocco CAS Grant: Bethany Morgan, Emily Rickard, Adam Saltzman, Darina Shtrakhman
Seltzer Family Digital Media Award: Olivia Jung, Megan Lewis Velong, Eliana Ritts
Cabanne C. Smith CAS Grant: Marisa Brau
University Scholars Summer Research Grant: Rachel Cohen, Lauren Corallo, Jennifer Dailey, Michelle Fang, Alison Feder, Neal Gupta, Alon Gur, Adam Haque, Cary Kraf, Arthi Kumaravel, Seung-Kyum Lee, Weiren Liu, Michael Masiandaro, Arithruth Reyes, Eliana Ritts, Katie Rubin, Sydney Scott, Priya Sehgal, Benjamin van Buren, Saras Windrecker

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Ronald J. Caridi Award: Elizabeth Sorel
Linda Bowen Santoro Award: Thayne Dibble
Association of Alumnae Continuing Education: Maura Collingsgru

DEPARTMENTAL, CENTER AND PROGRAM AWARDS
African Studies Center
Ex’Kia Mphahlele Prize in African Humanities: Patricia Houston
Nnmdl Azikiwe African Studies Prize: Angela Nakauka-Ddamba
Center for Africana Studies
Raymond Pace Alexander Prize in Africana Studies: Megan T. Reed
Sadie Tanner Alexander Prize in Africana Studies: George H. Hardy, Jr.
W.E.B. DuBois Prize in Africana Studies: Tamara D. Oki, Samantha A. Osborne
John Edgar Wideman Prize in Africana Studies: Marcel A. Salas

Anthropology Department
Department of Anthropology Prize Winner: Alex Niculescu
Honorable Mention: Janet Sung

Biochemistry Program
Chairman’s Award: Tian Yang
Founder’s Prize: Bjorn-Erik Wulff
Helix Prize: Emily Chen Ding, Darci Foote
John C. Makris Memorial Award: Alexander Sun

Biological Basis of Behavior Program
Edward N. Pugh, Jr. Award: Taylor Olson
Eliot Stellar Award: Rebecca Freedman

Center for Programs in Contemporary Writing
Bassini Writing Apprenticeships: Victoria Fienga, Zoe Kirsch, Leslie Krivo-Kaufman
RealArts@Penn Internships: Viacom Creative Services: Jake Spinowitz
Rolling Stone Magazine Intern: Joe Pinser
Shore Fire Media Intern: Greg Bonnem
Jewish Museum Intern: Elizabeth Horkley
Brooklyn Films Intern: Elaine Ogden
David Stern and Stuart Gibbs Screenwriters Intern: Tim Delaney
Original Film Intern: Nadine Zylberberg

Colleges and University-wide Honors
College of Humanities

Prizes and Awards (continued)

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

Philadelphia Magazine Intern: Ellie Anzilotti

Creative Writing Program
College Alumni Society Poetry Prizes
First: David Carpenter
Second: John Valadez
Third: Ashlee Paxton-Turner
The Phi Kappa Sigma Fiction Prize
First: Leah Steinberg
Second: Daniel Felsenthal
Third: Michael King
Judy Lee Award for Dramatic Writing
First: Laura Bowes
Second: Brittny Jones-Ali
Third: Matthew Federici
Lillian and Benjamin Levy Award
First: Shaf Mathew
Second: Alexa Bryn
Third: Elizabeth Horkley

Gibson Peacock Prize for Creative Nonfiction
First: Alison Berman
Second: Michael Morse
Third: Ellie Levitt

Parker Prize for Journalistic Writing: Ellie Levitt

Ezra Pound Prize for Literary Translation: J.B. Maney
Second: Jaqueline Yue
Third: Bill Beck

William Carlos Williams Prize of the Academy of American Poets: Lauren Hall

Kelly Writers House
Terry B. Heled Travel and Research Grant: Michael Morse
Kerry Sherin Wright Prize: Alexander Marcus
Kelly Writers House Junior Fellow: Leo Genji Amino
Goldstein Prize: Andrea Amanullah

Chemistry Department
Alpha Chi Sigma Award: Elizabeth O’Brien
American Chemical Society Award: Joshua Infantine, Alexander Sun
American Institute of Chemists Medal Award: Samuel Burke
Morck & Co. Award: Timothy Nielsen, Michael Underriner
Priestly Club Award: Ioana Nielsen, Michael Underriner

Cinema Studies
Cinema Studies Prize for Best Senior Thesis: Tony Xie
Cinema Studies Student Service Award: Tamar Lisbona, Alex Niculescu
Prizes and Awards (continued)

Classical Studies Department
George Allen Memorial Prize: Alex Clapp, Adena Wayne

Cognitive Science Program
College Alumni Society Prize in Cognitive Science: Abraham Chanales

Communication Within the Curriculum
Emerging Scholar Talk: Jeremy Levenson

Criminology Department
Undergraduate Prizes
Sellin-Wolfgang Research Prize: Corey Conyers

Graduate Prizes
Excellence in Applied Criminology Award: Elizabeth Quintana
Leadership in Criminology Award: Samuel G. Bieler

Earth and Environmental Science Department
Undergraduate Prizes
Ferdinand Vandiveer Hayden Award: Lily Applebaum, Douglas Miller
Henry Darwin Rogers Award: Shirley Leung
Elaine B. Wright Award: Danielle Purkiss
EES Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Assistant: Claire Masteller

Graduate Prizes
Institute for Environmental Studies Award for Excellence in Environmental Studies: Dakota Dobyns
Institute for Environmental Studies Award for Excellence in Applied Geosciences: Allison Tether

East Asian Languages and Civilizations Department
Adele Austin Rickett Memorial Prize: Chloe M. Summers
E. Dale Saunders Council in Buddhism Prize: Jeremy Alan Sather
William R. LaFleur Memorial Prize: David S. Thayer

Economics Department
Undergraduate Prizes
Bernard Shanbaum Prize for Excellence in Economics: Andrew Judson

Graduate Prizes
William Polk Carey Prize in Economics: Edward Herbst, Nirav Mehta
Hiram C. Haney Fellowship Award in Economics: Luigi Boccola, Nils Mattis Gormennann
Edwin Mansfield Teaching Prize: Zenan Wu
Joel Popkin Graduate Student Teaching Prize in Economics: Salome Baslandz
Lawrence Robbins Prize: Devin Reilly
Paul Taubman Memorial Prize for Empirical Economics Research: Eleanor Harvill, Gil Shipara
Sidney Weintraub Memorial Fellowship: Francesc Dilme

Penn Institute for Economic Research
Undergraduate Prizes
Lawrence R. Klein Prize for Outstanding Research in Economics: Xin (Kathy) Qian
Simon Kuznets Fellowship Award in Economics: Matthew Klein, Jonathan Roth

Graduate Prize
Maloof Family Dissertation Fellowship in Economics: Charmna Yoon

English Department
Phillip E. Goldfein Class of ’34 Shakespearean Prize
Winner: Jenny Chung
College Alumni Society Henry Reed Prize
Winner: David Dunning
Dosoretz Prize:
Winner: Caitlin Drummond
Honorable Mention: Deven Parker
Nancy Rafetto Leach P. Sweeten Prize:
Winner: David Dunning
Rittenberg Prize: David Dunning

Fels Institute of Government
Institutional Service Award: Dylan James Hayden, Adam Altman Robinson
Poritzky Leadership Award: Allyson Brooke Davis
Public Service Award: Callie Ellison Hammond, Rachel Meadows
Academic Achievement Award: Benjamin E. Moskowitz

Fine Arts Program
Fine Arts Chair’s Award for Senior Thesis: Rebecca Bailey, Connie Ko, Quintin Marcus
Fine Arts Senior Award: Suya Lopez
Fine Arts Junior Award: Kathryn Clayton Beckly Young Photography Award: Elise Wrabetz
Junior Photography Prize: Christine Alix

Fox Leadership Program
Fox Leadership Award: Kelly Higgins, Mimi Owusu

Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies Program
Lynda Hart Prize in Gender and Sexuality Studies: Alexandra Olsman

German Department
Arthur M. Daemmrich and Alfred Guenther Memorial Prize: Caroline Weist
Erich Friedmann Memorial Prize: Ayse Zeynep Enkavi, Paul C. Martin
Adolph C. Gorr Delta Phi Alpha Prize: Lauren L. Flanigan, Sarah P. Hupepenbecker
Max Kade Foundation Prize: David Kwok
Henrietta M. Keller Prize: Viktorya Stebenkova
Adolf D. Krallmann Prize: Elaine R. Fitz Gibbon, Matej Senkarcin
C.F. Lauber Prize: Ludwig M. Kerck
Daniel B. Shumway Prize: Jacqueline T. Yue
Otto Springer Prize: Lauren A. Corallo
Petronella van Wezel Prize: Frederick Abiprabowo
Edward Ziegler Davis Prize: Lauren A. Corallo
Workmen’s Circle/Arbiter Ring Prize: Derek M. Selig
German Society of Pennsylvania Prize: Daniel J. Sawey
Amandus Johnson Prize: Jonathan Andrew Olsson

Health and Societies Program
College Alumni Society Prize in Health and Society: Turja Chakrabarti
Flag Bearer: Hilary Gerstein

History Department
Lynn M. Case Prize: Michael Masciandaro
Thomas C. Cochran Prize: Michael Roberts
Hillery Conroy Prize: Emily Rickard
Captain Victor Gondos Jr., Prize:Sara Ehnsani-Nia
Jeanette Nichols Prize: Courtney Albini
Jack Reec Prize: Carolyn Vinnicombe
Adolph G. Rosengarten, Jr. Prize: John Gee
James V. Saporito Memorial Prize: Laurel Ma
Gussie Wachs Prize: Samuel Ribnick
Martin Wolfe Prize: Momoko Nakafuji

History of Art Department
College Alumni Society David M. Robb Prize: James Tyler Ebeling

International Relations Program
College Alumni Society Award for International Relations: Benjamin J. Brockman
James A. Markley Distinguished Service Award: Edward U. Shell
Bruce Newsome Leadership Award: Adine R. Mitrami
Norman D. Palmer Prize for Best Thesis in International Relations
Winner: Jacob G. Werlin
Runners Up: Benjamin Brockman, Quentin A. Buckholz
IR Program Valedictorian: Paul Martin
Flagbearer: Chloe Summers

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Prizes and Awards (continued)

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

2012 Honors in Community Service: Laura Marija Barunas, Jinyoung Choi, Cherissa Wei-Lin Chong, Angela M. Lucarini, Rosa Mathai, Laura Christine Ostanek, Kajal Bhavesh Patel, Stephen Russell Phillips, Bridget N. Remming

2012 Academy of General Dentistry Senior Student Dental Award: Dana Megan Shiff

2012 American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Implant Student Award: Joseph Yang

2012 American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Student Award: Laura Marija Barunas

2012 Certificate of Merit American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Predoctoral Student Award: Emily Lin Jun Chen

2012 HANAU Best of the Best Prosthodontic Award: Ryan Dominic Menezes

2012 Oral Biology Award: Joseph Yang

2012 Judith Rodin Award: Angela M. Lucarini

Academic Affairs Award: Wesley H. Citron

Academy of Dental Materials Award: Lisel-Anne Gabrielle Parillon

Academy of Operative Dentistry Award: Pamela Yan Liu

Achievement Award in Pharmacology and Therapeutics: Griffin Charles Guess, Caitlin H. Kauffman, Dana Ahn Kim, Jamie Brooke Saltz, Matthew Kyle Sones, Chad Alan Speirs, Laura Michelle Wurtzel

ADEA/Johnson & Johnson Preventive Dentistry Scholarship Award: Cherissa Wei-Lin Chong, Lauren Maria Katzel

Alpha Omega Certificate of Academic Achievement Award: Marni Paige Glick

American Academy of Cranio-Facial Pain Award: Stephanie Claire Berg

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Award: Avanti Agrawal

American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Achievement Award: Michael David Segall

American Academy of Implant Dentistry Undergraduate Dental Student Award: Cara Lynn Conroy

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Dental Student Award: Marni Paige Glick

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Achievement Award: Yuchen Sheng

American Academy of Orofacial Pain Outstanding Senior Award: Wesley H. Citron
Prizes and Awards (continued)

American Academy of Periodontology Award: Cherissa Wei-Lin Chong
American Association of Endodontics Student Achievement Award: Chad Alan Speirs
American Association of Orthodontics Award: Michael Edward Berger
American College of Dentists Outstanding Leader Award: Ngozi Nkemnacho Okoh
American College of Prosthodontists Award: Jeremy David Kay
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology/Horace Wells 2012 Senior Student Award: Chad Alan Speirs
American Equilibration Society Award: Bridget N. Remming
Theodore Blum Oral Surgery Award: Andrew Michael Henry
Dr. Morris Bradin Award in Periodontics: Cherissa Wei-Lin Chong
George Bronkovic Service Award: Maureen Ann Kuhta
Eleanor J. Bushee Senior Dental Student Award: Ngozi Nkemnacho Okoh
Certificate of Merit and Award in Oral Medicine: Alyssa R. Nielubowicz
Abram Cohen Award in Periodontics: Cherissa Wei-Lin Chong, Alexander Volchonok
Columbia Dento-Form Corp. Award: Yuchen Sheng
Community Dentistry and Dental Public Health Award: Lauren Maria Katzel
Community Dentistry and Pediatric Dental Health Award: Ngozi Nkemnacho Okoh
J. George Coslet Award in Periodontics: Alexander Volchonok
Matthew H. Cryer Society Award in Oral Medicine: Elise Marie Vincelette
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Excellence Award: Jared Rosenstock
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Implantology Award: Marni Paige Glick
Delta Dental Student Leadership Award: Michael Edward Berger, Hayward B. Drane, Kajal Bhavesh Patel, Alexander Volchonok
Dentsply Student Clinician Award: Jesse Nathaniel Gardner
Drabkin Memorial Prize for Research in Biochemistry: Marni Paige Glick
Joseph E. Ewing Award in Fixed Prosthodontics: Alicia Estrella
Pierre Fauchard Academy Foundation Dental Student Scholarship Award: Olubunmi Adekugbe
Pierre Fauchard Academy Senior Student Award: Michael Abraham Sher
Henry M. Goldman Award in Pathology: Emily Lin Jun Chen, Alyssa R. Nielubowicz, Michael Abraham Sher, In Hee Song
Bal K. Goyal Memorial Award in Pre-clinical Removable Prosthetics: Raha Mozaffari
Louis I. Grossman Award in Endodontics: Michael J. Kang
Dr. Earle Banks Hoyt Teaching Award: Daniel Timothy Kerrigan, James Gwau-Chiaihng Linkous
International College of Dentists Student Leadership Award: Rosa Mathai
ICOI/Sullivan-Schein Dental Predoctoral Achievement Award: Purvy A. Shah
William S. Kramer Award of Excellence: Marni Paige Glick
Adrian R. and Regina Kristeller Prize in Radiology: Michael J. Kang
Limoli Practice Management Award and Scholarship: Manisha Lalani
Martin J. Loeb Leadership Award: Purvy A. Shah
Eisa Mozaffari Award: Raha Mozaffari
Northeastern Society of Periodontists, Inc. Award: Amy Elizabeth Rosania
Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry Award: Alexander Volchonok
Pass-International Dentist Award: Avanti Agrawal, Dana Florina Danu, Omar Hussain, Saleh Rajaeian
Pathology Award: Marni Paige Glick
Predoctoral Endodontics Award: Yuchen Sheng
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics: Jeff Y. Li
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry: Raha Mozaffari
Quintessence Award for Research Achievement: Jesse Nathaniel Gardner
Rabinowitz Memorial Award in Biochemistry: David Moshe Dayan
Henry B. Robinson Award in Restorative Dentistry: Laura Michelle Wurtzel
Drs. Samuel and Louis Rossman Endodontic Scholarship Fund: Michael J. Kang, Chad Alan Speirs
Herman Segal Emergency Care Award: Hayward B. Drane
E. Howell Smith Award in Prosthetic Dentistry: Alexander Volchonok

SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Albert E. Schenck-Henry Gillette Woodman Scholarship: First Place: Joshua Clay Jordan, Alyssa Kay Olson, Zhichun Xu; Honorable Mention: Frederick Webster Day, Michael Scott Kipfer, Jacqueline Ann Martinez
Anshen & Allen Merit Scholarship: Emily Horner Mitnick
Christopher Leland Lyon Memorial Fund Award: Yoorim Park
John J. Coscia Scholarship: Rachel Lilli Strauss
John Stewardson Memorial Competition 2012: First Place: Allison W. Weiler, Ying Xu; Honorable Mention: Patrick J. Corrigan
Judith McManus Price Scholarship: Lauren A. Trice
Mayoral Fellowship for the City of Chicago: Katherine M. Olson
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Van Alen Traveling Fellowship 2011: Leslie S. Cacciapaglia
Susan Cromwell Coslett Traveling Fellowship 2011: Ashley Brianna Ludwig
Urban Land Institute Chamberlin Graduate Student Fellow: Ryan Benjamin Bash
Urban Land Institute Gerald D. Hines Student Urban Design Competition: Eric J. DeFeo, David Lawrence Dobkin, Anne Riedell, Leslie, Michael Ruane, Eduardo Santamaria Ruvalcaba
Vermont Studio Scholarship Award: Tara J. Fadenrecht, Sarah J. Tortora

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dell H. Hymes--Nessa Wolfson Award for Excellence in Educational Linguistics: Katherine Mortimer
Educational Linguistics Faculty Award for Leadership in Educational Linguistics: Julia Deak Sandler
Educational Linguistics International Award: Karl Swinehart
William E. Arnold Award for Outstanding Contributions by a Student: Kristina Lewis, Ali Michael
GSE Award for Outstanding Service to Students: Karen Carter, Patricia Lynn

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Ralph C. Preston Award for Scholarship and Teaching Contributing to Social Justice and Educational Equity: Beth Myers, Kabeera Weissman
The Morton Botel Award for Outstanding Commitment to Critical Issues of Identity in the Literacy Education of Adolescents and Young Adults: Raquel Esteves-Joyce, Lynnette Harris-Scott
The Reading/Writing/Literacy Faculty Award for Outstanding Leadership and Teaching in the RWL Division: Molly Buckley, Susan Lea, Kathleen Riley, Jessica Whitelaw
The Reading/Writing/Literacy Book Award: Tara McGowan, Vanessa Irwin Morris

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

GRADUATE AWARDS
The John A. Goff Prize: David E. Argudo
Solomon R. Pollack Award for Excellence in Graduate Bioengineering Research: Michael Gandal, Shannon Telesco
Morris and Dorothy Rubinoff Award: John A. Kulesza
Joseph, D’16, and Rosaline Wolf Award: Mohammad Hossein Rezaei Khouzani

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS
Manfred Altman Memorial Award: Meghan M. Lockwood, Pulak Mittal
American Chemical Society Award: Brian E. Leone
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Delaware Valley Section Award: Jonathan J. Chou, Andrew W. Glace, Stephen J. Lantz
American Institute of Chemists’ Medal Award: Chinmay S. Paranjape
Dawn and Welton Becket Digital Media Design Achievement Awards: Kaitlin P. Pollock
Jaros Baum & Bolles Award: Sheetal S. Rajagopal
Bioengineering Student Leadership Award: Gregory C Lee
John Grist Brainerd Award: Ross J. Boczar, Kevin Xu
R. M. Brick Award: Tyler F. Citek
Stuart W. Churchill Individual Research Prize: William D. Mulhearn
The Computer Science Academic Award: Matthew J. Croop
Moore School Council Cwikla Award: Nitin A. Puri, Zachary Zarrow
Richard K. Dentel Memorial Prize in Urban Transportation: Jordan P. Brindza
E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Memorial Prize: David P. Hallac, Tarang Kapoor, Young Hyun Kwon
Engineering Alumni Society E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Award: Andrew W. Glace
William L. Everitt Student Awards of Excellence: Charles Jeon, Varun Sampath
Albert Giandomenico Award: Nitin Bansal, Ameya C. Nanivadekar, Naveen B. Ponnapp, Michael A. Smart
Albert P. Godsho Engineering Prize: Nicholas J. Watson
Ben and Bertha Gomberg Kirsch Prize: Rong Fu
A. Norman Hixson Laboratory Report Prize: Jamie A. Wessels
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ Student Award: Timothy A. Hennelly
Moore School A. Atwater Kent Prize: Paul M. Gurniak
Walter Korn Award: Ross J. Boczar, Samuel B. Panzer
Management and Technology Scholarship Award: Akash Y. Shah
Donald F. Othmer Sophomore Academic Excellence Award: Ryan A. Marschang
Herman P. Schwan Bioengineering Award: Casey N. Mcquade
Hugo Otto Wolf Memorial Prize: Kevin D Conley, William D. Mulhearn, Varesh Prasad, Joe Pu, Seth R. Shannin, Grant P. Wilson
Penn Genome Frontiers Institute Excellence in Genomics Undergraduate Award: Kevin Ee Sun
Ralph Teeter Award: Alexander J. Ferro
Sidney Shore Award: Evan Hodges-Le Claire
Victor W. K. Ku Memorial Award: Jinhyung Ahn
Wolf Family Award in Systems Engineering: Eve Ying Lee
Wolf-Hallac Award: Sarah E Clark, Michelle C Sherrott

LAW SCHOOL
Law students are acknowledged for a variety of awards, including Order of the Coif, at the graduation ceremony.

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
AAN Medical Student Prize: Niraj M. Shanbhag
Abramson Cancer Center Basic Science Research Prize: Arun Padmanabhan
Abramson Cancer Center Clinical/Translational Research Prize: Nathaniel Herman Lester-Coll
Kenneth E. Appel Award: David L. Beckmann
Clyde F. Barker Research Prize: Jarrod Daniel Predina
Michelle M. Battistini, M.D. Award: Christopher Brooks Morse
Mary Ellis Bell Prize: Scott Gordon, Amar Majmundar
Nancy C. Bell, M.D. Memorial Prize in Dermatology: Joy Wan
Emily and Francis Botelho Prize for Excellence in Basic Science: Michael Allen Hall, Joyce Chun-Ling Chang
Anna Marie Chirico Award: Leah Marcotte, Cody Noel Dashiel-Earp
Clinical Epidemiology Research Prize: Sydney Brown
John G. Clark Prize: Jacob Lazarus
Sarle H. Cohen Award for Geriatric Medicine: Mark Yarchoan
James B. Couch, M’81 Prize: Peter Brett Derman
Adolph J. Cresskoff Prize: Eugene Khandros
Leonard Davis Institute Prize for Health Services Research: Michael Sargen
Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care Award:
Helen O. Dickens, M.D. Award: Justin C. Bosley, Christina Hunter Chapman, Chrystal N. Obi
Endocrine Society Medical Student Achievement Award: Kashiif Ali Jafri
Gertrude M. & Ezra M. Eisen Prize: Alec Andrew Schmaier
Lillie M. Jer Prize: Rachel Michelle Greenblatt
Stuart L. Fine Ophthalmology Medical Student Research Prize: Natalie Wolkow
William T. Fitts, Jr. Memorial Prize: Jennifer M. Burg
Jesse H. Frank, M.D. Prize in Pathology: MacLean Marie Pancoast Nasrallah
Theodore Friedmann Prize: Ricki Carroll, Steven D. Miller
Celso-Ramon Garcia Award for Outstanding Women’s Health Research: Christopher Brooks Morse
The Ken Ginsburg Soul of Medicine Award: Alana Michelle Feiler, Anita Lyons
Dr. Morris Ginsburg Prize: Rebecca Rothenberg Seltzer
Dr. David B.P. Goodman Award: Kristin Galetta

Note: As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Prizes and Awards (continued)

George W. Householder, III Memorial Prize: Andrew Edmondson
Byron S. Hurwitz, MD, '66 Memorial Prize: Emma C. Davies
Peter H. Hutchinson, M.D., M’06 and Rebecca N. Hutchinson, M.D., '06 Prize: Peter Brett Derman
ITMAT Prize for Clinical/Translational Research: Michael Joseph Kelly-Sell
Dr. William J. Jeffers Prize: Armen Moughian, Stephanie Cross
Rose and Hershel Kanovsky Prize in Internal Medicine: Alec Andrew Schmaier
Marie Leebrohn Prize in Pediatrics: Kelsey Ann Johnson
Marc Levine, M.D. Radiology Research Award: Varsha Jain
Rose Meadow Levinson Memorial Prize: Sam Crayton, David Schoppy
Henrietta and Jacob Lowenberg Prize in Pediatrics: Alexander William Hirsch
Baldwin Lucke Memorial Prize: Maria Ciocca
Morton McCutcheon Memorial Prize: Alison M. Schram
Merck Manual Award: Timothy Winthrop Post Churchill, Eric John Ojerholm, Andrew Ross Steinkeler
Joel Gordon Miller Award: Kenneth W. McKinley
Dr. Spencer Morris Prize: Gregory Scott Charak
Herbert and Faye Moskowitz Prize: Joy Wan, Robert Lee Dood, Jr.
William G. Munns Memorial Prize: Nicholas A. Beck
Department of Neurosurgery Award: Joaquín De Rojas
Charles A. Oliver Memorial Prize: Anne K. Jensen
Orthopaedic Research Prize: Rutledge Carter Clement, III
The Peterman-Arnold Medical Student Award for Endocrinology Research: Marcus DaSilva Goncalves
O.H. Perry Pepper Prize: Colette Joan Shen
Nathan and Pauline Pincus Prize for Outstanding Achievement as a Clinician: Kelsey Ann Johnson
Gary and Helen Phillips Prize for Academic Excellence: Maria Esther Rivera Vinelli
Pulmonary Research Prize: Ricki Carroll
John Pryor Award for Trauma Research: Ron Golan
Edward Raffensperger Research Prize: Rebecca Hartman
Eric Corey Raps Memorial Prize: Colin Ellis
Dr. I.S. Ravdin Prize: Elizabeth Ann Mollo
Jonathan Rhoads Prize for Surgical Scholarship: Daniel Hashimoto, Jarrod Daniel Predina
Renal Research Prize: Rachel Yang
Richard K. Root Prize for Infectious Disease Research: Robert Bonacci, Karen Ociówiej
David S. Seller, MD, and Robert H. Seller, MD Prize: Kathleen O’Neil Degnan
Dr. Ramon Sifre Prize for Excellence in Diagnostic Medicine: Alison M. Schram
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence Award: Justin C. Bosley
John R. Stanley Research Prize for Dermatology: Joy Wan
Dr. Freddy Stark Award for Gross Anatomy: Kelsey Ann Johnson
J. George Teplick, M.D., FACR Memorial Award: Jill Sara Panosian
Dr. Robert M. Toll Prize: Katherine Meyer Knapp, Elizabeth Tracey
The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award presented by the Arnold P. Gold Foundation: Kathryn Cunningham Hall
Dr. Roy G. Williams Award: Kevan Salimian, Britanny Weber
Horatio C. Wood Prize in Pharmacology: Brian Christopher Baumann
Nikitas J. Zervanos, M.D. Prize in Family Medicine: Daniel Joseph Smith

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Alumni Award: Angola L. Nguyen
Ellen D. Baer Award: Lindsey R. Swigart
Ann Wolbert Burgess Endowed Student Award: Julia Marie Bohinski
Dean’s Award: Amanda N. Daley
Claire M. Fagin Award: Caitlin R. Gordon
Marion R. Gregory Award: Melissa O’Connor
Jeanne Frances Hopkins Award: Lauren M. Olsen
Norma Lang Award: Katherine Schmidt
Theresa I. Lynch Award: Angela L. Nguyen
Wealtha McGurn Research Award: Kamila Anise Alexander
Dorothy Mereness Award: Deena Marie Kelly
Mary D. Naylor Undergraduate Research Award: Xiao Linda Kang
Ralston Center Award for Gerontology Nursing Excellence: Victoria Maffey
Special Recognition for Scholarly Writing Award: Barbra A. Dickerman, Catherine Alison Domanska
Teaching Assistant Award: Elaine Siow

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE

Dr. Ram Cnaan Award for Meritorious Clinician: Marni Rosner and Martina Verba
Emerging Leader Award for the NPL Program: Loura Tuck
Dr. Ruth E. Smalley Award in International Social Welfare: Anne Elizabeth Mehaffey
Rosa Wessel Award for Meritorious MSW Student: Justin Barton and Molly Cherington

WHARTON SCHOOL

UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION

Class of 1975 Management Award: Akash Shah
Dean’s Award for Excellence: Corey Metzman
Dean’s Award for Innovation: Diana Kattan
Dean’s Award for Service to Wharton: Joan Li
Dean’s Award for Service to Penn and the Community: William Doyle
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key: Anish Pathipati
Elias B. Cohen Scholarship: Casey Barnes-Waychus, Ekaterina Petrova
Financial Executives International Award: Yatin Mirakhar
Herbert Steuer Memorial Prize: Ernesto Del Valle
Louis Rudolph Accounting Award: Jacob Levy
Lovenman Award: Akash Shah
Michele Huber & Bryan Giles Award: Eve Ying Lee
Naren Udayagiri Scholarship Award: Samuel W. Shelley
Snider Seed Award: Steven Dong, Corey Lerch
WEP Advisory Board Intern Fellowship: Diana Kattan, Sally Zhao
Wharton Venture Award: Steven Dong, Corey Lerch
William D. Gordon Award: Anish Pathipati
LINDBACK AWARDS
Under terms of a gift from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, grants are announced to the following members of the faculty as Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching:

Jeffrey Berns, Medicine
Mirjam Cvetic, SAS
Lesley King, Veterinary
Mitchell Lewis, Medicine
Andrew Rappe, SAS
Neal Rubinstein, Medicine
Larry Silver, SAS
Camillo José (CJ) Taylor, SEAS

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE BY NON-STANDING FACULTY
Eric Goren, Medicine
Bruce Kohthmann, SEAS

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED PH.D. TEACHING AND MENTORING
David Leatherbarrow, Design
Mark Pauly, Wharton

ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION
Marwan M. Kraidy: Guggenheim Fellowship; Penn Fellowship
Barbie Zelizer: National Communication Association Distinguished Scholar Award; Tankard Book Award, Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication for About to Die: How News Images Move the Public
Kathleen Hall Jamieson: Outstanding Book Award, International Communication Association for The Obama Victory: How Media, Money, and Message Shaped the 2008 Election
Elihu Katz: lifelong achievement award, International Association for Media and Communication Research

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Faculty Accrued Emeritus Status
Lance Donaldson-Evans

Nancy Bonini, Biology: Elected Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
Yvette Bordeaux, Earth and Environmental Science: College of Liberal and Professional Studies Distinguished Teaching Award for Affiliated Faculty
Timothy Corrigan, English: Society for Cinema and Media 2012 Kovács Book Award

Mirjam Cvetic, Physics and Astronomy: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching; Ira H. Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
Julie Nelson Davis, History of Art: Trustees Council of Penn Women 25th Anniversary Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Advising
Dennis DeTurck, Mathematics: 2012 Chauvenet Prize of the Mathematical Association of America
Mark Devlin, Physics and Astronomy: Elected Fellow of the American Physical Society
John Dilulio, Political Science: Elected Fellow of the National Academy of Public Administration
Jamal Elias, Religious Studies: Guggenheim Fellowship
Talya Fishman, Religious Studies: Jewish Book Council Nahum M. Sarna Memorial Award
Feng Gai, Chemistry: Elected Fellow of the American Physical Society
Herman Gluck, Mathematics: 2012 Chauvenet Prize of the Mathematical Association of America
Michael Horowitz, Political Science: Best Book Award from the International Security Studies Section of the International Studies Association
John Jackson, Anthropology and Communication: Dean’s Award for Innovation in Teaching
Daniel Janzen, Biology: 2011 BBVA Foundation Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Ecology and Conservation Biology
Eric Jarosinski, German: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by an Assistant Professor
Alan Johnson, Physics and Astronomy: Elected Fellow of the American Physical Society
Josh Klein, Physics and Astronomy: Elected Fellow of the American Physical Society
George Mailath, Economics: Elected Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
E. Ann Matter, Religious Studies: Trustees Council of Penn Women-Provost Award of Recognition
Stephanie McCurry, History: 2011 Frederick Douglass Book Prize from Yale University Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition
Christopher Murray, Chemistry and Materials Science and Engineering: Honorary doctorate from Utrecht University; 2012 Materials Research Society Fellow
Eugene Narmour, Music: Society of Music Perception and Cognition Achievement Award

Justin McDaniel, Religious Studies: Guggenheim Fellowship
Benjamin Nathans, History: Guggenheim Fellowship
So-Jung Park, Chemistry: Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award
Melanie Peron, Romance Languages: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by Affiliated Faculty
E. James Petersson, Chemistry: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow
Andrew Rappe, Chemistry: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching; College Alumni Society Charles Ludwig Distinguished Teaching Award
Donald Ringe, Linguistics: Ira H. Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
Paul Rozin, Psychology: Dean’s Award for Mentorship of Undergraduate Research
Barbara Savage, History: Grasmeyer Prize in Religion from the University of Louisville
Robert Seyfarth, Psychology: Elected Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Larry Silver, History of Art: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
Larry Sneddon, Chemistry: 2011 American Chemical Society Philadelphia Section Award
Joseph Subotnik, Chemistry: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow; 2012 American Chemical Society HP Outstanding Junior Faculty Award
Claudia Valeggia, Anthropology: Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers
Don Voet, Chemistry: Co-recipient, Award for Exemplary Contributions to Education from the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Faculty Accrued Emeritus Status
Howard M. Rosenberg

Faizan Alawi, Pathology: Named 2012 Chair for Research and Scientific Affairs for the American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology
Elisabeth Barton, Anatomy & Cell Biology: Joseph and Josephine Rabinowitz Award for Excellence in Research
Kathleen Boesze-Battaglia, Biochemistry: Joseph and Josephine Rabinowitz Award for Excellence in Research
Rita Y. Chuang, Orthodontics: Named a Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics; Forestand Award of Excellence
Beverley Crawford, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Omicron Kappa Upsilon Faculty Award; Outstanding Faculty Support, Penn Student National Dental Association
Joseph R. Greenberg, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Recipient of the 2nd District Valley Forge Dental Association Annual Service Award
George Hajishengallis, Microbiology: 2012 International Association for Dental Research in Oral Biology Award
Denis Kinane, Pathology and Periodontics: 2012 International Association for Dental Research Basic Research in Periodontal Disease Award
Jon Korostoff, Periodontics: Joseph and Josehine Rabinowitz Award for Excellence in Research
Mark Koup, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Awarded Fellowship in the Academy of General Dentistry
Phoebe Leboy, Biochemistry: Named a Fellow in the Association for Women in Science
Rochelle Lindemeyer, Pediatrics: Treasurer of the Philadelphia County Dental Society
Patricia Miguez, Periodontics: Joseph and Josephine Rabinowitz Award for Excellence in Research
Vicki Petropoulos, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Named Chairperson of the Scientific Investigations Committee of the Greater New York Academy of Prosthodontics
Andres Pinto, Community Oral Health and Oral Medicine: Awarded Fellowship in Dental Surgery without examination in The Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, Scotland
Peter D. Quinn, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery: Donald B. Osborn Award for an Outstanding Educator by the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons
Louis Rossman, Endodontics: Named Chair of the Corporate Relations Committee of the American Association of Endodontists
Shalin R. Shah, Orthodontics: Named a Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics
Thomas Sollecito, Oral Medicine: Awarded Fellowship in Dental Surgery without examination in The Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh, Scotland; Elected to Fellowship in the International College of Dentists; Appointed to the Council on Scientific Affairs of the American Dental Association
Robert Vanarsdall, Orthodontics: Dale B. Wade Award of Excellence in Orthodontics from the American Association of Orthodontics
Kelsuke Wada, Periodontics: Awarded a 2012 Nevins Teaching and Clinical Research Fellowship by the American Academy of Periodontology Foundation

SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Gary Hack
Thomas L. Daniels, City Planning: Clarkson Chair, SUNY Buffalo
Jeremy Holmes, Fine Arts: Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Undergraduate Programs in the School of Design
Virgil Marti, Fine Arts: Joan Mitchell Foundation 2011 Painters and Sculptors Grant
Valerio Morabito, Landscape Architecture: G. Holmes Perkins Award for Distinguished Teaching by a Member of the Associated Faculty
Jackie Tileston, Fine Arts: Joan Mitchell Foundation 2011 Painters and Sculptors Grant
Laura Wolf-Powers, City Planning: G. Holmes Perkins Award for Distinguished Teaching

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Diana Slaughter-Defoe
Xinyin Chen: Elected President, The International Society for the Study of Behavioural Development
Marybeth Gasman: Honorary Degree, Paul Quinn College
Matthew Hartley: Fulbright Award
Richard Ingersoll: Distinguished Research Award, San Antonio Association of Teacher Educators
Susan Lytle: AERA Fellow
Paul McDermott: AERA Fellow
Laura Perna: Robert P. Huff Golden Quill Award, National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
Daniel Wagner: AERA Fellow

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Kostas Daniilidis, Computer and Information Science: elected Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Dennis E. Discher, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering: elected to the National Academy of Engineering
Nader Engheta, Electrical and Systems Engineering: 2012 Electromagnetics Award from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Christopher Fang-Yen, Bioengineering: Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Research Fellow
Jonathon Fiene, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: Academic Champion Award from the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International
Howard Hu, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: elected Fellow of the American Physical Society
Aravind Joshi, Computer and Information Science: named Fellow of the Association for Computational Linguistics
Bruce Rothman, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: Provost’s Award for Teaching Excellence by Non-Standing Faculty
Katherine Kuchenbecker, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: 2011 PopTech Science and Public Leadership Fellow
Boon Thau Loo, Computer and Information Science: 2012 Young Investigator Award from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Jennifer Lukes, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: named 2012 Penn Fellow
Mitchell Marcus, Computer and Information Science: named Fellow of the Association for Computational Linguistics
Christopher Murray, Materials Science and Engineering: elected Fellow of Materials Research Society
Arjun Raj, Bioengineering: National Institutes of Health 2011 New Innovator Award
Warren Seider, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering: 2011 Van Antwerpen Award for Service to the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Ben Taskar, Computer and Information Science: National Science Foundation CAREER Award
Camillo J. Taylor, Computer and Information Science: Christian R. and Mary E. Lindback Foundation Award for Distinguished Teaching
Karen Winey, Materials Science and Engineering: George H. Heilmeyer Faculty Award for Excellence in Research  
Beth Winkelstein, Bioengineering: named 2012 Penn Fellow  
Shu Yang, Materials Science and Engineering: Arthur K. Doolittle Award from the American Chemical Society

LAW SCHOOL

Jill E. Fisch: Robert A. Gorman Award for Excellence in Teaching  
Kent A. Jordan: Adjunct Teaching Award  
Gideon Parchomovsky: A. Leo Levin Award  
Jill E. Fisch: Robert A. Gorman Award for Law School

PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Faculty Accored Emeritus Status

Jacques Barber  
Peter H. Berman  
Thomas J. Conaham, MD  
Howard Goldfine  
Robert A. Grossman  
John M. Murray  
John E. Tomaszewski  
Frank Welsh

David Artis, Microbiology: Lady Barbara Colyton Autoimmune Research Award  
Robert Baldassano, Pediatrics: Blockley-Osler Award  
Abba Barden, Medicine: Penn Pearls  
Jeffrey S. Berns, Medicine: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching  
Ben E. Black, Biochemistry & Biophysics: Michael S. Brown New Investigator Research Award  
Betty Ann Boczar & Mary Kate Fitzpatrick, Nursing: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Medical Student Teaching by an Allied Health Professional  
Scott Campbell, Psychiatry: Penn Pearls  
Stanley N. Caroff, Psychiatry: I.S. Radvin Master Clinician Award  
Daniel C. Coffin, Pediatrics: Alfred Stengel Health System Champion Award  
John A. Detre, Neurology: Luigi Mastroianni, Jr., Clinical Innovator Award  
Chris Feudtner, Pediatrics: Samuel Martin Health Evaluation Sciences Research Award  
Paul Forfia, Medicine: Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award  
Joel M. Gelfand, Dermatology: Marjorie A. Bowman New Investigator Research Award  
Eric N. Goren, Internal Medicine: Provost’s Award  
Klaus H. Kaestner, Genetics: Stanley N. Cohen Biomedical Research Award  
Caryn Lerman, Psychiatry: William Osler Patient-Oriented Research Award  
Mitchell Lewis, Biochemistry & Biophysics: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching  
Joshua P. Metlay, Medicine: Arthur Asbury Outstanding Faculty Mentor Award  
Vladimir R. Muzykantov, Pharmacology: Jane M. Glick Graduate Student Teaching Award  
Benjamin Nordstrom, Psychiatry: Scott Mackler Award for Excellence in Substance Abuse Teaching  
Charles O’Brien, Psychiatry: Special Dean’s Award  
Larry Palmer, Neuroscience: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching  
K. Rajender Reddy, Medicine: Louis Duhring Outstanding Clinical Specialist Award  
James B. Reilly, Medicine: Penn Pearls  
Patrick Reilly, Surgery: Penn Pearls  
Ernest F. Rosato, Surgery: Special Dean’s Award  
Anthony Rostain, Psychiatry: Robert Dunning Dripps Memorial Award for Excellence in Graduate Medical Education  
Neal A. Rubinstein, Cell & Developmental Biology: Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching  
Abraham Shaked, Surgery: Louis Duhring Outstanding Clinical Specialist Award  
John Stern, Medicine: Penn Pearls  
James R. Treat, Pediatrics: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital  
David Weiss, Psychiatry: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital  
James White, Cell & Developmental Biology: MSG Basic Science Teaching Award  
Douglas Wiebe, Biostatistics & Epidemiology: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching  
Kathleen Zsolwai, Pediatrics: Sylvia Eisman Outstanding Primary Care Physician Award  
Noel Williams, Surgery: Penn Pearls

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Katherine Abbott: Faculty Research Award  
Linda H. Aiken: Honorary Doctor of Science, University of Maryland; Elected to the John Morgan Society, University of Pennsylvania; Dean’s Award for Exemplary Citizenship  
Kathy Bowles: Barbara J. Lowery Faculty Award, Best Research Paper Award, Summer Institute of Nursing Informatics  
Christine Bradway: Fellow, American Academy of Nursing  
Charlene Compher: Doctoral Student Mentored Research Award  
Valerie Cotter: Appreciation Award, Alzheimer’s Association  
Cindy Connolly: Dean’s Award for Exemplary Teaching  
Martha Curley: Elizabeth McWilliams Miller Award for Excellence in Research, Sigma Theta Tau International; Distinguished Research Lecturer Award, American Association of Critical Care Nurses; Doctoral Student Mentored Research Award  
Patricia D’Antonio: Penn Fellow, University of Pennsylvania  
Dawn Durain: Award for Teaching Excellence by Non-Standing Faculty  
Mary Ersek: Faculty Research Award  
Lois K. Evans: Lifetime Achievement Award for Pioneering Contributions to Geropsychiatric Nursing, Gerontological Advanced Practice Nurses Association  
Julie Fairman: Hall of Fame, Sigma Theta Tau International; Elected to the John Morgan Society, University of Pennsylvania  
Alfred Giosa: Undergraduate Award for Teaching, Student Nurses at Penn  
Loretta Sweet Jemmott: Helen O. Dickens Award for Excellence in Teaching, Student Nurses at Penn  
Terri H. Lipman: Caroline Langstader Mentor/Preceptor Award for Excellence in Nursing, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia  
Jianghong Liu: Fellow, American Academy of Nursing  
William McCool: Dean’s Award for Exemplary Professional Practice  
Matthew D. McHugh: Nurse Faculty Scholar, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation; Dean’s Award for Undergraduate Scholarly Mentorship; Doctoral Student Mentored Research Award  
Aatif I. Meleis: Elected to the John Morgan Society, University of Pennsylvania  
Jamille Nagnost-Ramos: Recent Alumni Award for Clinical Excellence, Penn Nursing Alumni Society  
Mary D. Naylor: Pioneering Spirit Award, American Association of Critical Care Nurses; Elected to the John Morgan Society, University of Pennsylvania  
Ann L. O’Sullivan: Lifetime Achievement Award, National Organization of Nurse Practitioner Faculty; Member, Board of Directors, National Council of State Boards of Nursing  
Therese Richmond: Doctoral Student Mentored Research Award
Faculty Honors (continued)

Barbara Riegel: Claire M. Fagin
    Distinguished Researcher Award, School of Nursing; Elected to the John Morgan Society, University of Pennsylvania
Marilyn Sawyer Sommers: Elected to the John Morgan Society; University of Pennsylvania
Eileen Sullivan-Marx: Marie Hippensteel
    Linguem Award for Excellence in Nursing Practice, Sigma Theta Tau International;
    Distinguished Alumus Award, Alumni Association of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
Anne M. Teitelman: Fellow, American Academy of Nursing

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE

Danna Bodenheimer: School of Social Policy & Practice Excellence in Teaching Award, Part-time Faculty
Damon Freeman: School of Social Policy & Practice Excellence in Teaching Award, Standing Faculty

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status

Jill Beech
    Richard R. Miselis

Roberta Di Terlizzi, *Pathobiology*: Pfizer
    Distinguished Veterinary Teacher Award
Joan C. Hendricks, *Dean*: Woman of Distinction by the Philadelphia Business Journal
Lesley G. King, *Clinical Studies – Philadelphia*: Lindback Distinguished Teacher Award
Sue McDonnell, *Clinical Studies – New Bolton Center*: 2011 American Association of Equine Practitioners’ George Stubbs Award

WHARTON SCHOOL

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status

Stanley Baiman
    Peter Linneman


Steven Blum, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2012


Keisha M. Cutright, *Marketing*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012


    “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011

    FFR-PRI Prize for Finance and Sustainability, 2011

Peter Fader, *Marketing*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012

Charles Forer, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2012


    “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011;
    Cummings Scholarly Achievement Award in Organizational Behavior, Academy of Management, 2011


Witold Henisz, *Management*: MBA, Teaching Commitment and Curricular Innovation, 2011

Lorin M. Hitt, *Operations and Information Management*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012


Rahul Kapoor, *Management*: Academy of Management, Technology & Innovation Management Division, Past Chairs Emerging Scholar Award, 2011


    Class of 1984 Award, Spring 2011

Peggy Bishop Lane, *Accounting*: “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011

William S. Laufer, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: Marc and Sheri Rapaport Undergraduate Core Teaching Award, 2012

Jean Lemaire, *Statistics*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012

Daniel Levinthal, *Management*: Elected, Fellow of the Strategic Management Society


Ethan Mollick, *Management*: MBA, Teaching Commitment and Curricular Innovation, 2011


Americus Reed, *Marketing*: MBA, Teaching Commitment and Curricular Innovation, 2011

David Reibstein, *Marketing*: Chairman, American Marketing Association


Rom Y. Schrift, *Marketing*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012


Katja Seim, *Business and Public Policy*: “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011

G. Richard Shell, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012

Joseph Simmons, *Operations and Information Management*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012

Uri Simonsohn, *Operations and Information Management*: Wharton Undergraduate Excellence in Teaching Award in the Standing Faculty, 2012

Robert Stine, *Statistics*: Helen Kardon Moss Anvil Award, Spring 2011; “Tough, but We’ll Thank You in Five Years”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011

Mori Taheripour, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2012

David Wessels, *Finance*: William G. Whitney Award for Distinguished Teaching in the Affiliated Faculty, 2012

Patricia Williams, *Marketing*: MBA, Excellence in Teaching: Core Curriculum, Spring 2011

Lawrence Zicklin, *Legal Studies and Business Ethics*: MBA, Excellence in Teaching: Core Curriculum, Spring 2011; “Goes Above and Beyond the Call of Duty”, MBA Teaching Award, Fall 2011
# Alumni Representatives

## The Class of 1962

**President:** Howard P. Berkowitz  
**Gift Chair:** Michael R. Sandler  
**Reunion Committee Chairs:**  
- Mary Ann Baker Greenawalt  
- Stephen J. Eisen

## The Class of 1987

**Co-Presidents:**  
- Barry A. Bear  
- Cheryl Najman Peisach  
**Gift Chair:** Arthur M. Wrubel  
**Reunion Outreach and Planning Leadership:**  
- Shari Rodway Beck  
- Julie Hinds Franklin  
- Lisa Krutzel Katzman  
- Michelle Brause Litt

### Alumni Class Leadership Council:
- Steven L. Roth

### Association of Alumnae:
- Susanne K. Czarnecki

### Association of Latino Alumni:
- Clemson Smith Muñiz

### Association of Native Alumni:
- Anna Martin Dapice

### Black Alumni Society:
- Christopher B. Sample

### Global Alumni Network:
- Benjamin H. Craine

### Penn Diversity Alliance:
- Martin Camacho

### PennGALA (LGBT Alumni Association):
- Dennie B. Zastrow

### Trustees’ Council of Penn Women:
- Reina Marin Bassini

### University of Pennsylvania Asian Alumni Network:
- Carlin S. Yuen

## Alumni Representatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Joel Langer</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Terrence G. Hedges</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Thomas A. Litt</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Terrence G. Hedges</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Thomas A. Litt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Alexander</td>
<td>Revathy Iyer</td>
<td>Christina Riso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudie Altamirano</td>
<td>Sherry Jamison</td>
<td>Rodney Robinson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Ansert</td>
<td>Lisa Johnson</td>
<td>Allison Rose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Tye Asia</td>
<td>Antoine Jones</td>
<td>Patricia Rose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Balcom</td>
<td>Kris Kealey</td>
<td>Lynn M. Rotoli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassie Bartelme</td>
<td>Alice Kelley</td>
<td>Casey Ryan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Beatty</td>
<td>Colleen Kelly</td>
<td>Terry Sackith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Bendas</td>
<td>Hasina Khanom</td>
<td>Isabel Sampson-Mapp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Bergbauer</td>
<td>Max King</td>
<td>Donna M. Samuel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Betz</td>
<td>Claire Klieger</td>
<td>John Sands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Blankemeyer</td>
<td>Jean-Marie Kneeley</td>
<td>Sue Ledwell Saragnese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Boston</td>
<td>Shinn Ko</td>
<td>Linda Satchell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sallyann Bowman</td>
<td>Mary Kononenko</td>
<td>Gregory Schmidt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bradley</td>
<td>Walter Kononenko</td>
<td>Bob Schoenberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Brand</td>
<td>Peggy Kowalski</td>
<td>Beth Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Bristow</td>
<td>Karu Kozuma</td>
<td>Susan Shapiro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Bronk</td>
<td>Emilie Kretschmar</td>
<td>Adam Sherr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Burton-Grika</td>
<td>Aimee LaBrie</td>
<td>Julie Shuttleworth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Carroll</td>
<td>Mary Ann Lafferty-Dellavalle</td>
<td>Chantal Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Carswell</td>
<td>Gina Lavery</td>
<td>Lynne Sniffen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Cataldo</td>
<td>Barbara Lazer</td>
<td>Tony Sorrentino</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Clark</td>
<td>Edwin M. Ledwell</td>
<td>Jules Spaeth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Cleary</td>
<td>Julia K. Ledwell</td>
<td>Alan Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Cochran-Fikes</td>
<td>Jack Lewis</td>
<td>Elizabeth Neaves Straw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrna Cohen</td>
<td>Mark Frazier Lloyd</td>
<td>Jason Strohl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Coyne</td>
<td>Brenda Loewen</td>
<td>Marty Sullivan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Cross</td>
<td>Katherine Lowe</td>
<td>Gregory Tausz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Currano</td>
<td>Irene Lukoff</td>
<td>Valerie Taylor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jo Daley</td>
<td>Delores Magobet</td>
<td>Nicole Tillman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney de Lapeyrouse</td>
<td>Troy Majnerick</td>
<td>Patricia Tillson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph De Lucia</td>
<td>Nicole Maloy</td>
<td>Rob Tisot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Magillico Deitch</td>
<td>Anthony Martino</td>
<td>Duncan W. Van Dusen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John C. DeLong</td>
<td>Mary Mazzola</td>
<td>Chris Veitz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John T. Delong</td>
<td>Jeanine McAdams</td>
<td>Julie Miller Vick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue Kauffman DePuyt</td>
<td>Nancy McCue</td>
<td>Susan Villari</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Disbrow</td>
<td>Alison McGhee</td>
<td>Barbara R. Wagner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Duffy</td>
<td>Andrew McGhie</td>
<td>Hoopes Wampler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Dwyer</td>
<td>Judith McKee</td>
<td>Helene Weinberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Emonds</td>
<td>Ken Meehan</td>
<td>Terri Welsh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Everwine Bru</td>
<td>Lisa V. Mengucci</td>
<td>Jennifer Wetzel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Findlay</td>
<td>Adam Michaels</td>
<td>Susan White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ty Furman</td>
<td>Trina Middleton</td>
<td>Linda A. Wiedmann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Gallen</td>
<td>Patricia Miller</td>
<td>Lisbeth Willis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Gasiewski</td>
<td>Catherine Monsky</td>
<td>Dilys Winegrad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Geraghty</td>
<td>Shelby Moore</td>
<td>Kim Wing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Glancey</td>
<td>Whitney Morton</td>
<td>Colleen Winn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenda Gonzalez</td>
<td>Joanne Murray</td>
<td>Tamara Zurakowski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Graf</td>
<td>Elizabeth O’Brien</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Grant</td>
<td>Kelly O’Connor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Griffin</td>
<td>Maryann O’Leary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Gross</td>
<td>Jennifer O’Mara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Grossman</td>
<td>Gail Oberton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonya Gwak</td>
<td>Lisa Marie Patzer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Hamilton</td>
<td>Maria Perkins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Hanlon</td>
<td>Liz Pinnie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Hanna</td>
<td>Burton Ploener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loretta Hauber</td>
<td>Charles Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Heer</td>
<td>Tak Puang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Helfman</td>
<td>Malini Ragoopath</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Hennessy</td>
<td>Anne Reedstrom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Hughes</td>
<td>Scott H. Reikofski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cora M. Ingrum</td>
<td>Kiera Reilly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meg Insall</td>
<td>Ed Resovsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The student ushers are members of the Kite and Key Society, the undergraduate service organization founded in 1924. Their participation is coordinated by Brandon Bell.
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Scott L. Bok, Esq., C’81, W’81, L’84
Mrs. Judith Bollinger, WG’81
Mr. David Brush, C’82
Gilbert F. Casellas, Esq., L’77
Mrs. Susan W. Catherwood
William W.M. Cheung, DMD, D’81, GD’82
Dr. Raymond K.F. Ch’ien, Gr’78
David L. Cohen, Esq., L’81, Chair
Hon. Tom Corbett, ex officio
Pamela Daley, Esq., L’79
Susan F. Danilow, Esq., CW’74, G’74
Mr. James G. Dinan, WG’81
Mrs. Lee Spelman Doty, W’76
Mr. William P. Egan II, WG’69
Mr. David Ertel, W’87, WG’88
Mrs. Sarah Fuller, CW’71
Mr. Robert A. Gleason, Jr., W’61
Perry Golkin, Esq., W’74, WG’74, L’78
Mr. Joel M. Greenblatt, W’79, WG’80
Mr. James H. Greene, Jr., W’72
Mr. Vahan H. Gureghian
Dr. Amy Gutmann, ex officio
Dr. Janet F. Haas
Mr. Andrew R. Heyer, W’79, WG’79
Osagie O. Imasogie, Esq. GL’85
Mr. Robert S. Kapito, W’79
Mr. Michael J. Kowalski, W’74
Mrs. Andrea Berry Laporte, Nu’69
Mr. William P. Lauder, W’83
Mr. Charles B. Leitner III, C’81
Mr. Robert M. Levy, WG’74
M. Claire Lomax, Esq., C’84
Mr. Howard S. Marks, W’67
Dr. Deborah Marrow, CW’70, Gr’78
Mr. Marc F. McMorris, C’90, WG’94
Ms. Andrea Mitchell, CW’67
Mr. Marshall H. Mitchell
Mr. Daniel S. Och, W’82
Mr. Simon D. Palley, WG’83
Mr. Ronald O. Perelman, W’64, WG’66
Mr. Egbert L. J. Perry, CE’76, WG’78, GCE’79
Mr. Richard C. Perry, W’77
Mrs. Julie Beren Platt, C’79
Mr. Andrew S. Rachleff, W’80
Mrs. Ann Nolan Reese, CW’74
Mr. James S. Riepe, W’65, WG’67
Mrs. Katherine Stein Sachs, CW’69
Dr. Marie A. Savard, Nu’72, M’76
Mr. John P. Shoemaker, C’87
Mr. David M. Silfen, C’66, Vice Chair
Dr. Krishna P. Singh, GME’69, Gr’72
Ms. Carol Elizabeth Ware, Nu’73
Mr. George A. Weiss, W’65, Vice Chair
Mr. Mark O. Winkelman, WG’73
Mrs. Ehsan El-Tahry Zayan, CW’73

EMERITUS
Mrs. Madlyn K. Abramson, Ed’57, GEd’60
Hon. Arlin M. Adams, L’47, Hon’98
Robert S. Blank, Esq., L’65
Richard P. Brown, Jr., Esq., L’48
Dr. Gloria Twine Chisum, Gr’60, Hon’94
Mr. L. John Clark, W’63, WG’68
Mr. Jerome Fisher, W’53
Mr. Robert A. Fox, C’52
Mr. Stephen J. Heyman, W’59
Mr. Jon M. Huntsman, W’59, Hon’96
Mr. Paul K. Kelly, C’62, WG’64
Mr. James J. Kim, W’59, G’61, Gr’63
Mr. Leonard A. Lauder, W’54
Mr. Robert P. Levy, C’52
Mr. William L. Mack, W’61
Mr. A. Bruce Mainwaring, C’47
Mr. Edward J. Mathias, C’64
Mr. Paul F. Miller, Jr., W’50, Hon’81
Mr. John B. Neff, Hon’84
Mr. Russell E. Palmer, Hon’84
Mrs. Adele K. Schaeffer, CW’55
Mr. Alvin V. Shoemaker, W’60, Hon’95
Mr. Saul P. Steinberg, W’59
Myles H. Tanenbaum, Esq., W’52, L’57
Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, C’50, Hon’99
Mr. Raymond H. Welsh, W’53
Dr. Charles K. Williams II, Gr’78, Hon’97
Mr. Paul Williams, W’67

HONORARY
Mr. Walter G. Arader, W’42
Mr. Charles D. Dickey, Jr., Hon’88
John G. Harkins, Jr., Esq., C’53, L’58
Mrs. Margaret R. Mainwaring, Ed’47, Hon’85
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A number of school graduation ceremonies occur during the weekend prior to Commencement. Location and times for graduation ceremonies occurring after the Commencement ceremony are listed below.

**ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION**
Bachelor of Arts Ceremony on May 13
M.A. and Ph.D Ceremony Monday, May 14, 1:30 p.m.
Ceremony: Room 110, Annenberg School
Reception: 12:00 – 1:30 p.m., Agora, Annenberg Public Policy Center, 202 S. 36th Street

**SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Ceremony on May 13

**GRADUATE DIVISION**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 1:00 p.m., Hill Field, 33rd and Walnut Street
Reception: Hill field, immediately following the ceremony

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**
Ceremony on May 13

**SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 1:00 p.m., Irvine Auditorium
Reception: Robert Schattner Center, 240 S. 40th Street, immediately following the ceremony

**SCHOOL OF DESIGN**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 1:30 p.m., Furness Plaza, 34th and Locust Walk
Luncheon: Monday, May 14, 12:00 p.m., Meyerson Hall Terrace

**GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**
Ceremony on May 12

**SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE**
Ph.D. and Master’s Ceremony on May 12
Undergraduate Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 2:30 p.m., Franklin Field
Luncheon: Immediately following the main University Commencement ceremony

**LAW SCHOOL**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 3:00 p.m., Academy of Music, Broad and Locust Streets
Reception on May 13

**PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE**
Ceremony on May 13

**SCHOOL OF NURSING**
Ceremony: Monday May 14, 3:00 p.m., Verizon Hall at the Kimmel Center, Broad and Spruce Streets (tickets required)
Reception: Monday, May 14, 12:00 - 1:30 p.m., Carol Elizabeth Ware Lobby, Claire M. Fagin Hall

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL POLICY & PRACTICE**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 6:30 p.m., Irvine Auditorium (tickets required)
Reception: Hall of Flags, Houston Hall, immediately following the ceremony

**SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE**
Ceremony: Monday, May 14, 2:30 p.m., Zellerbach Theatre, Annenberg Center
Reception: Annenberg Center Courtyard, immediately following the ceremony

**WHARTON SCHOOL**
UNDERGRADUATE DIVISION
Ceremony on May 13

GRADUATE DIVISION
Ceremony on May 13

DOCTORAL DIVISION
Ceremony on May 13
WE'RE GREEN
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